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A B S T R A C T
Background
Primary angle closure glaucoma (PACG) accounts for 50% of glaucoma blindness worldwide. More than three-quarters of individuals with
PACG reside in Asia. In these populations, PACG oMen develops insidiously leading to chronically raised intraocular pressure and optic
nerve damage, which is oMen asymptomatic. Non-contact tests to identify people at risk of angle closure are relatively quick and can be
carried out by appropriately trained healthcare professionals or technicians as a triage test. If the test is positive, the person will be referred
for further specialist assessment.
Objectives
To determine the diagnostic accuracy of non-contact tests (limbal anterior chamber depth (LACD) (van Herick test); oblique flashlight test;
scanning peripheral anterior chamber depth analyser (SPAC), Scheimpflug photography; anterior segment optical coherence tomography
(AS-OCT), for identifying people with an occludable angle.
Search methods
We searched the following bibliographic databases 3 October 2019: CENTRAL; MEDLINE; Embase; BIOSIS; OpenGrey; ARIF and clinical trials
registries. The searches were limited to remove case reports. There were no date or language restrictions in the searches.
Selection criteria
We included prospective and retrospective cross-sectional, cohort and case-control studies conducted in any setting that evaluated the
accuracy of one or more index tests for identifying people with an occludable angle compared to a gonioscopic reference standard.
Data collection and analysis
Two review authors independently performed data extraction and quality assessment using QUADAS2 for each study. For each test, 2 x 2
tables were constructed and sensitivity and specificity were calculated. When four or more studies provided data at fixed thresholds for
each test, we fitted a bivariate model using the METADAS macro in SAS to calculate pooled point estimates for sensitivity and specificity.
For comparisons between index tests and subgroups, we performed a likelihood ratio test comparing the model with and without the
covariate.
Main results
We included 47 studies involving 26,151 participants and analysing data from 23,440. Most studies were conducted in Asia (36, 76.6%).
Twenty-seven studies assessed AS-OCT (analysing 15,580 participants), 17 studies LACD (7385 participants), nine studies Scheimpflug
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photography (1616 participants), six studies SPAC (5239 participants) and five studies evaluated the oblique flashlight test (998
participants). Regarding study quality, 36 of the included studies (76.6%) were judged to have a high risk of bias in at least one domain.The
use of a case-control design (13 studies) or inappropriate exclusions (6 studies) raised patient selection concerns in 40.4% of studies and
concerns in the index test domain in 59.6% of studies were due to lack of masking or post-hoc determination of optimal thresholds. Among
studies that did not use a case-control design, 16 studies (20,599 participants) were conducted in a primary care/community setting and
18 studies (2590 participants) in secondary care settings, of which 15 investigated LACD.
Summary estimates were calculated for commonly reported parameters and thresholds for each test; LACD ≤ 25% (16 studies, 7540 eyes):
sensitivity 0.83 (95% confidence interval (CI) 0.74, 0.90), specificity 0.88 (95% CI 0.84, 0.92) (moderate-certainty); flashlight (grade1) (5
studies, 1188 eyes): sensitivity 0.51 (95% CI 0.25, 0.76), specificity 0.92 (95% CI 0.70, 0.98) (low-certainty); SPAC (≤ 5 and/or S or P) (4 studies,
4677 eyes): sensitivity 0.83 (95% CI 0.70, 0.91), specificity 0.78 (95% CI 0.70, 0.83) (moderate-certainty); Scheimpflug photography (central
ACD) (9 studies, 1698 eyes): sensitivity 0.92 (95% CI 0.84, 0.96), specificity 0.86 (95% CI 0.76, 0.93) (moderate-certainty); AS-OCT (subjective
opinion of occludability) (13 studies, 9242 eyes): sensitivity 0.85 (95% CI 0.76, 0.91); specificity 0.71 (95% CI 0.62, 0.78) (moderate-certainty).
For comparisons of sensitivity and specificity between index tests we used LACD (≤ 25%) as the reference category. The flashlight test
(grade 1 threshold) showed a statistically significant lower sensitivity than LACD (≤ 25%), whereas AS-OCT (subjective judgement) had
a statistically significant lower specificity. There were no statistically significant diPerences for the other index test comparisons. A
subgroup analysis was conducted for LACD (≤ 25%), comparing community (7 studies, 14.4% prevalence) vs secondary care (7 studies, 42%
prevalence) settings. We found no evidence of a statistically significant diPerence in test performance according to setting.
Performing LACD on 1000 people at risk of angle closure with a prevalence of occludable angles of 10%, LACD would miss about 17 cases
out of the 100 with occludable angles and incorrectly classify 108 out of 900 without angle closure.
Authors' conclusions
The finding that LACD performed as well as index tests that use sophisticated imaging technologies, confirms the potential for this test for
case-detection of occludable angles in high-risk populations. However, methodological issues across studies may have led to our estimates
of test accuracy being higher than would be expected in standard clinical practice. There is still a need for high-quality studies to evaluate
the performance of non-invasive tests for angle assessment in both community-based and secondary care settings.
P L A I N   L A N G U A G E   S U M M A R Y
How accurate are screening tests in identifying those at risk of developing primary angle closure glaucoma?
Why is improving the diagnosis of primary angle closure glaucoma important?
Glaucoma is a group of eye diseases that cause damage to the optic nerve at the back of the eye. If untreated, glaucoma can lead to
blindness. Primary angle closure glaucoma is a type of glaucoma, where the drainage route for the fluid inside the eye (known as the angle)
is narrowed or blocked, leading to raised eye pressure and loss of the field of vision. Primary angle closure glaucoma accounts for a quarter
of all cases of glaucoma globally and it is more likely to lead to vision loss than the more common form, primary open angle glaucoma.
A variety of non-invasive tests are available to identify people at risk of primary angle closure glaucoma in a community or non-specialist
clinical setting. Those who test positive are referred for further specialist investigation and possible treatment. Failure to detect this
condition (a false negative result) may result in an increased risk of progressive optic nerve damage and blindness. An incorrect diagnosis
(a false positive result) could lead to unnecessary and costly investigation.
What is the aim of this review?
The aim of this review was to find out how accurate non-invasive screening tests are in identifying those at risk of developing primary
angle closure glaucoma.
What was studied in this review?
Five non-invasive tests were studied. These range from simple tests that require either a pen torch or a widely available piece of clinical
equipment known as a slit -lamp microscope (oblique flashlight test; limbal anterior chamber depth (LACD)) to more sophisticated imaging
equipment (anterior segment optical coherence tomography (AS-OCT), Scheimpflug photography and scanning peripheral anterior
chamber depth analyser (SPAC)) that can scan and measure the dimensions of the drainage angle.
What were the main results in this review?
The review included 47 relevant studies, with a total of 26,151 participants. Twenty-seven studies assessed AS-OCT, 17 studies assessed
LACD, nine studies Scheimpflug photography, six studies SPAC and five studies evaluated the flashlight test.
The overall diagnostic performance of LACD was similar to the more advanced imaging technologies, AS-OCT, Scheimpflug photography
and SPAC, however, the flashlight test showed an inferior performance. Using LACD as an example, if this test was performed on 1000
people, of whom 100 were at risk of primary angle closure, an estimated 83 would be correctly identified and 17 cases would be missed
(false negatives). The test would correctly identify 792 of the 900 not at risk of angle closure glaucoma and incorrectly classify 108 (12%),
who would be unnecessarily referred (false positives).
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How reliable were the results of the studies in this review?
Most studies were of low quality due to the way that the participants were recruited or how the tests were performed. This could have
led to the tests appearing more accurate than what they really are. We can therefore not be sure that the tests will always produce the
reported results.
What are the implications of this review?
The studies included in this review were mostly conducted in Asia, which carries the greatest burden of primary angle closure glaucoma.
The results of this review have shown that LACD, which is a quick and simple test that can be performed with a minimal amount of
training, can identify people at risk of primary angle closure glaucoma, leading to early and appropriate treatment. Although this test could
potentially miss approximately one in six of those at risk of the condition and lead to an over referral of 12%, the test could be useful for
targeted screening in areas with a high prevalence of the condition.
How up to date is this review?
Evidence in this review is current to 3 October 2019.
Non-contact tests for identifying people at risk of primary angle closure glaucoma (Review)






















































































S U M M A R Y   O F   F I N D I N G S
 
Summary of findings 1.   Should non-contact tests be used to diagnose an occludable angle in people at risk of primary angle closure glaucoma?
Accuracy estimates False positives and false negatives
at prevalence 10%: 100 partici-
pants with and 900 without oc-
cludable angles
False positives and false negatives
at prevalence 30%: 300 participants


















































































































Certainty of evidence applies to both sensitivity and specificity.
Explanations
a Downgraded one level due to risk of bias: 75% of studies had a high risk of bias in one or more domains. Two studies (13%) used a case-control design.
b Downgraded one level due to risk of bias: 40% of studies with high risk of bias in one or more domains. Downgraded one level due to imprecision. There was also significant
unexplained heterogeneity in estimates of sensitivity.
c Downgraded one level due to risk of bias: 60% of studies had a high risk of bias in one or more domains.
d Downgraded one level due to risk of bias: all studies had a high risk of bias in one or more domains. Five studies (56%) used a case-control design.
e Downgraded one level due to applicability concerns (various subjective cut-point criteria were used, which may limit the applicability of the results).
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AS-OCT: anterior segment optical coherence tomography
CI: confidence interval
LACD: limbal anterior chamber depth
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B A C K G R O U N D
Clinical problem
Primary angle closure (PAC) is characterised by appositional or
adhesional (synechial) narrowing (and eventually occlusion) of the
drainage angle in the anterior chamber of the eye, resulting in
elevated intraocular pressure (IOP) and subsequent glaucomatous
optic neuropathy, a condition known as primary angle closure
glaucoma (PACG). The occlusion of the drainage angle may occur
rapidly or slowly. Rapid occlusion results in symptomatic IOP
elevation that requires emergency medical treatment (known
as acute angle closure). Individuals presenting with acute angle
closure, characterised by eye pain, headache, corneal oedema
and vascular congestion, are treated initially with topical and
oral medications to lower the IOP. This is followed by laser
peripheral iridotomy (LPI) as soon as possible aMer angle closure,
usually with prophylactic treatment of the fellow eye (Emanuel
2014). An occlusion that develops insidiously results in chronically
raised IOP, which is oMen asymptomatic. Management for chronic
angle closure involves: medical therapy (topical hypotensives); LPI;
filtration surgery or a combination of these to lower the IOP and
open up the drainage angle. Although LPI remains the first-line
intervention for acute and chronic PAC, there is a growing evidence
that clear lens extraction is associated with better clinical and
patient-reported outcomes than LPI and may therefore be a better
first-line treatment option (Azuara-Blanco 2016; Tanner 2020).
The prevalence of PACG varies across ethnic groups; in European-
derived populations PACG has been estimated to be 0.40% of
those aged 40 years and older, compared to 1.09% in Asian
populations (Tham 2014). For those aged 70 years and older, the
prevalence increases to 0.94% (Day 2012) and 2.32% (Cheng 2014),
respectively. Although, globally, open-angle glaucoma is more
common (3%) (Tham 2014), PACG is more likely to result in bilateral
blindness (Foster 2001; Quigley 1996; Quigley 2006; ResnikoP 2004).
A classification scheme for PAC designed for use in prevalence
surveys and epidemiological research was published by Foster
and colleagues (Foster 2002). This identifies three stages in the
natural history of angle closure from initial irido-trabecular contact
(ITC) to anterior segment signs of disease (raised IOP, peripheral
anterior synechiae (PAS), or both), culminating in glaucomatous
optic neuropathy.
1. Primary angle closure suspect (PACS): an eye in which
appositional contact between the peripheral iris and posterior
trabecular meshwork is considered in two or more quadrants, in
dark room conditions using static gonioscopy.
2. PAC: an eye with an occludable drainage angle and features
indicating that trabecular obstruction by the peripheral iris has
occurred, such as PAS, elevated IOP (> 21 mmHg), iris whorling
(distortion of the radially orientated iris fibres), “glaucomfleken”
lens opacities, or excessive pigment deposition on the
trabecular surface. There is no evidence of glaucomatous optic
neuropathy or associated glaucomatous field loss.
3. PACG: signs of PAC, as described above, and evidence of
glaucomatous optic neuropathy.
There are various anatomical and demographic risk factors for PAC
(Amerasinghe 2008; Lowe 1970). Anatomical risk factors include: a
shallow anterior chamber depth (ACD), thickening of the crystalline
lens, small corneal diameter and a short axial length (Nolan 2006;
Wang 2019). The risk of PACG increases with age (Day 2012; Wang
2019), and the prevalence also varies with ethnicity, with higher
rates occurring in Inuit and Asian populations (Clemmesen 1971;
Drance 1973; Tham 2014).
The natural history of angle closure disease is not well documented
due to the sparsity of long-term observational data (Alsbirk 1992;
Thomas 2003; Wilensky 1993; Yip 2008). A recent large randomised
controlled trial, conduced in China (Zhongshan Angle-closure
Prophylaxis Study) (He 2019), carried out LPI in one randomly
selected eye of participants with bilateral PACS, with the other
eye acting as an untreated control. The primary outcome was
incident primary angle closure disease as a composite endpoint of
elevated IOP, PAS, or an acute angle-closure episode during the 72-
month follow-up period. The rate of developing any angle closure
endpoint in this population was very low (less than 1% per year).
Although eyes that underwent LPI showed a significant reduction
in the risk of developing PAC or an acute attack, the authors
concluded that prophylactic treatment is of limited benefit and was
unlikely to be cost-ePective. However, in view of diPerences in the
causative mechanism of angle closure between Europeans and East
Asians (He 2006), the generalisability of these findings is unclear.
Target condition being diagnosed
For this review we used an occludable angle as the target condition
indicative of an anatomical predisposition to angle closure as
identified by gonioscopy (Weinreb 2006). In this review we defined
an occludable angle as either:
• an eye which has appositional contact between the peripheral
iris and posterior trabecular meshwork in two or more
quadrants (≥180°); or
• an eye with, or at risk of, angle closure as judged by an
experienced eye care professional using gonioscopy with or
without indentation.
Conditions that are similar to the target condition include
secondary angle closure glaucoma, such as aqueous misdirection,
neovascular glaucoma and ciliary body swelling. The clinical
features and management of conditions that cause secondary
angle closure glaucoma have been reviewed by Parivadhini 2014
and were not investigated in this review.
Index test(s)
Targeted screening for PAC/PACG has established the ePectiveness
of measuring anterior chamber dimensions to identify occludable
angles (Congdon 1996; Devereux 2000; Kurita 2009). A variety of
non-contact tests are available for the assessment of the ACD,
anterior chamber angle (ACA), or both.
Oblique flashlight test
The flashlight test is an accessible method to detect a potentially
occludable angle if no other equipment is available. The test can
be carried out in a primary- or secondary-care setting and involves
shining a pen torch into the eye from the temporal limbus parallel
to the iris to assess the ACD. Quantitative grading uses a four-point
scale, based on the proportion of the nasal iris that is in shadow
(grade 4 = minimal or no shadow; grade 1 = nasal iris in complete
shadow (Van Herick 1969; Vargas 1973;) grade 1 is associated with a
high risk of angle closure. Alternatively, qualitative grading can be
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used to describe the amount of shadow falling on the iris as shallow,
medium or deep, and is further described by He 2007.
Limbal anterior chamber depth assessment (van Herick
technique)
The van Herick technique is used to assess the ACD at the limbus
using a slit lamp biomicroscope (Van Herick 1969). The illumination
system is set at 60° from the observation system. A focused
vertical slit-beam is positioned at the limbus and moved just onto
the cornea until the beam separates into a corneal section and
reflection of the beam onto the iris. An estimate of the thickness
of the dark space between the beams (which corresponds to the
limbal anterior chamber depth (LACD)) is recorded as a fraction
(or percentage) of the corneal section thickness over the central
portion of the beam. Van Herick 1969 originally described a four-
point grading scheme, which was extended to a seven-point scale
by Foster 2000, in an ePort to improve the precision of the
measurement. Van Herick 1969 considered that an eye with a
LACD of grade 2 or less (≤ 25%) required gonioscopy and that
a grade 1 angle was at a high risk of angle closure. Foster 2000
further subdivided grade 1 into 5% and 15% cut-oP values and also
included a 0% grade, which was defined as iridocorneal contact
for at least one clock hour within the observed quadrant. The
augmented scale was associated with improved test accuracy.
Scanning peripheral anterior chamber depth analyser
Scanning peripheral anterior chamber depth analysis (SPAC) is an
objective method for measuring the peripheral and central ACD by
automatically taking 21 slit lamp images of the anterior chamber
using a 1 mm-wide slit at 0.4-mm intervals from the optical axis
towards the limbus (Kashiwagi 2006). These measurements are
compared to a normative database and converted into a numerical
scale ranging from 1 to 12, with 12 representing the deepest
ACD. In addition, the instrument provides a categorical grading of
the risk of angle closure, S (suspect angle closure), P (potential
angle closure), or N (normal). The device has been shown to be
reproducible and easy to operate (Kashiwagi 2004).
Scheimpflug photography
The Scheimpflug principle is used to correct perspective distortion
in aerial photographs and has been adapted for ocular imaging. The
Oculus Pentacam (Oculus, Wetzlar, Germany) device employs this
principle using monochromatic blue light at a wavelength of 475
nm. By rotating the apparatus around the optical axis of the eye, a
series of radially oriented images is generated in three dimensions
around the 360° extent of the anterior segment. Between 12 and
50 real-time sections from the anterior surface of the cornea to
the posterior vertex of the lens are acquired within a two-second
acquisition frame. This generates a set of measurements that
provide a detailed description of the biometric configuration of the
anterior segment, which includes the ACA, ACD and the anterior
chamber volume (ACV). When calculating the ACA, it should be
noted that this is not a direct measurement of the ACA, but is
extrapolated from the measurements taken by the Pentacam. .
Currently there is no consensus on which parameter or cut-oP value
to use in the determination of an occludable angle.
Anterior segment-optical coherence tomography
Anterior segment-optical coherence tomography (AS-OCT) allows
both qualitative and quantitative analysis of the angle. The
technique is based on low-coherence interferometry whereby
the delay and intensity of light reflected from the ocular tissue
structures is measured. There are currently several AS-OCT devices
available on the market; depending on the device, they use one of
the following methods to obtain clinical data: time domain, spectral
domain or the more recent swept source domain method. Spectral
and swept source domain methods have a higher scan speed and
resolution than time domain methods. A wavelength of 1310 nm
is used to image the anterior segment and inbuilt soMware is used
to quantitatively assess in detail angle parameters, which include:
the trabeculo-iris space area (TISA, measured at 500 microns and
750 microns), angle recess area (ARA) and angle opening distance
(AOD) at 500 microns and 750 microns (Quek 2011). Qualitative
interpretation has been typically defined by contact between the
peripheral iris and any part of the angle wall anterior to the scleral
spur. There is currently no consensus on which threshold values to
use for any of the quantitative parameters mentioned to identify an
occludable angle (Smith 2013).
Clinical pathway
A variety of non-contact devices with varying degrees of
sophistication have been developed to evaluate the risk of angle
closure. The high prevalence of PAC and the burden of blindness
attributable to PACG raises the possibility of using such techniques
as triage tests in high-risk populations who may not have access
to eye care services (see Figure 1) (Nolan 2003; Nolan 2006).
More commonly, non-invasive assessment of the dimensions of
the anterior chamber, including ACD, angle, or both are part of
a standard ophthalmic examination in a primary/community or
secondary care setting. If the index test is positive, such individuals
are identified as being 'at risk' of PACG and are referred for further
assessment, usually to a glaucoma sub-specialist ophthalmologist.
The ophthalmologist will carry out gonioscopy (the reference
standard for qualitative and quantitative assessment of the ACA).
If an occludable angle is diagnosed, additional tests are then
performed to further diagnose the condition as PACS/PAC/PACG.
Depending on the clinical presentation, the aPected individual may
be closely monitored or undergo prophylactic treatment with LPI
or lens extraction, possibly in conjunction with IOP-lowering eye
drops.
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Figure 1.   Clinical Pathway
 
Role of index test(s)
The reference standard test to detect an occludable angle is
gonioscopy; however, this is not routinely performed outside the
specialist setting since it is invasive and requires a high level
of skill, which may lead to missed diagnoses. Non-contact tests
are relatively quick and can be carried out by appropriately
trained healthcare professionals or technicians as a triage test
to identify people at risk of angle closure. A systematic review
published in 2013 concluded that there was insuPicient evidence
for non-contact tests to replace gonioscopy, as they do not provide
suPicient information on the ACA anatomy (Smith 2013). It should
be noted that in some cases, when gonioscopy fails to visualise the
anterior chamber configuration and depth, typically in secondary
causes of angle closure, AS-OCT and Scheimpflug photography
can be used to provide objective measurements (Kang 2013). In
addition, these techniques can be used to supplement existing
clinical documentation by providing objective measurements
(Smith 2013).
Alternative test(s)
Tests that use contact methods, such as ultrasound biomicroscopy,
have been reviewed by Smith 2013, and were not included in the
current review.
Rationale
A systematic review published in 2013 evaluated whether
anterior segment imaging (using ultrasound biomicroscopy, optical
coherence tomography (OCT), Scheimpflug photography or SPAC
aided the diagnosis of PAC (Smith 2013). This review included 79
studies and concluded that although anterior segment imaging
provided useful information, none of the tests provided suPicient
information about the anatomy of ACA to be considered a
substitute for gonioscopy. However, no meta-analysis of accuracy
data was conducted. The current review updates and extends this
review by considering the following non-contact tests of anterior
chamber assessment (flashlight test, slit-lamp techniques for LACD
assessment, AS-OCT, Scheimpflug photography and SPAC).
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O B J E C T I V E S
To determine the diagnostic accuracy of non-contact tests for
identifying people with an occludable anterior chamber angle of
the eye.
Secondary objectives
• To investigate the accuracy of each non-contact test for
detecting the most severe referable condition or PACG (versus
PACS or PAC)
• To explore potential causes of heterogeneity in diagnostic
performance
M E T H O D S
Criteria for considering studies for this review
Types of studies
We included all prospective and retrospective cohort studies
('single-gate' design) and case-control studies ('two-gate' design)
that evaluated the accuracy of non-contact tests for diagnosing
occludable angles compared to a gonioscopic reference standard.
We included studies comparing each method separately, and
studies comparing more than one method, to the reference
standard in the same population. This included studies in which
participants received all the tests or were randomised to receive
diPerent tests. We included only studies that provided suPicient
data to allow the calculation of sensitivity and specificity.
Non-contact tests for the detection of occludable angles are mainly
of interest in primary-care settings as a triage test aiming to guide
referrals to glaucoma specialists. The tests are also used in non-
specialist secondary care settings. Since the relative accuracy of
these tests in these settings is not well known, we included studies
investigating these tests in any setting, and planned to assess the
ePect of this on accuracy in subgroup analyses.
Participants
We included all participants who met the inclusion criteria for
studies conducted in any setting, which evaluated any of the index
tests against the reference standard. We considered data from
both untested asymptomatic populations and other pre-tested
predominantly asymptomatic populations recruited in secondary
care.
Index tests
We assessed non-contact tests including: the oblique flashlight
test, LACD using the van Herick technique, SPAC, Scheimpflug
photography and AS-OCT.
Target conditions
An occludable angle, as a referable condition that can include
PACS, PAC or PACG, as described above, was the target condition of
interest.
As a secondary objective, we also planned to extract data to
investigate the accuracy of the test for detecting the most severe
referable condition or PACG (versus PAC or PACS).
Reference standards
Gonioscopy was the reference standard for the diagnosis of
an occludable angle. We included studies using any of the
standard gonioscopic classification schemes and used the authors'
definition of an occludable angle, based on the number of
quadrants of ITC. When the information was available, we further
classified an occludable angle into one of three subgroups PACS,
PAC, PACG.
Gonioscopy
Gonioscopy is the acknowledged reference standard for the
evaluation of eyes with or at risk of angle closure, and should be
performed on both eyes in any individual with suspected angle
closure. The technique should be performed under dark-room
conditions and used in the primary position to visualise angle
structures, the presence of ITC, PAS, or both (Bhargava 1973).
Dynamic assessment is helpful in distinguishing ITC from PAS using
a four-mirror lens, which is applied to the cornea creating pressure
with the goniolens. The ShaPer grading system, which records the
ACA width in four quadrants, from grade 0 (closed) to grade 4
(wide open), is the most widely adopted ACA classification scheme
(ShaPer 1960). Angle morphology can be further described using
the Scheie grading system (Scheie 1957). This scheme describes the
angle according to the anatomical structures observed (grade IV:
Schwalbe’s line not visible; grade III: Schwalbe’s line visible; grade
II: anterior trabecular meshwork visible; grade I: visible scleral spur;
and grade 0: ciliary body band visible). The Spaeth classification is
the most detailed of the three grading systems that allows grading
of the geometric angle, iris profile and level of iris insertion (Spaeth
1971).
Search methods for identification of studies
Electronic searches
The Cochrane Eyes and Vision Information Specialist searched
the following electronic databases. We imposed no restrictions
on language or year of publication.The date of the search was 3
October 2019.
• Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials (CENTRAL) (which
contains the Cochrane Eyes and Vision Trials Register) in the
Cochrane Library (searched 3 October 2019) (Appendix 1).
• Health Technology Assessment Database (HTAD) in the
Cochrane Library (searched 3 October 2019) (Appendix 1).
• MEDLINE Ovid (January 1946 to 3 October 2019) (Appendix 2).
• Embase Ovid (January 1980 to 3 October 2019) (Appendix 3).
• BIOSIS (January 1969 to 3 October 2019) (Appendix 4).
• System for Information on Grey Literature in Europe (OpenGrey)
(1995 to 3 October 2019) (Appendix 5).
• Aggressive Research Intelligence Facility database (ARIF)
(www.birmingham.ac.uk/research/activity/mds/projects/
HaPS/PHEB/ARIF/index.aspx; searched 3 October 2019. ARIF
database last updated June 2018) (Appendix 6).
• ISRCTN registry (www.isrctn.com/editAdvancedSearch;
searched 3 October 2019) (Appendix 7).
• US National Institutes of Health Ongoing Trials Register -
ClinicalTrials.gov (www.clinicaltrials.gov; searched 3 October
2019) (Appendix 8).
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• World Health Organization International Clinical Trials Registry
Platform (www.who.int/ictrp; searched 3 October 2019)
(Appendix 9).
Searching other resources
We searched the references of included studies for information
about further studies. We did not handsearch journals and
conference proceedings.
Data collection and analysis
Selection of studies
Two review authors (AJ and IC) independently assessed the titles
and abstracts of all studies identified by the electronic searches. We
labelled each record at this stage as "definitely relevant", "possibly
relevant" or "definitely not relevant". We excluded records labelled
as "definitely not relevant" by both review authors. We retrieved
full-text reports of records labelled as "definitely relevant" or
"possibly relevant" and the two review authors independently
assessed whether these met the inclusion criteria. We resolved any
disagreement when present at any stage through discussion. When
necessary, we consulted a third review author or contacted the
study investigators for more information to determine eligibility.
Data extraction and management
Two review authors (AJ and JL) independently extracted the
following data, where possible, from the included studies: the
number of true positives (TP), false positives (FP), true negatives
(TN) and false negatives (FN) using 2 x 2 contingency tables. From
the 2 X 2 tables we calculated sensitivity (the proportion of diseased
people correctly diagnosed) and specificity (the proportion of
non-diseased people correctly diagnosed) with 95% confidence
intervals (CIs).
One review author entered data into Review Manager 5 (RevMan
5) (Review Manager 2014) and a second review author verified
the entered data. We resolved any disagreement when present at
any stage through discussion. We contacted study investigators
to provide missing information or to clarify data, and we allowed
two weeks for a response. If we did not receive a response
during this time, we proceeded to use the information available
in the published reports. We summarised the characteristics of
included studies in a 'Characteristics of included studies' table. The
characteristics extracted from each study are shown in Appendix 10.
See Appendix 11 for abbreviations.
Assessment of methodological quality
Two review authors (AJ and JL) independently assessed each
included study for risk of bias using the QUADAS 2 tool to assess
the susceptibility to bias of the included studies, based on guidance
presented in Appendix 12 (Whiting 2011). We assessed each study
and judged each bias criterion to be at 'high', 'low' or 'unclear' risk
of bias (lack of information or uncertainty over the potential for
bias). Concerns regarding applicability were rated as 'high', 'low' or
'unclear' concerns.
Statistical analysis and data synthesis
We extracted and analysed the data available at fixed thresholds for
each index test, in order to ease the interpretability of our summary
measures of accuracy. Our preferred thresholds were:
• oblique flashlight test: grades 1 and 2;
• LACD using the van Herick technique: grades 1 and 2 (≤ 25%);
• SPAC: categorical grading of suspect angle closure or potential
angle closure, as provided by the device.
As there is no current consensus regarding thresholds for
Scheimpflug photography and AS-OCT, we extracted these data,
when available, from the included studies.
We generated estimates of sensitivity and specificity in forest plots
for each index test and also plotted them in receiver operating
characteristics (ROC) space in RevMan. When four or more studies
provided data at fixed thresholds for each test, we fitted a bivariate
model using the METANDI function in STATA to calculate pooled
point estimates for sensitivity and specificity. For comparisons
between index tests and between subgroups, we performed a
likelihood ratio test comparing the model with and without the
covariate and assumed that the variances for the random ePects
for the logit sensitivities and logit specificities were similar. For the
investigation of heterogeneity we used the melogit command in
STATA to fit models that included particular covariates.
Takwoingi 2013 has showed that direct comparisons conducted
within each study are more reliable than indirect comparisons.
When direct comparisons were available, we plotted data points
and joined the two estimates (one for each test) from each study by
a line to show the diPerence in accuracy between tests. If a suPicient
number of such paired studies had been available, we planned
to pool them in bivariate meta-analyses and tested their relative
accuracy with a covariate coding for each test using the methods
described above.
Since occludable angles are oMen bilateral, this complication may
result in unit of analysis issues. We included studies that evaluated
only one eye of each participant or, in participants with two aPected
eyes, studies that randomly selected only one eye. We also included
studies that included both eyes in our review, but we acknowledged
the unit of analysis issue when formulating our conclusions (i.e.
acknowledging the overestimate of the precision in accuracy).
Investigations of heterogeneity
We investigated any heterogeneity in sensitivity and specificity
through visual inspection of forest plots and the degree to which
individual study results lie close together on the summary ROC
curve. For diagnostic tests with a suPicient number of eligible
studies, we planned to formally explore heterogeneity using the
following study-level covariates:
• study design (e.g. single-gate and two-gate designs);
• diagnostic reference thresholds (gonioscopy grading (e.g.
number of quadrants occluded));
• characteristics of the study population (e.g. high versus low
prevalence, ethnicity). The comparison of low versus high
prevalence level was based on the study setting. Studies
undertaken in secondary care included populations with a
higher prevalence, whilst studies conduced in a primary care/
community setting included participants with a low prevalence
of the target condition.
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Sensitivity analyses
We planned to perform a sensitivity analysis to assess the impact of
risk of bias on test accuracy by repeating the analysis aMer removing
studies at high risk of bias.
R E S U L T S
Results of the search
The electronic searches yielded a total of 6719 records (Figure
2). AMer 2460 duplicate records were removed we screened the
remaining 4259 records. We excluded 4094 records at the title
and abstract stage and obtained full-text reports of 165 references
for further assessment. We excluded 108 reports of 108 studies
(see Characteristics of excluded studies for reasons). We identified
57 reports of 47 studies (see Characteristics of included studies)
that met the inclusion criteria, recruiting 26,151 participants and
providing data from 23,440 participants for quantitative analysis.
Nineteen of the included studies were cohort studies, 15 were cross-
sectional and 13 used a case-control design. Most studies were
conducted in Asia (36, 76.6%), followed by Europe (5, 10.6%), North
America (3, 6.4%), South America (2, 4.3%) and Africa (1, 2.1%), and
over half the studies (30 studies, 4950 participants) were conducted
in a secondary care setting, with the remainder (17 studies, 21,201
participants) in a primary care or community setting. The sample
size ranged from 24 to 2052 participants (median 200) with most
studies enrolling one eye per person (34, 72.3%).
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Figure 2.   Study flow diagram.
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Twenty-seven studies assessed AS-OCT (analysing 15,580
participants), 17 studies LACD (7385 participants), nine studies
Scheimpflug photography (1616 participants), six studies SPAC
(5239 participants) and five studies evaluated the flashlight
(oblique handlight) test (998 participants). Thirty-three of the
studies evaluated a single index test and the remainder evaluated
two or more tests on the same population. For the gonioscopic
reference standard, 42 studies reported either the number
of quadrants or degrees occluded. Thirty-six (76.6%) studies
(analysing 21,840 (93.2%) of participants) used a diagnostic
definition 2 or more quadrants occluded, six studies used one
or more quadrants occluded, three studies reported on occlusion
of the nasal or temporal quadrant only, and one study used
the clinicians subjective opinion of occludability. The gonioscopic
reference criterion was not reported in one study.
Methodological quality of included studies
A summary of the methodological quality assessment is shown in
the risk of bias and applicability graph and summary for each test
(Figure 3 and Figure 4). Thirty-six of the included studies (76.6%)
were judged to have a high risk of bias in at least one domain.The
risk of bias and applicability concerns are detailed below.
 
Figure 3.   Risk of bias and applicability concerns graph: review authors' judgements about each domain presented
as percentages across included studies
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Figure 4.   Risk of bias and applicability concerns summary: review authors' judgements about each domain for each
included study
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Figure 4.   (Continued)
 
Patient Selection domain
Nineteen of the included studies (40.4%) were judged to have
a high risk of patient selection bias. Thirteen studies adopted
a case-control design that recruited participants with the target
condition (cases), and a group of control participants without the
target condition. Six studies used inappropriate exclusions e.g.
excluding eyes with PAS, high myopia, optic neuropathy, or used
age restrictions. Five studies (10.6%) were categorised as having an
unclear risk of bias due to poor reporting of recruitment strategy
e.g. failure to report exclusion criteria or method of sampling,
The purpose of the index tests is to triage at-risk populations or
in opportunistic case-detection to identify people at risk of angle
closure. The inclusion of participants with a previous diagnosis of
the target condition therefore raised applicability concerns, as the
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spectrum of participants in these studies was not representative of
those who would receive the test in practice.
Index test domain
There was a high risk of bias in studies where index test thresholds
were not pre-defined. Optimal cut-oPs were determined post hoc in
eight of the nine studies that evaluated Scheimpflug photography,
approximately half for AS-OCT (14 studies, 52%) and two of the
six studies that evaluated SPAC. In the majority of studies, the
index test was interpreted without knowledge of the results of the
reference standard. However, for LACD, eight studies (47.1%) were
judged at high risk of bias since either the same observer performed
the index and reference test (6 studies) or the threshold was not pre-
defined (2 studies).
Applicability of the test was generally of low concern across all
the index tests, as the tests and testing procedures were clearly
described and executed by personal who were suPiciently trained.
Reference standard domain
For the reference standard domain, 33 studies (70.2%) were judged
to be at a low risk of bias, seven studies (14.9%) were classified
as high risk as gonioscopy was not masked to the index test
result, and in seven studies (14.9%) masking was unclear. Concerns
regarding applicability were not applicable for this review, since
gonioscopy was used as the reference standard for the diagnosis of
an occludable angle in all of the included studies.
Flow and Timing domain
For the flow and timing domain, the majority of studies (41, 87.2%)
were classified as having a low risk of bias. In these studies, all
participants receiving the index test were verified with the reference
standard, the number of participants included in the study matched
the number in the analysis and there was less than a three-month
interval between the execution of the index and reference tests.
There were five studies (10.6%) where the time interval where
the time interval between the index and reference test was not
reported, and in one study it was unclear whether all participants
were included in the analysis.
The overall number of participants/eyes excluded from all the
studies due to gonioscopy was negligible (< 0.3%), for LACD,
flashlight, SPAC and Scheimpflug photography it was small (0%
to 1.9%). The number of eyes/participants excluded from final
analysis using AS-OCT was relatively high (13.9%), due to the non-
interpretation of the data owing to either the clinician or the
internal soMware inability to identify the scleral spur.
Conflict of Interest
Conflict of interest was of high concern in 15 studies, of unclear
concern in 10 studies, and of no concern in 22 studies. Conflicts
of interest were reported for 13 studies that evaluated AS-OCT
(56.5%), where the authors described receiving financial support
from the manufacturer and/or loan of the device. For SPAC, four
studies (66%) involved the patent holder of the device who was also
a co-author.
Unit of analysis concerns
Thirteen studies analysed data from both eyes, however seven of
these studies corrected for clustering of data (Congdon 1996; Foster
2000; Lavanya 2008; Narayanaswamy 2010; Nolan 2007; Li 2019;
Rossi 2012).
Findings
Forty-seven studies reported sensitivity and specificity values for
one or more index tests. Table 1 presents the pooled diagnostic
accuracy estimates for index test parameters with four or more
studies providing data at fixed thresholds for each test.
Limbal anterior chamber depth (LACD)
Seventeen studies (recruiting 7385 participants) assessed LACD,
with nine studies evaluating a single threshold and the remainder
providing data on two or more thresholds. With an increasing
LACD cut-oP criterion (0%, ≤ 5%, ≤ 15%, ≤ 25%), there was an
increase in sensitivity (0.08 to 0.83) with a corresponding reduction
in specificity (1.00 to 0.88). (Table 1). The most commonly used
threshold was ≤ 25% (used in 16 studies, 7011 participants (7540
eyes)), which produced pooled sensitivity and specificity estimates
of 0.83 (95% CI 0.74 to 0.90) and 0.88 (95% CI 0.84 to 0.92),
respectively Figure 5. The certainty of this evidence was moderate
due to risk of bias concerns, since the same observer performed
the index and the reference test in many studies (see Summary of
findings 1).
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Figure 5.   Summary ROC Plot of LACD with thresholds of 0%, ≤5%, ≤15%, ≤ 25% or <25%, ≤40%, >25% to ≤50%.
Summary point estimate and confidence region shown for LACD ≤ 25%.
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Flashlight Test
Five studies (998 participants) evaluated the flashlight test, three
studies evaluated grades 1 and 2, and two studies evaluated only
grade 1. Visual inspection of the forest plot at this threshold
revealed significant heterogeneity with respect to sensitivity, which
ranged from 0.20 to 0.89. A meta-analysis was conducted for grade
1 (1188 eyes), including all studies, with an estimated pooled
sensitivity of 0.51 (95% CI 0.25 to 0.76) and specificity of 0.92 (95%
CI 0.70 to 0.98) (Figure 6). The certainty of this evidence was low due
to heterogeneity in accuracy estimates among studies and a high
risk of bias (Summary of findings 1). There were insuPicient studies
to generate a summary estimate for grade 2.
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Figure 6.   Summary ROC Plot of the flashlight test with thresholds of grade 1 and grade 2. Summary point estimate
and confidence region shown for flashlight grade 1.
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SPAC
Six studies (5239 participants) examined SPAC, three studies
reported both categorical and numerical grades, two studies
presented only the numerical grading and one study described
only categorical thresholds. Four studies used both categorical
and numerical thresholds Figure 7. The most common numerical
grading was a threshold of ≤ 5. For the meta-analysis, this numerical
grade was amalgamated with the combined S and P categorical
grade (4 studies, 4677 eyes), to produce a summary estimate of
diagnostic performance for ≤ 5 and/or S or P (sensitivity 0.83 (95%
CI 0.70 to 0.91); specificity 0.78 (95% CI 0.70 to 0.83)). The certainty
of this evidence was moderate (Summary of findings 1).
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Figure 7.   Summary ROC Plot of SPAC with thresholds of S or P, S, ≤ 4, ≤ 5, ≤ 5 and or S or P, ≤ 6, ≤ 6 and or S or P.
 
Scheimpflug photography
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Nine studies (1616 participants) evaluated the diagnostic
performance of Scheimpflug photography. Four studies reported
all three anterior segment parameters (ACA, ACD and ACV), four
studies evaluated two parameters and one study evaluated only
ACD Figure 8. Point estimates of summary sensitivity varied
between 0.79 and 0.92 across the parameters. Central ACD was the
most commonly reported threshold (used in all nine studies, 1698
eyes), which produced a pooled sensitivity estimate of 0.92 (95% CI
0.84 to 0.96) and specificity 0.86 (95% CI 0.76 to 0.93). The certainty
of this evidence was moderate due to the case-control design used
in over half of the studies (Summary of findings 1).
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Figure 8.   Summary ROC Plot of Scheimpflug photography with thresholds of ACV, ACD (central), ACA. and ACD
(peripheral). Summary point estimate and confidence region shown for ACD (central).
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Quantitative parameters reported unique cut-oP values that were
derived from the data post-hoc in eight of the nine studies.
Anterior segment optical coherence tomography (AS-OCT)
Twenty-seven studies (15,580 participants) assessed AS-OCT, 17
studies used the Visante time domain AS-OCT; four studies used a
slit lamp OCT; two studies spectral domain OCT with a lens adapter
and four studies utilised swept source OCT. Thirteen unique AS-OCT
parameters were reported; using either quantitative or qualitative
thresholds or both. Pooled point estimates of sensitivity and
specificity could only be calculated for eight parameters (subjective
opinion of occludability, AOD 500 (nasal), AOD 500 (temporal), AOD
750 (temporal), TISA 500 (nasal), TISA 500 (temporal), ACA, ACD)
with pooled sensitivities ranging from 0.79 to 0.95 and specificities
from 0.71 to 0.88 (Table 1). Subjective judgement of occludability
was the most commonly used threshold (used in 13 studies (48.1%),
9,242 eyes), which produced a pooled sensitivity estimate of 0.85
(95% CI 0.76 to 0.91); specificity 0.71 (95% CI 0.62 to 0.78) (Figure 9).
The certainly of this evidence was moderate (Summary of findings
1).
 
Figure 9.   Summary ROC Plot of AS-OCT with thresholds of subjective judgement), AOD 500 temporal, AOD 500
nasal, AOD 750 temporal, TISA 500 temporal, TISA 500 nasal, TISA 750 temporal, TISA 750 nasal, ACA angle, ACA area,
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ACD, ACV, ARA 500 average, ARA 750 average, ARA 750 nasal and LV. Summary point estimate and confidence region
shown for AS-OCT (subjective judgement).
 
Quantitative parameters reported unique cut-oP values that were
derived from the data post-hoc, which could have led to an
overestimation of test performance.
Comparison between tests
The most commonly reported parameter for each index test was
compared using LACD (≤ 25%) as the reference category Table
1. Comparisons of sensitivity and specificity were not shown to
diPer across all the index tests, except for the flashlight test,
where a grade 1 threshold had a statistically significant lower
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sensitivity than LACD, and AS-OCT (subjective judgement), which
had a statistically significant lower specificity.
Direct comparisons between tests in the same studies were
available for LACD ≤ 25% versus AS-OCT (subjective opinion of
occludability) in three studies, Figure 10) and for LACD ≤ 25% versus
Scheimpflug photography (central ACD) in two studies (Figure 11),
with no clear pattern seen. LACD ≤ 25% seemed more accurate than
flashlight (grade1) in two studies (Figure 12).
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Figure 10.   Summary ROC of tests: 4 Direct comparison: LACD ≤ 25% or <25%, 20 Direct comparison: AS-OCT
(subjective judgement).
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Figure 11.   Summary ROC Plot of tests: 4 Direct comparison: LACD ≤ 25% or < 25%, 17 Direct comparison:
Scheimpflug photography ACD (central).
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Figure 12.   Summary ROC Plot of tests: 4 Direct comparison: LACD ≤ 25% or < 25%, 7 Direct comparison: Flashlight
grade 1.
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Investigation of heterogeneity and subgroup analysis
Among pre-planned study level covariates, we investigated the
ePect of the setting by comparing accuracy in 16 studies reporting
LACD at a common threshold (≤ 25%) conducted in a primary
care/ community setting (seven studies, mean prevalence 14.4%)
with that in studies conducted in secondary care (seven studies,
mean prevalence 42%) and in case-control studies (two studies, 520
participants, mean prevalence 79.2%). Case-control studies were
analysed in a diPerent category since prevalence is determined by
study design. The sensitivity and specificity were 0.90 (95% CI: 0.75
to 0.97) and 0.82 (95%CI: 0.66 to 0.91) for primary care/community
studies, 0.82 (95%CI: 0.67 to 0.91) and 0.91 (95% CI: 0.85 to 0.94)
in secondary care studies, and 0.89 (95% CI: 0.64 to 0.97) and 0.86
(95% CI: 0.78 to 0.91) in case-control studies. We found no evidence
of a statistically significant diPerence in test performance according
to setting.
There were insuPicient studies to conduct the ePect of other pre-
specified covariates including gonioscopic diagnostic reference
thresholds. We also planned to perform a sensitivity analysis to
assess the impact of risk of bias on test accuracy by repeating the
analysis aMer removing studies at high risk of bias, however nearly
all the studies were judged to have at least one domain that was
labelled as high/unclear risk of bias or had applicability concern.
D I S C U S S I O N
This systematic review evaluated the diagnostic accuracy of non-
contact tests including: LACD (van Herick test), flashlight, SPAC,
Scheimpflug photography and AS-OCT for detecting individuals
at risk of PACG. These tests were evaluated as stand-alone
triage methods that could be used by specialist or non-specialist
healthcare professionals in a primary care or secondary care
setting for case-detection. In the proposed clinical pathway, screen
positive cases would be referred for gonioscopic assessment by a
glaucoma specialist.
Summary of main results
We analysed data from a total of 23,440 participants in 47 studies
reporting the diagnostic accuracy of one or more index tests for the
detection of an occludable angle.
The LACD test (van Herick test) was investigated in 17 studies.
This test is quick, relatively inexpensive and can be used by
non-glaucoma specialists with a minimal amount of training,
Using a cut-oP 25% or less, our pooled estimates found that
at 10% prevalence as in a community setting, 17 out of 100
people at risk of angle closure would be missed and not sent
to ophthalmic assessment and would potentially be exposed to
acute or chronic angle-closure glaucoma and 108 out of 900 people
who are not at risk would be sent to ophthalmic assessment
unnecessarily, increasing costs with little or no benefit. These
estimates of accuracy, although they are sub-optimal, can still be
suitable for case-detection in areas where most people do not
receive basic ophthalmic care, There were only two case-control
studies in the main analysis on LACD and the certainty of the
evidence was moderate, meaning that we are relatively confident
in our estimates. A subgroup analysis comparing community
(low prevalence) studies versus secondary care (high prevalence)
settings found no evidence of a statistically significant diPerence in
diagnostic performance according to setting.
FiMy-seven per cent of included studies evaluated AS-OCT. This
technology has a number of theoretical advantages, including
the rapid and non-invasive acquisition of high-resolution images
of the complete 360 degrees of the ACA. These images can be
interpreted qualitatively or quantitatively. Although the included
studies provided data on 13 separate AS-OCT parameters, the
lack of consistency in the thresholds used meant that summary
estimates could only be calculated for a minority of parameters
(n = 8). The largest number of studies used subjective AS-OCT
assessment of angle width (n = 13) and yielded a similar sensitivity
to LACD but a statistically significant lower specificity. This evidence
was moderate-certainty. Only four studies each used objective
AS-OCT test measures and ACD and AOD 500 obtained good
sensitivity and specificity. However, given the small number of
studies available for each measure, we conclude that more research
is needed on AS-OCT both in community and secondary care
settings. This is particularly important as OCT technology continues
to develop with ongoing improvements in image resolution. It is
likely that the superior resolution of newer devices e.g. swept-
source OCT, may overcome the current problem of scleral spur
visualisation, which is an important anatomical landmark for ACA
evaluation. Furthermore, machine learning has recently shown
potential for automated detection of angle-closure in AS-OCT
images (Fu 2019).
Scheimpflug photography, which requires a costly device that is
rarely used for anterior chamber angle assessment was evaluated
in nine studies. The best performing parameter was ACD (central),
which had similar sensitivity and specificity estimates to LACD
(moderate-certainty evidence).
Other tests, including the oblique flashlight test and SPAC, were
investigated in only five studies each and showed either a low
sensitivity or unacceptable specificity, with low- and moderate-
certainty evidence, respectively.
Although no firm conclusions can be drawn from indirect
comparisons of diagnostic tests, we find no evidence of statistically
significant diPerences between LACD and other objective tests that
use costly devices. However, based on this analysis, the flashlight
test showed a statistically significant lower sensitivity than LACD.
This was also shown in the small number of studies that compared
the tests directly.
The majority of studies were conducted in Asia. Pre-specified
thresholds were reported for LACD, flashlight, SPAC and the
subjective judgement of occludability using AS-OCT. However, all
the reported thresholds for eight out of the nine studies for
Scheimpflug photography and all quantitative AS-OCT thresholds
were calculated post-hoc and were based on the best performing
cut-points derived from each study population. The heterogeneity
of sensitivity and specificity estimates for each test was large and
could not be adequately explained. Furthermore, 36 of the 47
included studies (76.6%) were judged to have a high risk of bias in
at least one domain, most commonly due to patient selection bias
and/or not pre-defining the index test threshold. However, 38% of
included studies recruited participants with a previous diagnosis of
an occludable angle, which was mainly attributed to the use of a
case-control design. These designs are known to over-estimate the
performance of diagnostic tests and therefore our estimates of test
accuracy could be higher than would be expected in unscreened
populations. It is therefore possible that the reported estimates
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of test performance may diPer from what may be expected in a
standard clinical setting.
Strengths and weaknesses of the review
Strengths of this systematic review included its methodological
rigour, which included the following.
• A comprehensive search strategy to identify as many potential
studies for inclusion as possible, with no language, clinical
setting, study design or publication year restrictions
• All titles and abstracts were independently screened by two
review authors
• Two review authors independently extracted data and
conducted a quality assessment of studies (using QUADAS-2).
• We obtained translations of two non-English studies that
met the inclusion criteria and undertook data extraction and
conducted 'Risk of bias' assessments
• SuPicient studies were available to conduct a meta-analysis and
produce summary estimates of sensitivity and specificity for all
five index tests
There were a number of limitations of the review. Comparisons
between index tests are best conducted using direct (within study)
comparisons, as direct comparisons are considered to be more
reliable than indirect comparisons (between studies) (Takwoingi
2013). Since there were insuPicient studies that reported more than
one test or parameter, comparisons of test accuracy were mostly
based on indirect comparisons and therefore subject to between-
study diPerences in characteristics of participants, diagnostic
standards and study design. The majority of studies had a high
or unclear risk of bias in at least one domain and substantial
heterogeneity was observed between studies. This should be taken
into consideration when interpreting the review findings. Finally,
there were insuPicient studies to compare test performance in
populations of diPerent ethnicity or angle closure disease severity,
in addition we were unable to conduct the planned sensitivity
analysis on the risk of bias, as this may have impacted the
applicability of such tests.
Applicability of findings to the review question
Given that the tests could be applied in either primary or
secondary care, we did not place any restriction on setting,
although in both pathways consecutive undiagnosed participants
would be evaluated or triaged. Several included studies recruited
participants with a previous diagnosis of an occludable angle,
which was mainly attributed to the use of a case-control design,
which may not only overestimate accuracy, but also cause concerns
regarding applicability.
Although proportionately more studies were conducted in a
secondary care setting and participants were typically recruited
from specialist or general ophthalmology clinics, over 80% of
participants included in the quantitative analysis were recruited
from a primary care or community setting. Participants in
these studies included those recruited in large cross-sectional
epidemiological studies, or from community polyclinics that
provide primary care services to local populations. In the context
of angle closure, patients with suspected occludable angles in
such settings would be referred to secondary care for specialist
evaluation.
Three-quarters of the included studies were performed in Asia,
which carries the greatest burden of PACG and its associated
blindness (Tham 2014). The prevalence of PACG in Asian
populations is up to three times higher than in European-derived
groups (Cheng 2014; Day 2012). Consequently, case-detection of
angle closure disease in these populations is more likely to be cost-
ePective (Tang 2019).
Non-contact tests for identifying occludable angles include both
subjective (flashlight, LACD) and objective tests (SPAC and
Scheimpflug photography). AS-OCT imaging can be interpreted
subjectively or objectively. Subjective tests in the included studies
were generally interpreted by ophthalmologists, which could have
potentially led to an improved test performance. However, previous
studies evaluating LACD have found no diPerence in performance
within and between ophthalmologists and non-medical healthcare
professionals, with moderate inter-observer agreement for each
group (Jindal 2015; Johnson 2018). Similarly, a small study
assessing AS-OCT qualitative judgements by glaucoma specialists
also found moderate agreement (Tay 2015).
Angle closure disease represents a spectrum of disorders from
angle closure suspect to PACG. Angle closure is defined by the
degree of appositional contact between the peripheral iris and
trabecular meshwork and the presence or absence of trabecular
damage (PAS). Although all studies used gonioscopy as the
reference standard, a variety of diagnostic definitions were used.
The review allowed for this flexibility in clinical definition and
accepted the classification of an occludable angle adopted by
the investigators. The term 'occludable angle' could encompass
varying degrees of risk of angle closure, clinically it is most
important to ascertain whether the angle is potentially occludable
and therefore at risk of developing glaucomatous optic neuropathy.
The widely accepted classification of occludability is that proposed
by the International Society for Geographical and Epidemiological
Ophthalmology ISGEO group (Foster 2002) (two more quadrants
occluded). Thirty-six (76.6%) of the included studies (recruiting
24,347 (93.1%) of participants) used a diagnostic definition two
or more quadrants occluded, one study used a sub-specialist
ophthalmologist opinion that the angle was occludable and nine
studies used a threshold of one or less quadrants occluded. We
therefore feel that the majority of angles included represented
a referable condition and would be classified as at risk of
occludability.
A U T H O R S '   C O N C L U S I O N S
Implications for practice
Although the incidence of significant angle-closure disease has
recently been shown to be low amongst those with primary
angle closure suspect (PACS), identified through community-based
screening (He 2019), it is possible that combined population
screening for open- and closed-angle glaucoma could be cost-
ePective in high-risk populations (Tang 2019).
The current reference standard to detect occludable angles
is gonioscopy. Whilst this technique oPers comprehensive
visualisation of the anterior chamber angle (ACA) and adjacent
structures, the test is invasive, requires a high degree of skill and
is not usually performed outside a specialist ophthalmic setting.
Gonioscopy is therefore unsuitable for case-detection in primary
care or non-specialist secondary care settings. The current review
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evaluated tests that can be used to evaluate risk of angle closure
by measuring anterior chamber dimensions. We found moderate-
certainty evidence that limbal anterior chamber depth (LACD),
using a cut-oP of 25% or less, showed an acceptable sensitivity and
a suPicient specificity for case-finding and performed as well as
more sophisticated imaging equipment. This finding is particularly
important for case-detection in areas where most people do not
receive basic ophthalmic care. LACD is simple to perform and can
be learned with relatively little training. The pooled estimates of
diagnostic accuracy of LACD should be interpreted with caution
since they derive from indirect comparisons
The flashlight test using a grade 1 cut point had a statistically
significant lower diagnostic performance than other non-contact
tests and is therefore not recommended for case-detection. Our
evaluation of the diagnostic accuracy of anterior segment optical
coherence tomography (AS-OCT) was limited by the variety of
parameters reported and the lack of pre-specified thresholds.
Implications for research
There is still a need for high-quality studies to evaluate the
performance of non-invasive tests for angle assessment. These
studies should adopt consecutive or random sampling using pre-
specified thresholds. Furthermore, investigators performing the
index test and reference standard should be masked. Moreover,
these studies should preferably be conducted in a community or
primary care setting and avoid a case-control design. If adequately
funded, a direct comparison of LACD with objective devices to
detect occludable angles should be undertaken.
The diagnostic accuracy of index tests to identify angle-closure
in subgroups (PACS, primary angle closure (PAC), primary angle
closure glaucoma (PACG)) would also provide useful additional
information that would be relevant for the development of care
pathways for angle closure.
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C H A R A C T E R I S T I C S   O F   S T U D I E S
Characteristics of included studies [ordered by study ID]
 
Study characteristics
Patient Sampling Cohort study. Methods of patient sampling and recruit-
ment were not reported. Data from both eyes were includ-
ed in the analysis.
Patient characteristics and setting Sample size: 60 participants, 112 eyes (38 eyes narrow an-
gle and 74 open angle).
Age: mean (SD), 51 ± 12, range 21-72 years.





Index tests Scheimpflug photography: HR Pentacam, Oculus Inc,
Germany, nasal and temporal angles were studied in the
horizontal meridian, cut-oP values were derived from the
study data for ACA and ACD.
Target condition and reference standard(s) Static gonioscopy was performed, an occludable angle
was classified using a Shaffer grade of 1 (the number of
quadrants/degrees occluded were not reported).
Flow and timing There were no uninterpretable test results or exclusions
reported. The index test and reference standard were con-
ducted on the same occasion.
Comparative  





Risk of bias Applicability
concerns
DOMAIN 1: Patient Selection
Was a consecutive or random sample of patients enrolled? Unclear    
Was a case-control design avoided? Yes    
Did the study avoid inappropriate exclusions? Unclear    
Could the selection of patients have introduced bias?   Unclear risk  
Alonso 2010 
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Are there concerns that the included patients and setting do not
match the review question?
    Unclear
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (LACD)
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (Scheimpflug photography)
Were the index test results interpreted without knowledge of the results
of the reference standard?
Yes    
If a threshold was used, was it pre-specified? No    
Could the conduct or interpretation of the index test have intro-
duced bias?
  High risk  
Are there concerns that the index test, its conduct, or interpretation
differ from the review question?
    Low concern
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (AS-OCT)
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (SPAC)
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (Flashlight)
DOMAIN 3: Reference Standard
Is the reference standards likely to correctly classify the target condi-
tion?
Yes    
Were the reference standard results interpreted without knowledge of
the results of the index tests?
Yes    
Could the reference standard, its conduct, or its interpretation have
introduced bias?
  Low risk  
Are there concerns that the target condition as defined by the refer-
ence standard does not match the question?
    Low concern
DOMAIN 4: Flow and Timing
Was there an appropriate interval between index test and reference
standard?
Yes    
Were all patients included in the analysis? Yes    
Did all patients receive a reference standard Yes    





Patient Sampling Case-control study. Cases were primary angle-closure sus-
pects (PACS), controls were participants with open-angles
Andrews 2012 
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who did not meet the PACS criteria. Data from the right eye
were included in the analysis.
Patient characteristics and setting Sample size: 442 eyes (370 narrow angle and 72 open angle).
Age: mean (SD), 59.8 ± 4.9 years (narrow angle 59.7 0 ± 5.2;
controls 60.2 ± 3.2).




Exclusions: prior intraocular surgery, excessively high risk
of acute angle-closure attack, cataract preventing anterior
chamber imaging.
Index tests LACD: graded as a percentage fraction of adjacent corneal
thickness at the temporal limbus: >100%, 75%, 40%, 25%,
15%, 5%, and 0%, cut-oP value used ≤ 25%.
SPAC: measurements ranged from 1 to 12, cut-oP value used ≤
6.
Target condition and reference standard(s) PACS: participants with pigmented trabecular meshwork not
visible in at least two quadrants (≥180 degrees) on gonioscopy
(without PAS, glaucomatous optic neuropathy or elevated
IOP).
Flow and timing There were no uninterpretable test results or exclusions re-
ported. The index test and reference standard were conduct-
ed on the same occasion.
Comparative  
Notes Conflicts of interest: Dr Kashiwagi has a Japanese patent
on the SPAC (Japanese patent No. 3878164). Dr Friedman





Risk of bias Applicability con-
cerns
DOMAIN 1: Patient Selection
Was a consecutive or random sample of patients enrolled? Yes    
Was a case-control design avoided? No    
Did the study avoid inappropriate exclusions? Yes    
Could the selection of patients have introduced bias?   High risk  
Are there concerns that the included patients and setting do not
match the review question?
    High
Andrews 2012  (Continued)
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DOMAIN 2: Index Test (LACD)
Were the index test results interpreted without knowledge of the re-
sults of the reference standard?
Yes    
If a threshold was used, was it pre-specified? Yes    
Could the conduct or interpretation of the index test have intro-
duced bias?
  Low risk  
Are there concerns that the index test, its conduct, or interpre-
tation differ from the review question?
    Low concern
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (Scheimpflug photography)
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (AS-OCT)
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (SPAC)
Were the index test results interpreted without knowledge of the re-
sults of the reference standard?
Yes    
If a threshold was used, was it pre-specified? Yes    
Could the conduct or interpretation of the index test have intro-
duced bias?
  Low risk  
Are there concerns that the index test, its conduct, or interpre-
tation differ from the review question?
    Low concern
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (Flashlight)
DOMAIN 3: Reference Standard
Is the reference standards likely to correctly classify the target con-
dition?
Yes    
Were the reference standard results interpreted without knowledge
of the results of the index tests?
Yes    
Could the reference standard, its conduct, or its interpretation
have introduced bias?
  Low risk  
Are there concerns that the target condition as defined by the
reference standard does not match the question?
    Low concern
DOMAIN 4: Flow and Timing
Was there an appropriate interval between index test and reference
standard?
Yes    
Were all patients included in the analysis? Yes    
Did all patients receive a reference standard Yes    
Could the patient flow have introduced bias?   Low risk  
Andrews 2012  (Continued)
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Patient Sampling Cohort study. Cases were newly diagnosed people with primary
glaucoma, with both cases and open angle controls were recruited
from a secondary care setting from 1996 to 1998. Data from one eye
were included in the analysis.
Patient characteristics and setting Sample size: 490 eyes (40 narrow angle and 450 open angle).
Age: mean (SD) 56.8 ± 11.1 years, (glaucoma 57.8 ± 11.5; non-glau-
coma 55.8 ± 10.7).





Index tests LACD: if the peripheral ACD was equal to or greater than the corneal
thickness it was recorded as grade 4; half corneal thickness was
grade 3; quarter thickness of cornea was noted as grade 2, less than
a quarter as grade 1 and no distance between the iris and cornea as
grade 0. A cut-oP value of ≤ 25% was used at the temporal limbus.
Target condition and reference standard(s) An occludable angle was defined as an angle in which the pigment-
ed trabecular meshwork was not seen in ≥ 270 degrees of the angle
circumference by static gonioscopy.
Flow and timing There were no uninterpretable test results or exclusions reported.
The index test and reference standard conducted on the same oc-
casion.
Comparative  
Notes From the 450 participants with an open angle, 214 patients had pri-
mary open angle glaucoma and 236 had no glaucoma.




Risk of bias Applicability con-
cerns
DOMAIN 1: Patient Selection
Was a consecutive or random sample of patients enrolled? Yes    
Was a case-control design avoided? Yes    
Did the study avoid inappropriate exclusions? Unclear    
Could the selection of patients have introduced bias?   Unclear risk  
Ashaye 2003 
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Are there concerns that the included patients and setting
do not match the review question?
    Low concern
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (LACD)
Were the index test results interpreted without knowledge of
the results of the reference standard?
No    
If a threshold was used, was it pre-specified? Yes    
Could the conduct or interpretation of the index test have
introduced bias?
  High risk  
Are there concerns that the index test, its conduct, or in-
terpretation differ from the review question?
    Low concern
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (Scheimpflug photography)
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (AS-OCT)
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (SPAC)
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (Flashlight)
DOMAIN 3: Reference Standard
Is the reference standards likely to correctly classify the target
condition?
Yes    
Were the reference standard results interpreted without
knowledge of the results of the index tests?
No    
Could the reference standard, its conduct, or its interpre-
tation have introduced bias?
  High risk  
Are there concerns that the target condition as defined by
the reference standard does not match the question?
    Low concern
DOMAIN 4: Flow and Timing
Was there an appropriate interval between index test and ref-
erence standard?
Yes    
Were all patients included in the analysis? Yes    
Did all patients receive a reference standard Yes    





Patient Sampling Cohort study, adult participants were recruited from glauco-
ma and general ophthalmology clinics. Consecutive partici-
Baskaran 2007 
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pants were enrolled. Data from one eye were included in the
analysis.
Patient characteristics and setting Sample size: 120 eyes (53 narrow angle and 67 open angle).
Age: mean (SD) 62.1 ± 11.3, range 30-90 years.
Sex: 68 (56.7%) female.
Setting: secondary care.
Country: Singapore.
Ethnicity: 87 (72.5%) Chinese, 25 (20.8%) Indian, 8 Malay
(6.7%).
Exclusions: participants with corneal disorders and uveitis
were excluded in the control group. People with a history of
laser or intraocular surgery were excluded in the narrow angle
group.
Index tests LACD: determined at the temporal limbus and graded as cat-
egories: 0%, 5%, 15%, 25%, 40%, 75% and ≥ 100%. Cut-oP val-
ues analysed were 0%, ≤ 5%, ≤ 15%, ≤ 25% and ≤ 40%.
SPAC: SPAC categorical grades used for risk of angle closure.
Thresholds used were S, P and the combination of S & P.
Target condition and reference standard(s) An occludable angle was defined as the presence of a Shaffer
grade of up to 1 (10 degree iridotrabecular angle) for at least
180 degrees on gonioscopy with or without PAS.
Flow and timing There were no uninterpretable test results or exclusions re-
ported. The index test and reference standard were conduct-
ed on the same occasion.
Comparative  
Notes Conflict of interest: Dr Kashiwagi has a Japanese patent on




Risk of bias Applicability con-
cerns
DOMAIN 1: Patient Selection
Was a consecutive or random sample of patients enrolled? Yes    
Was a case-control design avoided? Yes    
Did the study avoid inappropriate exclusions? Yes    
Could the selection of patients have introduced bias?   Low risk  
Are there concerns that the included patients and setting do not
match the review question?
    Low concern
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (LACD)
Baskaran 2007  (Continued)
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Were the index test results interpreted without knowledge of the re-
sults of the reference standard?
Unclear    
If a threshold was used, was it pre-specified? Yes    
Could the conduct or interpretation of the index test have intro-
duced bias?
  Unclear risk  
Are there concerns that the index test, its conduct, or interpre-
tation differ from the review question?
    Unclear
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (Scheimpflug photography)
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (AS-OCT)
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (SPAC)
Were the index test results interpreted without knowledge of the re-
sults of the reference standard?
Yes    
If a threshold was used, was it pre-specified? Yes    
Could the conduct or interpretation of the index test have intro-
duced bias?
  Low risk  
Are there concerns that the index test, its conduct, or interpre-
tation differ from the review question?
    Unclear
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (Flashlight)
DOMAIN 3: Reference Standard
Is the reference standards likely to correctly classify the target con-
dition?
Yes    
Were the reference standard results interpreted without knowledge
of the results of the index tests?
Unclear    
Could the reference standard, its conduct, or its interpretation
have introduced bias?
  Unclear risk  
Are there concerns that the target condition as defined by the
reference standard does not match the question?
    Low concern
DOMAIN 4: Flow and Timing
Was there an appropriate interval between index test and reference
standard?
Yes    
Were all patients included in the analysis? Yes    
Did all patients receive a reference standard Yes    
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Study characteristics
Patient Sampling Cohort study. Participants above the age of 40 years were recruited from a
glaucoma clinic. Data from one eye were included in the analysis.
Patient characteristics and setting Sample size: 98 eyes (39 narrow angle and 59 open angle).
Age: mean (SD) 60.7 ± 12.6 years.
Sex: 49 (50%) female.
Setting: secondary care.
Country: Singapore.
Ethnicity: 69 (70%) Chinese.
Exclusions: prior intraocular surgery or penetrating eye injury, corneal dis-
orders such as corneal endothelial dystrophy, pterygium or corneal scars
that may preclude satisfactory imaging or those on medications that act on
the pupil.
Index tests AS-OCT: time domain, Visante; Carl Zeiss Meditec, Dublin, CA, USA. Three
AS-OCT images of each eye were obtained in dark conditions: one image
scanning the angle at the nasal and temporal positions, one scanning the
superior angle and one scanning the inferior angle. The cut-oP value was
a closed angle in two or more quadrants, which was defined as subjective
judgement of contact between the iris and angle wall anterior to the scleral
spur.
Target condition and reference standard(s) The ACA was considered ‘closed’ in that quadrant if the posterior pigment-
ed trabecular meshwork could not be seen in the primary position without
indentation on gonioscopy (Scheie grade 3 or 4). The eye was classified as
having an occludable angle if there were two or more quadrants (≥ 180 de-
grees) closed.
Flow and timing 98 participants entered the study, 1 was excluded, reason not specified. The
index test and reference standard were conducted on the same occasion.
Comparative  
Notes Conflict of interest: Dr Aung has received research support, travel support
and honoraria from Carl Zeiss Meditec, Dublin, CA USA, as well as an instru-
ment loan.
Participants who underwent peripheral iridotomy were not excluded.
Methodological quality
Item Authors' judgement Risk of bias Applicability concerns
DOMAIN 1: Patient Selection
Was a consecutive or random sample of patients en-
rolled?
Yes    
Was a case-control design avoided? Yes    
Did the study avoid inappropriate exclusions? Yes    
Baskaran 2012 
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Could the selection of patients have introduced
bias?
  Low risk  
Are there concerns that the included patients and
setting do not match the review question?
    Low concern
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (LACD)
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (Scheimpflug photography)
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (AS-OCT)
Were the index test results interpreted without knowl-
edge of the results of the reference standard?
Yes    
If a threshold was used, was it pre-specified? Yes    
Could the conduct or interpretation of the index
test have introduced bias?
  Low risk  
Are there concerns that the index test, its conduct,
or interpretation differ from the review question?
    Low concern
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (SPAC)
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (Flashlight)
DOMAIN 3: Reference Standard
Is the reference standards likely to correctly classify
the target condition?
Yes    
Were the reference standard results interpreted with-
out knowledge of the results of the index tests?
Yes    
Could the reference standard, its conduct, or its in-
terpretation have introduced bias?
  Low risk  
Are there concerns that the target condition as de-
fined by the reference standard does not match the
question?
    Low concern
DOMAIN 4: Flow and Timing
Was there an appropriate interval between index test
and reference standard?
Yes    
Were all patients included in the analysis? Yes    
Did all patients receive a reference standard Yes    
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Study characteristics
Patient Sampling Cohort study. Phakic participants aged 40 years or older were recruited
from glaucoma clinics at an eye hospital between January 2011 and July
2011. Data from one eye were included in the analysis.
Patient characteristics and setting Sample size: 140 eyes (32 narrow angle and 108 open angle).
Age: mean (SD), 59.2 ± 8.9 years, (narrow angle 63.7 ± 8.0; controls 57.8 ±
8.8).
Sex: 99 (70.7%) female.
Setting: secondary care.
Country: Singapore.
Ethnicity: 134 (95.7%) Chinese, 2 (1.4%) Malay, 3 (2.1%) Indian and 1 other.
Exclusions: participants with corneal disease that precluded imaging of
the anterior segment and those with previous uveitis, intraocular surgery,
or lid abnormalities were excluded.
Index tests AS-OCT: swept source domain, CASIA SS-1000, Tomey Corporation,
Nagoya, Japan. Each eye was scanned with the 3-dimensional angle analy-
sis scan. Cut-oP values were derived from the study data using ITC analysis
for the “ITC index,” which represents the ratio of ITC (angle closure) in de-
grees to the total angle visible, as a percentage.
Target condition and reference standard(s) The ACA was considered “closed” on gonioscopy in that quadrant if the
posterior pigmented trabecular meshwork could not be seen in the pri-
mary position without indentation (Modified Shaffer grade 0 to 2). The eye
was classified as having an occludable angle if there were 2 or more closed
quadrants (≥180 degrees).
Flow and timing There were 152 participants, 1 person had a poor-quality scan, and in 11
people the scleral spur could not be identified, leaving 140 eyes for the fi-
nal analysis. The index test and reference standard were conducted on the
same occasion.
Comparative  
Notes Participants who had LPI were not excluded in the recruitment phase.
Conflict of interest: authors reported no conflict of interest.
Methodological quality
Item Authors' judgement Risk of bias Applicability con-
cerns
DOMAIN 1: Patient Selection
Was a consecutive or random sample of patients en-
rolled?
Yes    
Was a case-control design avoided? Yes    
Did the study avoid inappropriate exclusions? Yes    
Baskaran 2013 
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Could the selection of patients have introduced
bias?
  Low risk  
Are there concerns that the included patients and
setting do not match the review question?
    High
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (LACD)
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (Scheimpflug photography)
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (AS-OCT)
Were the index test results interpreted without knowl-
edge of the results of the reference standard?
Yes    
If a threshold was used, was it pre-specified? No    
Could the conduct or interpretation of the index test
have introduced bias?
  High risk  
Are there concerns that the index test, its conduct,
or interpretation differ from the review question?
    Low concern
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (SPAC)
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (Flashlight)
DOMAIN 3: Reference Standard
Is the reference standards likely to correctly classify the
target condition?
Yes    
Were the reference standard results interpreted with-
out knowledge of the results of the index tests?
Yes    
Could the reference standard, its conduct, or its in-
terpretation have introduced bias?
  Low risk  
Are there concerns that the target condition as de-
fined by the reference standard does not match the
question?
    Low concern
DOMAIN 4: Flow and Timing
Was there an appropriate interval between index test
and reference standard?
Yes    
Were all patients included in the analysis? Yes    
Did all patients receive a reference standard Yes    
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Study characteristics
Patient Sampling Cohort study. Participants aged ≥ 40 years or older with glaucoma or
suspect glaucoma were recruited from two community optometry
practices. Data from one eye were included in the analysis.
Patient characteristics and setting Sample size: 80 eyes (12 narrow angle and 68 open angle).
Age: mean (SD) 58.9 ± 10.0, range 40-80 years.
Sex: 53 (66%) female.
Setting: primary care.
Country: UK.
Ethnicity: 70 (87.5%) Caucasian, 6 (7.5%) African, 4 (5%) Indian.
Exclusions: corneal disorders, recent eye infection, ocular inflamma-
tion (within the previous 6 months), previous refractive surgery, pe-
ripheral iridotomy or intra-ocular surgery.
Index tests LACD: original van Herick grading scheme used (grade 1-4) performed
at the nasal and temporal angle. Grade 1 was used as the cut -oP (<
25%) at either the nasal or the temporal angle.
AS-OCT: spectral domain, Topcon OCT-2000 (Topcon Europe Medical
B.V). Laser wavelength of 840 nm using anterior segment mode via a
3 mm line scan size with the scan count at 32. If any iris contact was
visible anterior to the position of the scleral spur for either the nasal
or temporal image or both, this was qualitatively classified as 'occlud-
able'.
Target condition and reference standard(s) If posterior trabecular meshwork was not visible for ≥ 90 degrees us-
ing, or in other words, if one or more quadrants was graded 0–1 on the
Shaffer grading scheme.
Flow and timing 84 participants were recruited and 83 participants. 4 participants were
excluded as they were unable to tolerate gonioscopy, 80 eyes were
included in the final analysis for LACD. In 4 cases, the AS-OCT images
were un-gradable and 76 eyes were analysed for AS-OCT. The index
test and reference standard were conducted on the same occasion.
Comparative  
Notes Conflicts of interest: authors reported no conflict of interest.
Methodological quality
Item Authors' judgement Risk of bias Applicability con-
cerns
DOMAIN 1: Patient Selection
Was a consecutive or random sample of patients enrolled? No    
Was a case-control design avoided? Yes    
Did the study avoid inappropriate exclusions? Yes    
Campbell 2015 
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Could the selection of patients have introduced bias?   High risk  
Are there concerns that the included patients and set-
ting do not match the review question?
    High
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (LACD)
Were the index test results interpreted without knowledge
of the results of the reference standard?
No    
If a threshold was used, was it pre-specified? Yes    
Could the conduct or interpretation of the index test
have introduced bias?
  High risk  
Are there concerns that the index test, its conduct, or in-
terpretation differ from the review question?
    Low concern
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (Scheimpflug photography)
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (AS-OCT)
Were the index test results interpreted without knowledge
of the results of the reference standard?
Yes    
If a threshold was used, was it pre-specified? Yes    
Could the conduct or interpretation of the index test
have introduced bias?
  Low risk  
Are there concerns that the index test, its conduct, or in-
terpretation differ from the review question?
    Low concern
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (SPAC)
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (Flashlight)
DOMAIN 3: Reference Standard
Is the reference standards likely to correctly classify the tar-
get condition?
Yes    
Were the reference standard results interpreted without
knowledge of the results of the index tests?
No    
Could the reference standard, its conduct, or its inter-
pretation have introduced bias?
  High risk  
Are there concerns that the target condition as defined
by the reference standard does not match the question?
    Low concern
DOMAIN 4: Flow and Timing
Was there an appropriate interval between index test and
reference standard?
Yes    
Were all patients included in the analysis? Yes    
Campbell 2015  (Continued)
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Did all patients receive a reference standard Yes    





Patient Sampling Cross-sectional study. Asymptomatic participants aged over 50 years were
identified by systematic sampling from a community polyclinic, complet-
ing a comprehensive ophthalmic examination at the same visit between
December 2005 and June 2006. Data from the right eye were included in
the analysis.
Patient characteristics and setting Sample size: 2047 eyes (395 narrow angle and 1652 open angle).
Age: mean (SD), 63.2 ± 8.0 years, (narrow angle 65.1 ± 7.8; controls 62.7 ±
8.0).




Exclusions: patients with glaucoma, intraocular surgery or corneal disor-
ders preventing anterior-chamber imaging.
Index tests SPAC: measurements ranged from 1 to 12. Cut-oP values used were a nu-
merical value of 4 and ≤ 5.
AS-OCT: time domain, Visante, Carl Zeiss Meditec AG. Scans were centred
on the pupil and taken along the horizontal (nasal-temporal) and vertical
meridians (superior-inferior) to the peripheral angle. A quadrant was clas-
sified as closed when the iris was in contact with the angle wall. Cut-oP
values; qualitative; when two or more quadrants were observed as closed,
quantitative cut-oPs were derived from the study data using AOD750.
Target condition and reference standard(s) An eye was defined as occludable if it had a Shaffer score of 0 or 1 on non-
indentation gonioscopy for at least two quadrants (≥180 degrees), with or
without PAS.
Flow and timing There were 2102 participants, 55 could not complete all the tests and were
excluded from the analysis due to: alignment errors (12), inability to follow
instructions (16), refused gonioscopy (4) or other reasons (18), 2047 eyes
were included in the final analysis. There was quantitative AS-OCT data
missing from 579 of the eyes analysed and SPAC data were not available
on 41 eyes. The index test and reference standard were conducted on the
same occasion.
Comparative  
Notes Conflict of interest: KK has a Japanese patent on the SPAC (Japanese
patent no. 3878164). TA has received funding, travel support and hono-
raria from Carl Zeiss Meditec. DSF has received an instrument loan from
Carl Zeiss Meditec.
Chang 2011 
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Methodological quality
Item Authors' judgement Risk of bias Applicability con-
cerns
DOMAIN 1: Patient Selection
Was a consecutive or random sample of patients en-
rolled?
Yes    
Was a case-control design avoided? Yes    
Did the study avoid inappropriate exclusions? Yes    
Could the selection of patients have introduced
bias?
  Low risk  
Are there concerns that the included patients and
setting do not match the review question?
    Low concern
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (LACD)
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (Scheimpflug photography)
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (AS-OCT)
Were the index test results interpreted without knowl-
edge of the results of the reference standard?
Yes    
If a threshold was used, was it pre-specified? No    
Could the conduct or interpretation of the index test
have introduced bias?
  High risk  
Are there concerns that the index test, its conduct,
or interpretation differ from the review question?
    Low concern
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (SPAC)
Were the index test results interpreted without knowl-
edge of the results of the reference standard?
Yes    
If a threshold was used, was it pre-specified? No    
Could the conduct or interpretation of the index test
have introduced bias?
  High risk  
Are there concerns that the index test, its conduct,
or interpretation differ from the review question?
    Low concern
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (Flashlight)
DOMAIN 3: Reference Standard
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Were the reference standard results interpreted with-
out knowledge of the results of the index tests?
Yes    
Could the reference standard, its conduct, or its in-
terpretation have introduced bias?
  Low risk  
Are there concerns that the target condition as de-
fined by the reference standard does not match the
question?
    Low concern
DOMAIN 4: Flow and Timing
Was there an appropriate interval between index test
and reference standard?
Yes    
Were all patients included in the analysis? Yes    
Did all patients receive a reference standard Yes    





Patient Sampling Cohort study. Phakic participants aged 40 years or older were re-
cruited from an eye hospital between October and December
2017. Data from one eye were included in the analysis.
Patient characteristics and setting Sample size: 111 eyes (69 narrow angle and 42 open angle).
Age: median 62 IQR (53-67).




Exclusions: abnormalities that would preclude visualisation of the
peripheral ACD, aphakia, pseudophakia, optic neuropathy and
strabismus or insufficient cooperation.
Index tests LACD: original van Herick grading scheme used (grade 1-4) per-
formed at the temporal angle. Grades 3 (> 25% to ≤ 50%) and
Grade 2 and less (≤ 25%) were used as the cut-oPs.
Target condition and reference standard(s) Indentation gonioscopy was performed in a dark room. An occlud-
able angle was defined as the posterior trabecular meshwork not
visible in 2 or more quadrants (≥ 180 degrees).
Flow and timing There were 150 participants recruited; two participants were ex-
cluded due to poor clarity of the peripheral cornea and 37 partici-
pants did not report for the study procedures. Data from 111 eyes
Choudhari 2019a 
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were used in the final analysis. The index test and reference stan-
dard were conducted within 1 month of each other.
Comparative  




Risk of bias Applicability con-
cerns
DOMAIN 1: Patient Selection
Was a consecutive or random sample of patients enrolled? Yes    
Was a case-control design avoided? Yes    
Did the study avoid inappropriate exclusions? No    
Could the selection of patients have introduced bias?   High risk  
Are there concerns that the included patients and setting do
not match the review question?
    Low concern
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (LACD)
Were the index test results interpreted without knowledge of
the results of the reference standard?
Yes    
If a threshold was used, was it pre-specified? Yes    
Could the conduct or interpretation of the index test have
introduced bias?
  Low risk  
Are there concerns that the index test, its conduct, or inter-
pretation differ from the review question?
    Low concern
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (Scheimpflug photography)
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (AS-OCT)
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (SPAC)
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (Flashlight)
DOMAIN 3: Reference Standard
Is the reference standards likely to correctly classify the target
condition?
Yes    
Were the reference standard results interpreted without knowl-
edge of the results of the index tests?
Yes    
Could the reference standard, its conduct, or its interpreta-
tion have introduced bias?
  Low risk  
Choudhari 2019a  (Continued)
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Are there concerns that the target condition as defined by
the reference standard does not match the question?
    Low concern
DOMAIN 4: Flow and Timing
Was there an appropriate interval between index test and refer-
ence standard?
Yes    
Were all patients included in the analysis? Yes    
Did all patients receive a reference standard Yes    





Patient Sampling Cross-sectional study. Phakic participants aged 40 years or
older attending a rural eye clinic were examined between
June 2001 and January 2003. Data from the right eye were in-
cluded in the analysis.
Patient characteristics and setting Sample size: 888 eyes (271 narrow angle and 617 open angle).
Age: median 50 IQR (45-60).




Exclusions: abnormalities that would preclude visualisation of
the peripheral ACD, aphakia, pseudophakia, manifest strabis-
mus or insufficient co-operation.
Index tests LACD: original van Herick grading scheme used (grade 1-4)
performed at the temporal angle. Grade 2 or less was used as
the cut-oP (≤ 25%).
Target condition and reference standard(s) Indentation gonioscopy was performed in dim illumination.
An occludable angle was defined as the posterior trabecular
meshwork not visible in 2 or more quadrants (≥ 180 degrees).
Flow and timing There were no participants that were excluded or had uninter-
pretable results. The index test and reference standard were
conducted on the same occasion.
Comparative  
Notes Conflict of interest: no conflict of interest statement provided.
Methodological quality
Choudhari 2019b 
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Item Authors' judge-
ment
Risk of bias Applicability con-
cerns
DOMAIN 1: Patient Selection
Was a consecutive or random sample of patients enrolled? Yes    
Was a case-control design avoided? Yes    
Did the study avoid inappropriate exclusions? Yes    
Could the selection of patients have introduced bias?   Low risk  
Are there concerns that the included patients and setting do not
match the review question?
    Low concern
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (LACD)
Were the index test results interpreted without knowledge of the re-
sults of the reference standard?
No    
If a threshold was used, was it pre-specified? Yes    
Could the conduct or interpretation of the index test have intro-
duced bias?
  High risk  
Are there concerns that the index test, its conduct, or interpre-
tation differ from the review question?
    Low concern
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (Scheimpflug photography)
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (AS-OCT)
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (SPAC)
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (Flashlight)
DOMAIN 3: Reference Standard
Is the reference standards likely to correctly classify the target con-
dition?
Yes    
Were the reference standard results interpreted without knowledge
of the results of the index tests?
No    
Could the reference standard, its conduct, or its interpretation
have introduced bias?
  High risk  
Are there concerns that the target condition as defined by the
reference standard does not match the question?
    Low concern
DOMAIN 4: Flow and Timing
Was there an appropriate interval between index test and reference
standard?
Yes    
Were all patients included in the analysis? Yes    
Choudhari 2019b  (Continued)
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Did all patients receive a reference standard Yes    





Patient Sampling Cross-sectional study. Participants, aged 40 years and above, were invited
for screening. Data from both eyes were included in the analysis.
Patient characteristics and setting Sample size: 562 participants.
Age: mean (SD) 59.2 ± 11.8 years.





Index tests LACD: modified van Herick grading method used; Grades 3 or 4 termed
‘deep’, Grade 2 ‘narrow’; Grade 1 ‘critically narrow’. Cut-oP values were <
25% and > 25% to ≤ 50%.
Flashlight: oblique handlight illumination using three grades: critically nar-
row (nasal shadow > 1/2 the distance from limbus to pupillary axis); narrow
(1/4 to 1/2); or deep (< 1/4). Cut-oP values used were critically narrow (grade
1) and narrow (grade 2).
Target condition and reference standard(s) The ACA was graded by Zeiss 4-mirror dynamic gonioscopy. If no trabecu-
lar meshwork was seen in 1 or more quadrants (≥ 90 degrees), an overall
grade of 'narrow' was given. A grade of ‘critically narrow’ was given to eyes
that were ‘closed’ in two or more quadrants (≥ 180 degrees). The authors
defined PACG as 'one or both eyes graded as narrow or critically narrow
by gonioscopy who had one or more of the following: intraocular pressure
(IOP) greater than 18 mmHg, a rise in IOP greater than or equal to 8 mmHg
on dark-prone provocative testing, or past acute attack with an iridectomy
already performed. The optic disc and visual field could be normal or abnor-
mal.'
Flow and timing 562 participants were recruited, 503 participants were included in the
analysis for LACD and 352 for the flashlight test. For the flashlight, the num-
bers were smaller than the LACD as handlight testing of all participants was
started one month after the study had begun. The index test and reference
standard were conducted on the same occasion. There were no uninter-
pretable test results or exclusions reported.
Comparative  
Notes Conflict of interest: no conflict of interest statement provided. Van Herick
Grade 2 is a modified version of the original van Herick grade.
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For both van Herick and flashlight grade 1 and grade 2 was compared to a
critical narrow and narrow angle respectively on gonioscopy.
Methodological quality
Item Authors' judgement Risk of bias Applicability con-
cerns
DOMAIN 1: Patient Selection
Was a consecutive or random sample of patients en-
rolled?
Yes    
Was a case-control design avoided? Yes    
Did the study avoid inappropriate exclusions? Yes    
Could the selection of patients have introduced
bias?
  Low risk  
Are there concerns that the included patients and
setting do not match the review question?
    Low concern
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (LACD)
Were the index test results interpreted without knowl-
edge of the results of the reference standard?
Unclear    
If a threshold was used, was it pre-specified? Yes    
Could the conduct or interpretation of the index
test have introduced bias?
  Unclear risk  
Are there concerns that the index test, its conduct,
or interpretation differ from the review question?
    Low concern
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (Scheimpflug photography)
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (AS-OCT)
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (SPAC)
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (Flashlight)
Were the index test results interpreted without knowl-
edge of the results of the reference standard?
Unclear    
If a threshold was used, was it pre-specified? Yes    
Could the conduct or interpretation of the index
test have introduced bias?
  Unclear risk  
Are there concerns that the index test, its conduct,
or interpretation differ from the review question?
    Low concern
DOMAIN 3: Reference Standard
Congdon 1996  (Continued)
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Is the reference standards likely to correctly classify
the target condition?
Yes    
Were the reference standard results interpreted with-
out knowledge of the results of the index tests?
Unclear    
Could the reference standard, its conduct, or its in-
terpretation have introduced bias?
  Unclear risk  
Are there concerns that the target condition as de-
fined by the reference standard does not match the
question?
    Low concern
DOMAIN 4: Flow and Timing
Was there an appropriate interval between index test
and reference standard?
Yes    
Were all patients included in the analysis? Unclear    
Did all patients receive a reference standard Yes    





Patient Sampling Case-control study. Adult participants were recruited from glau-
coma and general ophthalmology clinics. Data from the right eye
were included in the analysis.
Patient characteristics and setting Sample size: 78 eyes (42 narrow angle and 36 open angle).
Age: median 66 IQR (53-79), range 30-83 years.
Sex: 44 (56.4%) female.
Setting: secondary care.
Country: UK.
Ethnicity: 44 (56%) White, 27 (35%) South Asian.
Exclusions: participants receiving systemic or topical medications
known to affect the ACA configuration (e.g. miotics), anomalies of
the anterior segment that affect ACA configuration.
Index tests LACD: determined at the temporal limbus. Graded as a percent-
age fraction of adjacent corneal thickness at the temporal limbus:
> 100%, 75%, 40%, 25%, 15%, 5%, and 0%, cut-oP values reported
≤ 25%,15%, 5% and 0%.
Scheimpflug photography: Oculus Pentacam (software version
1.19r11). ACA estimates were obtained along the nasal-temporal
meridian using Scheimpflug horizontal image segment. Cut-oP
values were derived from the study data for ACA, ACD and ACV.
Dabasia 2015 
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AS-OCT: time domain, Visante, Carl Zeiss Meditec AG (software
version 2.0.1.88). An ‘anterior segment single’ mode using wide-
field scanning optics was used to provide a cross-section of the
nasal and temporal angles in a single, 16 x 6 mm image frame be-
tween the 3 and 9 o’clock positions. Optimal cut-oP were defined
using the study data for ACA and ACD.
Target condition and reference standard(s) An occludable angle was defined as the posterior trabecular
meshwork not visible for ≥ 270 degrees on non-indentation go-
nioscopy and with the eye in the primary position
Flow and timing There were no uninterpretable test results or exclusions report-
ed. The index test and reference standard were conducted on the
same occasion.
Comparative  
Notes Cut-oP values were obtained by contacting the author for 0%, ≤
5% and ≤ 15%.




Risk of bias Applicability con-
cerns
DOMAIN 1: Patient Selection
Was a consecutive or random sample of patients enrolled? No    
Was a case-control design avoided? No    
Did the study avoid inappropriate exclusions? Yes    
Could the selection of patients have introduced bias?   High risk  
Are there concerns that the included patients and setting do
not match the review question?
    High
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (LACD)
Were the index test results interpreted without knowledge of
the results of the reference standard?
Yes    
If a threshold was used, was it pre-specified? No    
Could the conduct or interpretation of the index test have
introduced bias?
  High risk  
Are there concerns that the index test, its conduct, or inter-
pretation differ from the review question?
    Low concern
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (Scheimpflug photography)
Were the index test results interpreted without knowledge of
the results of the reference standard?
Yes    
Dabasia 2015  (Continued)
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If a threshold was used, was it pre-specified? No    
Could the conduct or interpretation of the index test have
introduced bias?
  High risk  
Are there concerns that the index test, its conduct, or inter-
pretation differ from the review question?
    Low concern
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (AS-OCT)
Were the index test results interpreted without knowledge of
the results of the reference standard?
Yes    
If a threshold was used, was it pre-specified? No    
Could the conduct or interpretation of the index test have
introduced bias?
  High risk  
Are there concerns that the index test, its conduct, or inter-
pretation differ from the review question?
    Low concern
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (SPAC)
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (Flashlight)
DOMAIN 3: Reference Standard
Is the reference standards likely to correctly classify the target
condition?
Yes    
Were the reference standard results interpreted without knowl-
edge of the results of the index tests?
Yes    
Could the reference standard, its conduct, or its interpreta-
tion have introduced bias?
  Low risk  
Are there concerns that the target condition as defined by
the reference standard does not match the question?
    Low concern
DOMAIN 4: Flow and Timing
Was there an appropriate interval between index test and refer-
ence standard?
Yes    
Were all patients included in the analysis? Yes    
Did all patients receive a reference standard Yes    
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Patient Sampling Cross-sectional study. Conducted in two phases, participants aged 40 years
and older were selected for examination in 1995 using a combination of
multistage, clustered, simple random, and systematic sampling.The sec-
ond phase was conducted in 1997 in which local government census data
were used to select participants aged 40 years and older evenly distributed
between each decade age group. Data from both eyes were included in the
analysis.
Patient characteristics and setting Sample size:1717 participants analysed, a gonioscopically narrow angle was
found in at least one eye of 140 participants and an open angle in 1577 partic-
ipants. 35 eyes were classified as having PAC, and a further 28 as PACG.
Age: mean age not reported, range 40-93 years.




Exclusions: if it was not possible to allocate a LACD grade for either eye.
Index tests LACD: determined at the temporal limbus and graded as categories: 0%, 5%,
15%, 25%, 40%, 75% and ≥100%. Cuts oP reported for 0%, ≤ 5%, ≤ 15%, ≤
25% and ≤ 40%.
Target condition and reference standard(s) An occludable angle was defined as an angle in which the trabecular mesh-
work was not seen in ≥270 degrees of the angle circumference by go-
nioscopy. PAC was diagnosed in participants with an occludable angle and ei-
ther raised IOP and/or PAS. PACG was diagnosed in cases with an occludable
angle combined with glaucomatous optic neuropathy.
Flow and timing 1800 participants were recruited. Uninterpretable results were reported for
17 participants for reference standard and 76 for index test. Data from 1717
participants were included in the final analysis. Index test and reference stan-
dard were conducted on the same occasion.
Comparative  
Notes Conflict of interest: authors reported no conflict of interest.
Methodological quality
Item Authors' judgement Risk of bias Applicability concerns
DOMAIN 1: Patient Selection
Was a consecutive or random sample of patients en-
rolled?
Yes    
Was a case-control design avoided? Yes    
Did the study avoid inappropriate exclusions? Yes    
Could the selection of patients have introduced
bias?
  Low risk  
Foster 2000  (Continued)
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Are there concerns that the included patients and
setting do not match the review question?
    Low concern
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (LACD)
Were the index test results interpreted without
knowledge of the results of the reference standard?
Unclear    
If a threshold was used, was it pre-specified? No    
Could the conduct or interpretation of the index
test have introduced bias?
  High risk  
Are there concerns that the index test, its con-
duct, or interpretation differ from the review
question?
    Low concern
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (Scheimpflug photography)
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (AS-OCT)
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (SPAC)
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (Flashlight)
DOMAIN 3: Reference Standard
Is the reference standards likely to correctly classify
the target condition?
Yes    
Were the reference standard results interpreted
without knowledge of the results of the index tests?
No    
Could the reference standard, its conduct, or its
interpretation have introduced bias?
  High risk  
Are there concerns that the target condition as
defined by the reference standard does not match
the question?
    Low concern
DOMAIN 4: Flow and Timing
Was there an appropriate interval between index
test and reference standard?
Yes    
Were all patients included in the analysis? Yes    
Did all patients receive a reference standard Yes    
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Patient Sampling Cohort study. Participants with glaucoma or who were glaucoma
suspects were enrolled when attending an outpatient clinic. Data
from one eye were included in the analysis.
Patient characteristics and setting Sample size: 45 eyes (9 narrow angle and 36 open angle).
Age: mean (SD), 47.1 ± 16.4, range 19-85 years.




Exclusions: conditions precluding clear visualization of the AC (e.g.
pterygium, corneal opacity), congenital anterior segment, abnormal-
ities, eyelid alterations, ocular trauma and intraocular surgery (inci-
sional or laser procedures).
Index tests Flashlight: A flashlight beam was directed parallel to the iris from
the temporal side. Eyes identified as having a narrow anterior cham-
ber were those in which a nasal iris shadow, formed between the lim-
bus and the pupillary edge, was visualised (grade 1). Cut-oP value
grade 1 was used for the analysis.
Target condition and reference standard(s) Gonioscopy was performed in a dark room. An occludable angle was
defined as the posterior trabecular meshwork not visible in 2 or more
quadrants without indentation (≥ 180 degrees).
Flow and timing Eyes which were excluded or had uninterpretable test results were
not reported. The index test and reference standard were conducted
on the same occasion.
Comparative  
Notes Conflict of interest: authors reported no conflicts of interest.
Methodological quality
Item Authors' judgement Risk of bias Applicability con-
cerns
DOMAIN 1: Patient Selection
Was a consecutive or random sample of patients enrolled? Unclear    
Was a case-control design avoided? Yes    
Did the study avoid inappropriate exclusions? Yes    
Could the selection of patients have introduced bias?   Unclear risk  
Are there concerns that the included patients and setting
do not match the review question?
    Low concern
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (LACD)
Gracitelli 2014  (Continued)
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DOMAIN 2: Index Test (Scheimpflug photography)
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (AS-OCT)
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (SPAC)
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (Flashlight)
Were the index test results interpreted without knowledge of
the results of the reference standard?
Yes    
If a threshold was used, was it pre-specified? Yes    
Could the conduct or interpretation of the index test have
introduced bias?
  Low risk  
Are there concerns that the index test, its conduct, or in-
terpretation differ from the review question?
    Unclear
DOMAIN 3: Reference Standard
Is the reference standards likely to correctly classify the tar-
get condition?
Yes    
Were the reference standard results interpreted without
knowledge of the results of the index tests?
Yes    
Could the reference standard, its conduct, or its interpre-
tation have introduced bias?
  Low risk  
Are there concerns that the target condition as defined by
the reference standard does not match the question?
    Low concern
DOMAIN 4: Flow and Timing
Was there an appropriate interval between index test and
reference standard?
Yes    
Were all patients included in the analysis? Yes    
Did all patients receive a reference standard Yes    





Patient Sampling Cohort study. Participants aged 40 years and older were recruit-
ed from an ophthalmology clinic. Data from the right eye were in-
cluded in the analysis.
Patient characteristics and setting Sample size: 265 eyes (28 narrow angle and 237 open angle).
Grewal 2011 
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Age: mean (SD), 55.3 ± 5.1 years, (narrow angle 56.2 ± 6.5; controls
58.3 ± 5.7).




Exclusions: history of glaucoma, intraocular surgery, laser treat-
ment, penetrating trauma, and corneal disorders that precluded
imaging.
Index tests AS-OCT: spectral domain, RTVue 100 (Optovue Inc., Fremont, CA,
USA, software version 4.0). Anterior segment morphology was as-
sessed with the corneal adaptor module long (CAM-L), using the
angle scan protocol, which captured 1 x 1024 A-scans in the nasal
and temporal quadrants. Optimal cut-oP values were derived
from the study data at AOD500 and TISA 500.
Scheimpflug photography: Pentacam (Oculus, software version
1.11). Optimal cut-oP values were derived from the study data us-
ing ACD and ACV.
Target condition and reference standard(s) Static gonioscopy, Shaffer grading system was used and an oc-
cludable angle was defined as Shaffer grade 1 or less in all four
quadrants (360 degrees).
Flow and timing 300 participants were recruited; 35 participants were excluded be-
cause of an undetectable scleral spur on AS-OCT. Data from 265
eyes were included in the final analysis. The index test and refer-
ence standard were conducted on the same occasion.
Comparative  




Risk of bias Applicability con-
cerns
DOMAIN 1: Patient Selection
Was a consecutive or random sample of patients enrolled? Yes    
Was a case-control design avoided? Yes    
Did the study avoid inappropriate exclusions? Yes    
Could the selection of patients have introduced bias?   Low risk  
Are there concerns that the included patients and setting do
not match the review question?
    Low concern
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (LACD)
Grewal 2011  (Continued)
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DOMAIN 2: Index Test (Scheimpflug photography)
Were the index test results interpreted without knowledge of
the results of the reference standard?
Yes    
If a threshold was used, was it pre-specified? No    
Could the conduct or interpretation of the index test have
introduced bias?
  High risk  
Are there concerns that the index test, its conduct, or inter-
pretation differ from the review question?
    Low concern
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (AS-OCT)
Were the index test results interpreted without knowledge of
the results of the reference standard?
Yes    
If a threshold was used, was it pre-specified? No    
Could the conduct or interpretation of the index test have
introduced bias?
  High risk  
Are there concerns that the index test, its conduct, or inter-
pretation differ from the review question?
    Low concern
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (SPAC)
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (Flashlight)
DOMAIN 3: Reference Standard
Is the reference standards likely to correctly classify the target
condition?
Yes    
Were the reference standard results interpreted without knowl-
edge of the results of the index tests?
Yes    
Could the reference standard, its conduct, or its interpreta-
tion have introduced bias?
  Low risk  
Are there concerns that the target condition as defined by
the reference standard does not match the question?
    Low concern
DOMAIN 4: Flow and Timing
Was there an appropriate interval between index test and refer-
ence standard?
Yes    
Were all patients included in the analysis? Yes    
Did all patients receive a reference standard Yes    
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Study characteristics
Patient Sampling Case-control study. Participants aged 50 and older were enrolled from Liwan
District, Guangzhou, using cluster-random sampling. Data from the right eye
were included in the analysis.
Patient characteristics and setting Sample size: 295 eyes (186 narrow angle and 109 open angle).
Age: mean (SD), 67.8 ± 9.5 years, (narrow angle 70.0 ± 8.7; controls 64.0 ± 9.6).




Exclusions: participants with abnormalities precluding clear visualisation of
the anterior chamber (e.g. pterygium, corneal opacity, iris abnormalities) and
participants who underwent surgery that changes the configuration of the
anterior segment (e.g. cataract, glaucoma, LPI).
Index tests Flashlight: flashlight beam was set parallel to the iris plane from the tempo-
ral side. Grading was in reference to the area occupied by the iris shadow on
the nasal iris between the limbus and the pupil margin, as follows: shallow,
iris shadow reaching the pupil margin;medium, iris shadow reaching middle
of the nasal iris; deep, almost no shadow. The cut-oP value of 'shallow' was
used (Grade 1).
Target condition and reference standard(s) An occludable angle was defined as posterior and usually pigmented trabec-
ular meshwork was not visible in two or more quadrants (≥ 180 degrees) us-
ing static gonioscopy.
Flow and timing 602 participants entered the study, excluded cases were eyes with aphakia/
pseudophakia (44) and angle closure suspects (236) for the right eye, pres-
ence of pterygium and cornea abnormalities (22) and gonioscopy data miss-
ing (5). 295 eyes were included in the final analysis. There were no uninter-
pretable results reported. The index test and reference standard were con-
ducted on the same occasion.
Comparative  
Notes Conflict of interest: authors reported no conflict of interest.
Methodological quality
Item Authors' judgement Risk of bias Applicability concerns
DOMAIN 1: Patient Selection
Was a consecutive or random sample of patients en-
rolled?
Yes    
Was a case-control design avoided? No    
Did the study avoid inappropriate exclusions? Yes    
He 2007 
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Could the selection of patients have introduced
bias?
  High risk  
Are there concerns that the included patients and
setting do not match the review question?
    High
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (LACD)
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (Scheimpflug photography)
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (AS-OCT)
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (SPAC)
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (Flashlight)
Were the index test results interpreted without
knowledge of the results of the reference standard?
Yes    
If a threshold was used, was it pre-specified? Yes    
Could the conduct or interpretation of the index
test have introduced bias?
  Low risk  
Are there concerns that the index test, its con-
duct, or interpretation differ from the review
question?
    Low concern
DOMAIN 3: Reference Standard
Is the reference standards likely to correctly classify
the target condition?
Yes    
Were the reference standard results interpreted
without knowledge of the results of the index tests?
Yes    
Could the reference standard, its conduct, or its
interpretation have introduced bias?
  Low risk  
Are there concerns that the target condition as
defined by the reference standard does not match
the question?
    Low concern
DOMAIN 4: Flow and Timing
Was there an appropriate interval between index
test and reference standard?
Yes    
Were all patients included in the analysis? Yes    
Did all patients receive a reference standard Yes    
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Study characteristics
Patient Sampling Case-control study. Data from one eye were included in the
analysis.
Patient characteristics and setting Sample size: 73 eyes (41 narrow angle and 32 open angle).
Age: mean (SD), 65.2 ± 10.0 years, (narrow angle 67.5 ± 8.0;
controls 62.2 ± 11.5).




Exclusions: history of previous ocular trauma or intraocular
disease/surgery.
Index tests AS-OCT: slit-lamp OCT, Heidelberg Engineering,GmbH, Ger-
many. Angle images were captured using the horizontal lin-
ear scan protocol (from 3-o’clock to 9-o’clock direction).
ACA was measured automatically by the angle at ARA500.
Scheimpflug photography: Oculus Inc., Wetzlar, Germany.
Angle images were captured using the horizontal linear
scan protocol (from 3-o’clock to 9-o’clock direction).
Optimal cut-oP values were derived from the study data for
both index tests for ACA and ACD.
Target condition and reference standard(s) An occludable angle was defined as an angle where the tra-
becular meshwork could not be seen ≥ 270 degrees of the
angle circumference by static gonioscopy.
Flow and timing There were no uninterpretable test results or exclusions re-
ported. The index test and reference standard were con-
ducted on the same occasion.
Comparative  




Risk of bias Applicability
concerns
DOMAIN 1: Patient Selection
Was a consecutive or random sample of patients enrolled? Unclear    
Was a case-control design avoided? No    
Did the study avoid inappropriate exclusions? Yes    
Could the selection of patients have introduced bias?   High risk  
Hong 2009 
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Are there concerns that the included patients and setting do not
match the review question?
    High
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (LACD)
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (Scheimpflug photography)
Were the index test results interpreted without knowledge of the re-
sults of the reference standard?
Unclear    
If a threshold was used, was it pre-specified? No    
Could the conduct or interpretation of the index test have intro-
duced bias?
  High risk  
Are there concerns that the index test, its conduct, or interpreta-
tion differ from the review question?
    Unclear
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (AS-OCT)
Were the index test results interpreted without knowledge of the re-
sults of the reference standard?
Unclear    
If a threshold was used, was it pre-specified? No    
Could the conduct or interpretation of the index test have intro-
duced bias?
  High risk  
Are there concerns that the index test, its conduct, or interpreta-
tion differ from the review question?
    Unclear
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (SPAC)
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (Flashlight)
DOMAIN 3: Reference Standard
Is the reference standards likely to correctly classify the target condi-
tion?
Yes    
Were the reference standard results interpreted without knowledge of
the results of the index tests?
Unclear    
Could the reference standard, its conduct, or its interpretation
have introduced bias?
  Unclear risk  
Are there concerns that the target condition as defined by the ref-
erence standard does not match the question?
    Low concern
DOMAIN 4: Flow and Timing
Was there an appropriate interval between index test and reference
standard?
Unclear    
Were all patients included in the analysis? Yes    
Did all patients receive a reference standard Yes    
Hong 2009  (Continued)
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Patient Sampling Cohort study. Participants aged 50 years or older were selected
by inspection of clinical data from visits to the glaucoma clinic be-
tween November 2015 and November 2017. Data from one eye
were included in the analysis.
Patient characteristics and setting Sample size: 131 eyes (19 narrow angle and 112 open angle).
Age: mean (SD), 62.0 ± 8.7 years.
Sex: 58 (44.3%) female.
Setting: secondary care.
Country: USA.
Ethnicity: 110 (84.0%) Black, 8 (6.1%) White (non-Hispanic), 6
(4.6%) Hispanic (7.1%), 5 (3.8%) Asian, 2 (1.5%) Middle Eastern.
Exclusions: pseudophakia, aphakia, previous glaucoma surgery,
previous iridotomy or iridectomy, anterior segment dysgenesis,
phthisis bulbi and corneal opacities.
Index tests LACD: original van Herick grading scheme used (grade 1-4) per-
formed at the temporal angle. Grade 2 and less was used as the
cut-oP (≤ 25%).
Target condition and reference standard(s) Static gonioscopy, an angle was defined as occludable when the
posterior trabecular meshwork was not visible in 2 or more quad-
rants (≥ 180 degrees) in dim illumination.
Flow and timing 131 participants recruited and there were 2 participants who were
excluded from the analysis, reason was not reported. Data from
129 eyes were included in the analysis. The index test and refer-
ence standard were conducted on the same occasion.
Comparative  




Risk of bias Applicability con-
cerns
DOMAIN 1: Patient Selection
Was a consecutive or random sample of patients enrolled? No    
Was a case-control design avoided? Yes    
Did the study avoid inappropriate exclusions? Yes    
Johnson 2018 
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Could the selection of patients have introduced bias?   High risk  
Are there concerns that the included patients and setting do
not match the review question?
    High
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (LACD)
Were the index test results interpreted without knowledge of
the results of the reference standard?
Yes    
If a threshold was used, was it pre-specified? Yes    
Could the conduct or interpretation of the index test have
introduced bias?
  Low risk  
Are there concerns that the index test, its conduct, or inter-
pretation differ from the review question?
    Low concern
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (Scheimpflug photography)
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (AS-OCT)
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (SPAC)
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (Flashlight)
DOMAIN 3: Reference Standard
Is the reference standards likely to correctly classify the target
condition?
Yes    
Were the reference standard results interpreted without knowl-
edge of the results of the index tests?
Yes    
Could the reference standard, its conduct, or its interpreta-
tion have introduced bias?
  Low risk  
Are there concerns that the target condition as defined by
the reference standard does not match the question?
    Low concern
DOMAIN 4: Flow and Timing
Was there an appropriate interval between index test and refer-
ence standard?
Yes    
Were all patients included in the analysis? Yes    
Did all patients receive a reference standard Yes    
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Patient Sampling Cross-sectional study. Participants aged 50 years or older were recruited from
a non-ophthalmic community clinic. Data from the right eye were included in
the analysis.
Patient characteristics and setting Sample size: 1853 eyes (380 narrow angle and 1473 open angle).
Age: mean (SD), 63.4±8.1, range 50-93 years.
Sex: 1103 (52.4%), female.
Setting: community.
Country: Singapore.
Ethnicity: 1883 (89.5%) Chinese, 44 (2.1%) Malay, 154 (7.3%) Indian and 23
(1.1%) other.
Exclusions: history of intraocular surgery or penetrating trauma, previous an-
terior segment laser treatment, or a history of glaucoma.
Index tests AS-OCT: time-domain, Visante, Carl Zeiss Meditec, Dublin, CA. All four quad-
rants were examined. A subjective cut-oP was used whereby an occludable
was defined by contact between the iris and angle wall anterior to the scleral
spur in any quadrant.
Target condition and reference standard(s) Static gonioscopy; an occludable angle was defined as the posterior trabecular
meshwork not being seen in the primary position without indentation (Scheie
grade 3 or 4) in one or more quadrants (≥ 180 degrees).
Flow and timing There were 2104 participants originally studied; 251 (11.9%) eyes were unin-
terpretable as at least one of the quadrants could not be classified due to poor
image quality on the AS-OCT images. Data from 1853 eyes were included in the
final analysis.The index test and reference standard were conducted on the
same occasion.
Comparative  
Notes Conflict of interest: Carl Zeiss Meditec loaned the AS-OCT for the study. Dr
Aung has received financial support and honoraria for travel to conferences
from Carl Zeiss Meditec.
Patient characteristics: reported ethnicity and gender demographics was
based on original 2104 participants recruited.
Data reported compared a range of closed angles observed on gonioscopy
and AS-OCT. Data extracted for the review; occludable angle defined on go-
nioscopy at >= 90 degrees and a closed angle observed on AS-OCT in one
quadrant or more.
Methodological quality
Item Authors' judgement Risk of bias Applicability concerns
DOMAIN 1: Patient Selection
Was a consecutive or random sample of patients
enrolled?
Yes    
Was a case-control design avoided? Yes    
Khor 2010  (Continued)
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Did the study avoid inappropriate exclusions? Yes    
Could the selection of patients have introduced
bias?
  Low risk  
Are there concerns that the included patients
and setting do not match the review question?
    Low concern
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (LACD)
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (Scheimpflug photography)
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (AS-OCT)
Were the index test results interpreted without
knowledge of the results of the reference standard?
Yes    
If a threshold was used, was it pre-specified? Yes    
Could the conduct or interpretation of the index
test have introduced bias?
  Low risk  
Are there concerns that the index test, its con-
duct, or interpretation differ from the review
question?
    Low concern
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (SPAC)
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (Flashlight)
DOMAIN 3: Reference Standard
Is the reference standards likely to correctly classi-
fy the target condition?
Yes    
Were the reference standard results interpreted
without knowledge of the results of the index tests?
Yes    
Could the reference standard, its conduct, or its
interpretation have introduced bias?
  Low risk  
Are there concerns that the target condition
as defined by the reference standard does not
match the question?
    Low concern
DOMAIN 4: Flow and Timing
Was there an appropriate interval between index
test and reference standard?
Yes    
Were all patients included in the analysis? Yes    
Did all patients receive a reference standard Yes    
Could the patient flow have introduced bias?   Low risk  
Khor 2010  (Continued)
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Study characteristics
Patient Sampling Case-control study. Study participants were identified by retro-
spective medical review and then examined between January
2010 and August 2013 in glaucoma and cataract clinics. Data from
one eye were included in the analysis.
Patient characteristics and setting Sample size: 202 eyes, (101 narrow angle and 101 open angle).
Age: mean (SD), 64.5 ± 6.2 years.




Exclusions: prior intraocular surgery or if AS-OCT images were of
poor quality.
Index tests AS-OCT: time domain, Visante, Carl Zeiss Meditec, Dublin, CA.
Mode to capture; one cross-sectional horizontal scan. Cut-oP val-
ues were derived from the study data at examining lens vault and
ACD.
Target condition and reference standard(s) Static gonioscopy; an occludable angle was defined when the pig-
mented posterior trabecular meshwork was not visible for 180 de-
grees or more in the primary position, with PAS and/or raised IOP.
Flow and timing There were 124 narrow angles and 112 age-matched controls. Of
the 112 control participants matched, 11 had low-quality images
consequently data from 11 control participants were eliminated.
Data from 202 eyes were included in the final analysis. The index
test and reference standard were conducted on the same occa-
sion.
Comparative  
Notes Conflict of interest: authors reported no conflict of interest. All




Risk of bias Applicability con-
cerns
DOMAIN 1: Patient Selection
Was a consecutive or random sample of patients enrolled? Yes    
Was a case-control design avoided? No    
Did the study avoid inappropriate exclusions? Yes    
Could the selection of patients have introduced bias?   High risk  
Kim 2014 
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Are there concerns that the included patients and setting do
not match the review question?
    High
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (LACD)
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (Scheimpflug photography)
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (AS-OCT)
Were the index test results interpreted without knowledge of
the results of the reference standard?
Yes    
If a threshold was used, was it pre-specified? No    
Could the conduct or interpretation of the index test have
introduced bias?
  High risk  
Are there concerns that the index test, its conduct, or inter-
pretation differ from the review question?
    Low concern
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (SPAC)
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (Flashlight)
DOMAIN 3: Reference Standard
Is the reference standards likely to correctly classify the target
condition?
Yes    
Were the reference standard results interpreted without knowl-
edge of the results of the index tests?
Yes    
Could the reference standard, its conduct, or its interpreta-
tion have introduced bias?
  Low risk  
Are there concerns that the target condition as defined by
the reference standard does not match the question?
    Low concern
DOMAIN 4: Flow and Timing
Was there an appropriate interval between index test and refer-
ence standard?
Yes    
Were all patients included in the analysis? Yes    
Did all patients receive a reference standard Yes    





Patient Sampling Cross-sectional study. Participants were recruited from participants of the
first Shihpai Eye Study visit in 1999 (a community-based,cross-sectional
Ko 2015 
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survey of vision and eye diseases aged 65 years and older). Only one eye of
each participant was included in the analysis.
Patient characteristics and setting Sample size: 374 eyes (199 narrow angle and 175 open angle).
Age: mean (SD), 77.4 ± 3.8 years, (narrow angle 77.6 ± 4.1; controls 77.2 ±
3.5).




Exclusions: participants with secondary angle-closure, non-glaucomatous
visual field defects or if the eye was was pseudophakic.
Index tests LACD: modified van Herick grading: Grade 0 (Iridocorneal contact), Grade
1 (≤1/4), Grade 2 (> 1/4 to ≤ 1/2), Grade 3 (> 1/2 to ≤ 3/4), Grade 4 (> 3/4 but
≤ 3/4) corneal thickness and Grade 5 (> corneal thickness). Cut-oP value of
> 25% to ≤ 50% was used.
Target condition and reference standard(s) An occludable angle was defined as an angle in which the trabecular
meshwork was not seen in ≥ 270 degrees of the angle circumference by go-
nioscopy. PAC was diagnosed in participants with an occludable angle and
either raised IOP and/or PAS. PACG was diagnosed in cases with an occlud-
able angle combined with glaucomatous optic neuropathy.
Flow and timing 460 participants were initially recruited, 86 excluded due to: gonioscopy
not performed (15), exclusion criteria not met (62), bilateral pseudophakia
(3), pseudophakic PACG (6), LPI. There were 374 eyes included in the final
analysis. The index test and reference standard were conducted on the
same occasion.
Comparative  
Notes Conflicts of interest: authors reported no conflict of interest.
Methodological quality
Item Authors' judgement Risk of bias Applicability con-
cerns
DOMAIN 1: Patient Selection
Was a consecutive or random sample of patients en-
rolled?
Yes    
Was a case-control design avoided? Yes    
Did the study avoid inappropriate exclusions? Yes    
Could the selection of patients have introduced
bias?
  Low risk  
Are there concerns that the included patients and
setting do not match the review question?
    Low concern
Ko 2015  (Continued)
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DOMAIN 2: Index Test (LACD)
Were the index test results interpreted without knowl-
edge of the results of the reference standard?
No    
If a threshold was used, was it pre-specified? Yes    
Could the conduct or interpretation of the index test
have introduced bias?
  High risk  
Are there concerns that the index test, its conduct,
or interpretation differ from the review question?
    Low concern
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (Scheimpflug photography)
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (AS-OCT)
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (SPAC)
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (Flashlight)
DOMAIN 3: Reference Standard
Is the reference standards likely to correctly classify the
target condition?
Yes    
Were the reference standard results interpreted with-
out knowledge of the results of the index tests?
No    
Could the reference standard, its conduct, or its in-
terpretation have introduced bias?
  High risk  
Are there concerns that the target condition as de-
fined by the reference standard does not match the
question?
    Low concern
DOMAIN 4: Flow and Timing
Was there an appropriate interval between index test
and reference standard?
Yes    
Were all patients included in the analysis? Yes    
Did all patients receive a reference standard Yes    





Patient Sampling Cohort study. Participants were referred and consecutively recruited for a
detailed examination of the ACA with gonioscopy to confirm a diagnosis
between April 1, 2006 and September 31, 2006. Data from both eyes were
included in the analysis.
Kurita 2009 
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Patient characteristics and setting Sample size: 39 participants (72 eyes), a gonioscopically narrow angle was
found in 42 eyes in participants with either PACS or PAC, 16 eyes of 9 pa-
tients with open angle glaucoma and 14 open angle eyes in normal eyes.





Exclusions: pathological changes or history of diseases in the cornea, an-
terior chamber, iris, or ocular tissues which would affect ACA, history of
acute PAC in either eye, history of ocular surgery that would affect anterior
chamber or evidence of broad PAS on gonioscopy.
Index tests Scheimpflug photography: Pentacam, Oculus Inc, Wetzlar, Germany, cut-
oP value was derived from the study data for ACD.
Target condition and reference standard(s) Using gonioscopy, an eye having an ACA width of Shaffer’s Grade 2 or less
in 3 or more quadrants (≥ 270 degrees) was considered to be occludable.
Flow and timing 47 participants (83 eyes) entered the study, four eyes with broad PAS, 3
eyes with nodules in the ACA, 2 eyes with suspected ACA recession sug-
gesting a history of ocular injury, and 2 eyes with significant ocular nystag-
mus were excluded, 72 eyes were included in the final analysis. The index
test and reference standard were conducted on the same occasion.
Comparative  
Notes Conflict of interest: authors reported no conflict of interest.
Methodological quality
Item Authors' judgement Risk of bias Applicability con-
cerns
DOMAIN 1: Patient Selection
Was a consecutive or random sample of patients en-
rolled?
Yes    
Was a case-control design avoided? Yes    
Did the study avoid inappropriate exclusions? Yes    
Could the selection of patients have introduced
bias?
  Low risk  
Are there concerns that the included patients and
setting do not match the review question?
    Low concern
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (LACD)
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (Scheimpflug photography)
Kurita 2009  (Continued)
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Were the index test results interpreted without knowl-
edge of the results of the reference standard?
Yes    
If a threshold was used, was it pre-specified? No    
Could the conduct or interpretation of the index test
have introduced bias?
  High risk  
Are there concerns that the index test, its conduct,
or interpretation differ from the review question?
    Low concern
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (AS-OCT)
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (SPAC)
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (Flashlight)
DOMAIN 3: Reference Standard
Is the reference standards likely to correctly classify the
target condition?
Yes    
Were the reference standard results interpreted with-
out knowledge of the results of the index tests?
Yes    
Could the reference standard, its conduct, or its in-
terpretation have introduced bias?
  Low risk  
Are there concerns that the target condition as de-
fined by the reference standard does not match the
question?
    Low concern
DOMAIN 4: Flow and Timing
Was there an appropriate interval between index test
and reference standard?
Yes    
Were all patients included in the analysis? Yes    
Did all patients receive a reference standard Yes    





Patient Sampling Cross-sectional study. Participants aged 50 years or older were recruited from
a community polyclinic, they were systematically sampled (every fiMh patient
registered at the polyclinic) and examined between December of 2005 to June
of 2006. Data from both eyes were included in the analysis.
Patient characteristics and setting Sample size: 2052 participants (422 participants had a narrow angle in at least 1
eye and 1630 participants with an open angle in both eyes).
Age: mean (SD), 63.3 ± 8.0 years, (narrow angle 65.5 ± 8.2; controls 62.8 ± 7.9).
Lavanya 2008 
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Sex: 1085 (52.9%) female.
Setting: primary care.
Country: Singapore.
Ethnicity: 1840 (89.7%) Chinese, 43 Malay (2.1%), 146 Indian (7.1%), others
(1.1%).
Exclusions: history of glaucoma, previous intraocular surgery or penetrating eye
injury, and corneal disorders, such as corneal endothelial dystrophy, corneal
opacity, or pterygium, preventing ACD measurement.
Index tests SPAC: Cut-oP values used were a numerical grade of ≤ 5, P or S, combination of
grade ≤ 5 and/or S or P.
AS-OCT: time domain, Visante, Carl Zeiss Meditec, Dublin, CA, Scans were cen-
tered on the pupil and taken along the horizontal (nasal-temporal angles at 0–
180 degrees) and vertical meridians (superior–inferior angles 90–270 degrees).
Subjective judgement was used to defined an occludable angle as contact be-
tween the iris and any part of angle wall anterior to the scleral spur in ≥ 2 quad-
rants.
Target condition and reference standard(s) An eye was defined as having an occludable angle by gonioscopy, if the poste-
rior pigmented trabecular meshwork was not visible on non-indentation go-
nioscopy for ≥ 180 degrees, with or without PAS.
Flow and timing There were 2114 participants originally studied, Twelve participants were in-
eligible because they were pseudophakic in both eyes or were known to have
glaucoma, 50 participants could not complete the tests for various reasons:
alignment errors (12), inability to follow instructions (16) or focus on the fixation
light (4), refused gonioscopy (4) or other reasons (14). Data from 2052 partici-
pants were included in the final analysis. The index test and reference standard
were conducted on the same occasion.
Comparative  
Notes Conflict of interest: Dr Kashiwagi has a Japanese patent on the SPAC (Japan-
ese patent No. 3878164). Dr Friedman has been a paid consultant to Carl Zeiss-
Meditec.Dr Foster has received honoraria and travel support from Carl Zeiss
Meditec. Dr Aung has received research funding and travel support from Carl
Zeiss Meditec.
Methodological quality
Item Authors' judgement Risk of bias Applicability concerns
DOMAIN 1: Patient Selection
Was a consecutive or random sample of patients
enrolled?
Yes    
Was a case-control design avoided? Yes    
Did the study avoid inappropriate exclusions? Yes    
Could the selection of patients have introduced
bias?
  Low risk  
Lavanya 2008  (Continued)
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Are there concerns that the included patients
and setting do not match the review question?
    Low concern
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (LACD)
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (Scheimpflug photography)
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (AS-OCT)
Were the index test results interpreted without
knowledge of the results of the reference stan-
dard?
Yes    
If a threshold was used, was it pre-specified? Yes    
Could the conduct or interpretation of the in-
dex test have introduced bias?
  Low risk  
Are there concerns that the index test, its con-
duct, or interpretation differ from the review
question?
    Low concern
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (SPAC)
Were the index test results interpreted without
knowledge of the results of the reference stan-
dard?
Yes    
If a threshold was used, was it pre-specified? No    
Could the conduct or interpretation of the in-
dex test have introduced bias?
  High risk  
Are there concerns that the index test, its con-
duct, or interpretation differ from the review
question?
    Low concern
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (Flashlight)
DOMAIN 3: Reference Standard
Is the reference standards likely to correctly clas-
sify the target condition?
Yes    
Were the reference standard results interpret-
ed without knowledge of the results of the index
tests?
Yes    
Could the reference standard, its conduct, or
its interpretation have introduced bias?
  Low risk  
Are there concerns that the target condition
as defined by the reference standard does not
match the question?
    Low concern
DOMAIN 4: Flow and Timing
Lavanya 2008  (Continued)
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Was there an appropriate interval between index
test and reference standard?
Yes    
Were all patients included in the analysis? Yes    
Did all patients receive a reference standard Yes    





Patient Sampling Case-control study. Participants aged 18 years and older were recruit-
ed. Data from both eyes were included in the analysis.
Patient characteristics and setting Sample size: 161 participants, 177 eyes (117 narrow angle and 60 open
angle).
Age: mean (SD), 57.7 ± 13.3 years, (narrow angle 61.8 ± 9.1 years; con-
trols 49.6 ± 16.3).




Exclusions: secondary angle closure, history of incisional or laser oc-
ular surgery, history of acute angle closure crisis, high myopia (> 6DS)
and presence of other ocular co-morbidities.
Index tests AS-OCT: swept source CASIA I (Tomey Corporation, Nagoya, Japan).
For 3D image reconstruction, a series of 128 radial B-scans across the
anterior chamber were taken. Cut-oP values were derived from the
study data for AOD500, AOD750, TISA500, TISA750, ACD and ACV.
Target condition and reference standard(s) Static gonioscopy: a participant’s eye was considered to be occlud-
able when the posterior pigmented trabecular meshwork was not visi-
ble in 2 or more quadrants (≥180 degrees) in the primary position.
Flow and timing There were no uninterpretable test results or exclusions reported. It
was not reported if the index test and reference standard were con-
ducted on the same occasion.
Comparative  
Notes Conflict of interest: authors reported no conflict of interest.
Note: The control group consisted of those with primary open angle
glaucoma, ocular hypertension and normal eyes.
Methodological quality
Li 2019 
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Item Authors' judgement Risk of bias Applicability con-
cerns
DOMAIN 1: Patient Selection
Was a consecutive or random sample of patients enrolled? Unclear    
Was a case-control design avoided? No    
Did the study avoid inappropriate exclusions? No    
Could the selection of patients have introduced bias?   High risk  
Are there concerns that the included patients and set-
ting do not match the review question?
    High
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (LACD)
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (Scheimpflug photography)
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (AS-OCT)
Were the index test results interpreted without knowledge
of the results of the reference standard?
Yes    
If a threshold was used, was it pre-specified? No    
Could the conduct or interpretation of the index test
have introduced bias?
  High risk  
Are there concerns that the index test, its conduct, or in-
terpretation differ from the review question?
    Low concern
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (SPAC)
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (Flashlight)
DOMAIN 3: Reference Standard
Is the reference standards likely to correctly classify the tar-
get condition?
Yes    
Were the reference standard results interpreted without
knowledge of the results of the index tests?
Yes    
Could the reference standard, its conduct, or its inter-
pretation have introduced bias?
  Low risk  
Are there concerns that the target condition as defined
by the reference standard does not match the question?
    Low concern
DOMAIN 4: Flow and Timing
Was there an appropriate interval between index test and
reference standard?
Unclear    
Were all patients included in the analysis? Yes    
Li 2019  (Continued)
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Did all patients receive a reference standard Yes    





Patient Sampling Case-control study. Participants were recruited across 3 sites. Data from one eye
were included in the analysis.
Patient characteristics and setting Sample size: 189 participants recruited, however 69 eyes were used for analysis
(31 narrow angle and 38 open angle).
Age: mean (SD), 54.0 ± 14.1 years, (narrow angle 60.9 ± 9.2; controls 49.1 ± 14.9) of
the 189 participants reported.
Sex: 132 (70%) female.
Setting: secondary care.
Country: USA.
Ethnicity: 94 (50%) Caucasian, 44 (23%) African origin, 27 (14%) Hispanic, and 24
(13%) Asian.
Exclusions: anterior segment abnormalities that could affect the angle parame-
ters, such as significant corneal opacity, lid obstruction or eye movement arte-
fact that could not properly be imaged, medication that may have affected angle
anatomy within a month before imaging.
Index tests AS-OCT: swept source CASIA SS-1000 (Tomey Corporation, Nagoya, Japan). For
3D image reconstruction, the CASIA SS-1000 obtains a series of 128 cross-section-
al images (512 A-scans each) across the whole anterior chamber. Cut-oP values
were derived from the study data for AOD500, AOD 750, TISA500, TISA750.
Target condition and reference standard(s) Using the Spaeth grading system on gonioscopy, eyes were graded as narrow (A
or B) based on the deepest structure visible in one quadrant (90 degrees). For an-
gles graded as C where the scleral spur was partially visualized, the classification
as occludable or open was based on the clinical decision of whether treatment
was required.
Flow and timing There were 189 participants recruited, 120 eyes were used for training, therefore
69 eyes were analysed for the study. Eyes which were excluded or had uninter-
pretable test results were not reported. The index test and reference standard
were conducted on the same occasion.
Comparative  
Notes Demographics reported on whole set but not separately for the test set.
Open angle eyes included normals, suspect and confirmed primary open angle
glaucoma.
Conflict of interest: reported financial disclosures considered not to raise any
conflict of interest for the study.
Methodological quality
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Item Authors' judgement Risk of bias Applicability concerns
DOMAIN 1: Patient Selection
Was a consecutive or random sample of patients
enrolled?
Unclear    
Was a case-control design avoided? No    
Did the study avoid inappropriate exclusions? Yes    
Could the selection of patients have intro-
duced bias?
  High risk  
Are there concerns that the included patients
and setting do not match the review ques-
tion?
    High
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (LACD)
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (Scheimpflug photography)
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (AS-OCT)
Were the index test results interpreted without
knowledge of the results of the reference stan-
dard?
Yes    
If a threshold was used, was it pre-specified? No    
Could the conduct or interpretation of the in-
dex test have introduced bias?
  High risk  
Are there concerns that the index test, its con-
duct, or interpretation differ from the review
question?
    Low concern
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (SPAC)
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (Flashlight)
DOMAIN 3: Reference Standard
Is the reference standards likely to correctly
classify the target condition?
Yes    
Were the reference standard results interpret-
ed without knowledge of the results of the index
tests?
Yes    
Could the reference standard, its conduct, or
its interpretation have introduced bias?
  Low risk  
Are there concerns that the target condition
as defined by the reference standard does not
match the question?
    Low concern
Melese 2016  (Continued)
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DOMAIN 4: Flow and Timing
Was there an appropriate interval between index
test and reference standard?
Yes    
Were all patients included in the analysis? Yes    
Did all patients receive a reference standard Yes    





Patient Sampling Cohort study. All patients were recruited following glaucoma con-
sultation at the University Eye Clinic. Data from one eye were in-
cluded in the analysis.
Patient characteristics and setting Sample size: 90 eyes (14 narrow angle and 76 open angle).
Age: mean (SD), 66.3 (SD not reported).




Exclusions: medicinal mydrasis, poor image quality and lack of
clinical documentation.
Index tests AS-OCT: time domain, Visante, Carl Zeiss Meditec, Dublin, CA,
Scans were taken along the horizontal meridians.The cut-oP was
an ACA ≤ 20 degrees.
Target condition and reference standard(s) Gonioscopy using the Shaffer classification, where an eye with a
chamber angle below 20 degrees was considered as occludable in
one quadrant (90 degrees).
Flow and timing There were 104 participants originally studied, 14 patients were
excluded from the evaluation due to poor image quality (5) or lack
of documentation of clinical parameters (9). Data from 90 eyes
were included in the final analysis. The index test and reference
standard were conducted on the same occasion.
Comparative  
Notes Conflict of interest: authors reported no conflict of interest.
It was not reported whether the nasal or temporal quadrant was
analysed.
All the recruited participants had glaucoma.
Mosler 2015 
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Risk of bias Applicability con-
cerns
DOMAIN 1: Patient Selection
Was a consecutive or random sample of patients enrolled? Yes    
Was a case-control design avoided? Yes    
Did the study avoid inappropriate exclusions? No    
Could the selection of patients have introduced bias?   High risk  
Are there concerns that the included patients and setting do
not match the review question?
    High
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (LACD)
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (Scheimpflug photography)
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (AS-OCT)
Were the index test results interpreted without knowledge of
the results of the reference standard?
Yes    
If a threshold was used, was it pre-specified? Yes    
Could the conduct or interpretation of the index test have
introduced bias?
  Low risk  
Are there concerns that the index test, its conduct, or inter-
pretation differ from the review question?
    Low concern
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (SPAC)
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (Flashlight)
DOMAIN 3: Reference Standard
Is the reference standards likely to correctly classify the target
condition?
Yes    
Were the reference standard results interpreted without knowl-
edge of the results of the index tests?
Yes    
Could the reference standard, its conduct, or its interpreta-
tion have introduced bias?
  Low risk  
Are there concerns that the target condition as defined by
the reference standard does not match the question?
    Low concern
DOMAIN 4: Flow and Timing
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Were all patients included in the analysis? Yes    
Did all patients receive a reference standard Yes    





Patient Sampling Case-control study. Participants with newly diagnosed acute pri-
mary angle closure (APAC), PACS and normal age-matched con-
trols were recruited between January 2010 and July 2017. Data
from one eye were included in the analysis.
Patient characteristics and setting Sample size: 506 eyes (48 narrow angle and 458 open angle).
Age: mean (SD), 74.0 ± 7.0 years, (narrow angle 74.1 ± 7.7 years;
controls 73.6 ± 6.9).




Exclusions: pseudophakia, previous iridotomy or iridectomy, or
those with bilateral acute primary angle closure.
Index tests Scheimpflug photography: Oculus Pentacam HR, optimal cut-
oP's were derived from the study data for the following parame-
ters; ACA, ACD (central and peripheral) and ACV.
Target condition and reference standard(s) Gonioscopy, an occludable angle was defined as having apposi-
tional contact between the peripheral iris and the posterior tra-
becular meshwork in 3 or more quadrants (≥ 270 degrees).
Flow and timing There were no uninterpretable test results or exclusions report-
ed. The index test and reference standard were conducted on the
same occasion.
Comparative  
Notes Conflict of interest: authors reported no conflict of interest.
Diagnostic thresholds for males and females were reported sepa-




Risk of bias Applicability con-
cerns
DOMAIN 1: Patient Selection
Muto 2019 
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Was a consecutive or random sample of patients enrolled? Unclear    
Was a case-control design avoided? No    
Did the study avoid inappropriate exclusions? Yes    
Could the selection of patients have introduced bias?   High risk  
Are there concerns that the included patients and setting do
not match the review question?
    High
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (LACD)
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (Scheimpflug photography)
Were the index test results interpreted without knowledge of
the results of the reference standard?
Unclear    
If a threshold was used, was it pre-specified? No    
Could the conduct or interpretation of the index test have
introduced bias?
  High risk  
Are there concerns that the index test, its conduct, or inter-
pretation differ from the review question?
    Low concern
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (AS-OCT)
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (SPAC)
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (Flashlight)
DOMAIN 3: Reference Standard
Is the reference standards likely to correctly classify the target
condition?
Yes    
Were the reference standard results interpreted without knowl-
edge of the results of the index tests?
Unclear    
Could the reference standard, its conduct, or its interpreta-
tion have introduced bias?
  Unclear risk  
Are there concerns that the target condition as defined by
the reference standard does not match the question?
    Low concern
DOMAIN 4: Flow and Timing
Was there an appropriate interval between index test and refer-
ence standard?
Unclear    
Were all patients included in the analysis? Yes    
Did all patients receive a reference standard Yes    
Could the patient flow have introduced bias?   Unclear risk  
Muto 2019  (Continued)
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Patient Sampling Cross-sectional study. Participants aged 50 years or older were recruited from a
community polyclinic, they were systematically sampled (every fiMh patient regis-
tered at the polyclinic) and examined from December of 2005 to June of 2006. Data
from both eyes were included in the analysis.
Patient characteristics and setting Sample size: 1465 participants (315 participants had at least 1 eye with a narrow
angle and 1150 participants had an open angle in both eyes).
Age: mean (SD), 62.7±7.7, range 50-93 years.
Sex: 793 (54.1%) female.
Setting: community.
Country: Singapore.
Ethnicity: 1318 (90.0%) Chinese, 27 (1.8%) Malay, 102 (7.0%), Indian and 8 (1.2%)
others.
Exclusions: history of intraocular surgery, evidence of aphakia/pseudophakia, or
penetrating trauma in the eye; previous anterior segment laser treatment; history
of glaucoma; or corneal disorders such as corneal endothelial dystrophy, corneal
opacity, or pterygium.
Index tests AS-OCT: time domain, Visante; Carl Zeiss Meditec Inc. Single-scan-mode proto-
col: one image scanning the angle at the 3- and 9-o’clock positions followed by
one scanning the superior angle at 12 o’clock and one scanning the inferior angle
at 6 o’clock. Cut-oP values were derived from the study data for AOD500, AOD750,
TISA500, TISA750 and ARA750.
Target condition and reference standard(s) An eye was defined as having an occludable angle if the posterior pigmented tra-
becular meshwork was not visible for at least 180 degrees on non-indentation go-
nioscopy with the eye in the primary position.
Flow and timing There were 2047 participants originally studied, 582 were excluded due to; inabili-
ty to locate the scleral spur (515), poor image quality (28), or software delineation
errors (39). Data from 1465 participants were included in the final analysis. The in-
dex test and reference standard were conducted on the same occasion.
Comparative  
Notes Conflict of interest: Dr Friedman reports having been as a paid consultant to Carl
Zeiss Meditec Inc, Dr Foster reports receiving honoraria and travel support from
Carl Zeiss Meditec Inc, and Dr Aung reports receiving research funding, honoraria,
and travel support from Carl Zeiss Meditec Inc.
Methodological quality
Item Authors' judgement Risk of bias Applicability concerns
DOMAIN 1: Patient Selection
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Was a case-control design avoided? Yes    
Did the study avoid inappropriate exclusions? Yes    
Could the selection of patients have intro-
duced bias?
  Low risk  
Are there concerns that the included pa-
tients and setting do not match the review
question?
    Low concern
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (LACD)
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (Scheimpflug photography)
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (AS-OCT)
Were the index test results interpreted without
knowledge of the results of the reference stan-
dard?
Yes    
If a threshold was used, was it pre-specified? No    
Could the conduct or interpretation of the
index test have introduced bias?
  High risk  
Are there concerns that the index test, its
conduct, or interpretation differ from the re-
view question?
    Low concern
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (SPAC)
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (Flashlight)
DOMAIN 3: Reference Standard
Is the reference standards likely to correctly
classify the target condition?
Yes    
Were the reference standard results interpret-
ed without knowledge of the results of the in-
dex tests?
Yes    
Could the reference standard, its conduct, or
its interpretation have introduced bias?
  Low risk  
Are there concerns that the target condition
as defined by the reference standard does
not match the question?
    Low concern
DOMAIN 4: Flow and Timing
Was there an appropriate interval between in-
dex test and reference standard?
Yes    
Were all patients included in the analysis? Yes    
Narayanaswamy 2010  (Continued)
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Did all patients receive a reference standard Yes    





Patient Sampling Cross-sectional study. Participants recruited from the elec-
toral register of Tanjong Pagar district residing in 50 area
clusters, using a disproportionate, stratified, clustered, ran-
dom sampling procedure. Data from the right eye were in-
cluded in the analysis.
Patient characteristics and setting Sample size: 1090 eyes (71 narrow angle and 1019 open an-
gle).
Age: Mean not reported, range 40-81 years.





Index tests LACD: at the temporal limbus and graded as percentage
categories: 0%, 5%, 15%, 25%, 40%, 75% and ≥100%. Cut-
oP values used were 0%, ≤ 5%, ≤ 15% and ≤ 25%.
Target condition and reference standard(s) An eye was classified as occludable on gonioscopy if the
posterior (usually pigmented) trabecular meshwork was
not visible for at least 270 degrees of the angle circumfer-
ence.
Flow and timing There were no uninterpretable test results or exclusions re-
ported. The index test and reference standard were con-
ducted on the same occasion.
Comparative  





Risk of bias Applicability con-
cerns
DOMAIN 1: Patient Selection
Was a consecutive or random sample of patients enrolled? Yes    
Was a case-control design avoided? Yes    
Nolan 2006 
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Did the study avoid inappropriate exclusions? Yes    
Could the selection of patients have introduced bias?   Low risk  
Are there concerns that the included patients and setting do not
match the review question?
    Low concern
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (LACD)
Were the index test results interpreted without knowledge of the re-
sults of the reference standard?
No    
If a threshold was used, was it pre-specified? No    
Could the conduct or interpretation of the index test have intro-
duced bias?
  High risk  
Are there concerns that the index test, its conduct, or interpreta-
tion differ from the review question?
    Low concern
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (Scheimpflug photography)
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (AS-OCT)
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (SPAC)
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (Flashlight)
DOMAIN 3: Reference Standard
Is the reference standards likely to correctly classify the target condi-
tion?
Yes    
Were the reference standard results interpreted without knowledge of
the results of the index tests?
No    
Could the reference standard, its conduct, or its interpretation
have introduced bias?
  High risk  
Are there concerns that the target condition as defined by the ref-
erence standard does not match the question?
    Low concern
DOMAIN 4: Flow and Timing
Was there an appropriate interval between index test and reference
standard?
Yes    
Were all patients included in the analysis? Yes    
Did all patients receive a reference standard Yes    
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Study characteristics
Patient Sampling Case-control study. Participants 40 years old or older were recruited from glau-
coma clinics at an eye hospital. Both eyes were used in the analysis.
Patient characteristics and setting Sample size: 200 participants (99 participants had at least 1 eye with a narrow
angle and 101 participants had an open angle in both eyes).
Age: median age 62.5, range 40-86 years.
Sex: 123 (60.6%) female.
Setting: secondary care.
Country: Singapore.
Ethnicity: 174 (85.7%) Chinese, 9 (4.4%) Malay, 12 (5.9%) Indian and 8 (3.9%)
were of other ethnic origins.
Exclusions: eyes of patients with pseudophakia or had previous glaucoma
surgery.
Index tests AS-OCT: prototype AS-OCT (Carl Zeiss Meditec, Dublin, CA). Images of the tem-
poral, inferior, and nasal quadrants were analysed qualitatively. Subjective
judgment was used to define an occludable angle on AS-OCT based on contact
between the peripheral iris and any part of the angle wall anterior to the scler-
al spur in one or more quadrants.
Target condition and reference standard(s) An occludable angle was defined when the iris was in contact with the poste-
rior (usually pigmented) trabecular meshwork (Spaeth grade, 0 degrees) in at
least 1 quadrant (≥ 90 degrees) using gonioscopy.
Flow and timing 203 participants were recruited. In 3 participants, it was not possible to obtain
either gonioscopic grading or AS-OCT images. Data from 200 participants were
included in the final analysis. The index test and reference standard were con-
ducted on the same occasion.
Comparative  
Notes Conflict of interest: technical support and loan of AS-OCT from Carl Zeiss
Meditec, Dublin, California.
Demographics: ethnicity and age were reported from the original 203 partici-
pants entering the study, open angle cohort included normals and those with
primary open angle glaucoma. Study participants included patients who had
undergone peripheral iridotomy.
Methodological quality
Item Authors' judgement Risk of bias Applicability concerns
DOMAIN 1: Patient Selection
Was a consecutive or random sample of patients
enrolled?
Unclear    
Was a case-control design avoided? No    
Did the study avoid inappropriate exclusions? Yes    
Nolan 2007 
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Could the selection of patients have introduced
bias?
  High risk  
Are there concerns that the included patients
and setting do not match the review question?
    High
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (LACD)
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (Scheimpflug photography)
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (AS-OCT)
Were the index test results interpreted without
knowledge of the results of the reference standard?
Yes    
If a threshold was used, was it pre-specified? Yes    
Could the conduct or interpretation of the index
test have introduced bias?
  Low risk  
Are there concerns that the index test, its con-
duct, or interpretation differ from the review
question?
    Low concern
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (SPAC)
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (Flashlight)
DOMAIN 3: Reference Standard
Is the reference standards likely to correctly classi-
fy the target condition?
Yes    
Were the reference standard results interpreted
without knowledge of the results of the index tests?
Yes    
Could the reference standard, its conduct, or its
interpretation have introduced bias?
  Low risk  
Are there concerns that the target condition
as defined by the reference standard does not
match the question?
    Low concern
DOMAIN 4: Flow and Timing
Was there an appropriate interval between index
test and reference standard?
Yes    
Were all patients included in the analysis? Yes    
Did all patients receive a reference standard Yes    
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Study characteristics
Patient Sampling Case-control study. Angle closure participants were recruited were those at-
tending a glaucoma clinic and control participants were recruited from an on-
going population-based study. Data from the right eye were included in the
analysis.
Patient characteristics and setting Sample size: 278 eyes (102 narrow angle and 176 open angle).
Age: mean (SD), 58.3 ± 9.9 years, (65.3 ± 9.1; controls 54.2 ± 7.9).




Exclusions: secondary angle closure, corneal abnormalities that would affect
imaging, laser iridoplasty or an history of intraocular surgery history. Controls;
family history of glaucoma.
Index tests AS-OCT: time domain, Visante, Carl Zeiss Meditec, Dublin, CA, Scans were cen-
tered on the pupil and were obtained along the horizontal axis ( 0°–180°) us-
ing the standard anterior segment single-scan protocol. The optimal threshold
was derived from the study data examining lens vault.
Target condition and reference standard(s) An occludable angle was defined when there was appositional angle closure
for 180 degrees or more with PAS on gonioscopy, raised IOP, or both, but with
or without glaucomatous optic neuropathy. Those with previous acute pri-
mary angle closure were defined as the presence of at least 2 of the follow-
ing symptoms: ocular or periocular pain, nausea or vomiting or both, and an
antecedent history of intermittent blurring of vision with haloes; a present-
ing IOP of more than 28 mmHg on Goldmann applanation tonometry; and the
presence of at least 3 of the following signs: conjunctival injection, corneal ep-
ithelial oedema, mid-dilated un-reactive pupil, and shallow anterior chamber.
Flow and timing There were no uninterpretable test results or exclusions reported.The index
test and reference standard were conducted on the same occasion.
Comparative  
Notes All cases diagnosed with angle closure previously had LPI.
Conflict of interest: Tin Aung and Tien Yin Wong received financial Support
from Carl Zeiss Meditec.
Methodological quality
Item Authors' judgement Risk of bias Applicability concerns
DOMAIN 1: Patient Selection
Was a consecutive or random sample of patients
enrolled?
Unclear    
Was a case-control design avoided? No    
Nongpiur 2011 
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Did the study avoid inappropriate exclusions? Yes    
Could the selection of patients have introduced
bias?
  High risk  
Are there concerns that the included patients
and setting do not match the review question?
    High
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (LACD)
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (Scheimpflug photography)
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (AS-OCT)
Were the index test results interpreted without
knowledge of the results of the reference standard?
Yes    
If a threshold was used, was it pre-specified? No    
Could the conduct or interpretation of the index
test have introduced bias?
  High risk  
Are there concerns that the index test, its con-
duct, or interpretation differ from the review
question?
    Low concern
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (SPAC)
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (Flashlight)
DOMAIN 3: Reference Standard
Is the reference standards likely to correctly classi-
fy the target condition?
Yes    
Were the reference standard results interpreted
without knowledge of the results of the index tests?
Yes    
Could the reference standard, its conduct, or its
interpretation have introduced bias?
  Low risk  
Are there concerns that the target condition
as defined by the reference standard does not
match the question?
    Low concern
DOMAIN 4: Flow and Timing
Was there an appropriate interval between index
test and reference standard?
Yes    
Were all patients included in the analysis? Yes    
Did all patients receive a reference standard Yes    
Could the patient flow have introduced bias?   Low risk  
Nongpiur 2011  (Continued)
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Study characteristics
Patient Sampling Cross-sectional study. Recruited from a glaucoma screen-
ing programme in the Gifu prefecture, Japan. Participants
were selected randomly between 1988-1989. Data from
both eyes were included in the analysis.
Patient characteristics and setting Sample size: 585 participants (1169 eyes; 94 narrow angle
and 1075 open angle).
Age: mean, male 59.1; female 58.4 years. SD was not re-
ported.




Exclusions: history of glaucoma or trauma and oph-
thalmic diseases that could influence the angle.
Index tests LACD: original van Herick grading used with a cut-oP val-
ue of ≤ 25%.
Target condition and reference standard(s) An occludable angle was defined on gonioscopy as the
mean grade from all four quadrants ≤ 2 using the Shaffer
grading system.
Flow and timing There were no uninterpretable test results or exclusions
reported. Not reported when the reference test was con-
ducted with respect to the the index test.
Comparative  





Risk of bias Applicability
concerns
DOMAIN 1: Patient Selection
Was a consecutive or random sample of patients enrolled? Yes    
Was a case-control design avoided? Yes    
Did the study avoid inappropriate exclusions? Yes    
Could the selection of patients have introduced bias?   Low risk  
Are there concerns that the included patients and setting do not
match the review question?
    Low concern
Okabe 1991 
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DOMAIN 2: Index Test (LACD)
Were the index test results interpreted without knowledge of the results
of the reference standard?
Yes    
If a threshold was used, was it pre-specified? Yes    
Could the conduct or interpretation of the index test have intro-
duced bias?
  Low risk  
Are there concerns that the index test, its conduct, or interpretation
differ from the review question?
    Low concern
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (Scheimpflug photography)
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (AS-OCT)
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (SPAC)
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (Flashlight)
DOMAIN 3: Reference Standard
Is the reference standards likely to correctly classify the target condi-
tion?
Yes    
Were the reference standard results interpreted without knowledge of
the results of the index tests?
Yes    
Could the reference standard, its conduct, or its interpretation have
introduced bias?
  Low risk  
Are there concerns that the target condition as defined by the refer-
ence standard does not match the question?
    Low concern
DOMAIN 4: Flow and Timing
Was there an appropriate interval between index test and reference
standard?
Unclear    
Were all patients included in the analysis? Yes    
Did all patients receive a reference standard Yes    





Patient Sampling Cohort study. Recruited from a glaucoma service from May 2008 to
January 2009. Data from one eye were included in the analysis.
Patient characteristics and setting Sample size: 148 eyes (93 narrow angle and 55 open angle).
Park 2011 
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Age: mean (SD), 65.1 ± 12.0 years, (narrow angle 66.0 ± 10.1; controls
63.5 ± 14.6).
Sex: 72 (48.6%) female.
Setting: secondary care.
Country: Republic of Korea.
Ethnicity: not reported.
Exclusions: ages of under 40 or over 80 years, refractive errors >
3.00DS, pseudophakia/aphakia, corneal disorders, a history of glauco-
ma, previous intraocular surgery or penetrating eye injury. Plateau iris
configuration and eyes with PAS were also excluded.
Index tests LACD: determined at the nasal and temporal limbus. Original van Her-
ick grading (Grade 1-4). Grade 0 was defined as no space visible be-
tween the corneal slit image and the slit image on the iris. A cut-oP val-
ue of < 25% was used at the temporal limbus.
AS-OCT: time domain, Visante, Carl Zeiss Meditec, Dublin, CA. En-
hanced anterior segment single’’ protocol (scan length 16 mm; 256 A-
scans, with only only nasal and temporal angle images obtained. An-
gle closure was defined by subjective judgement as contact between
the peripheral iris and the angle wall anterior to the scleral spur at the
temporal angle image.
Target condition and reference standard(s) Gonioscopy, an occludable angle was determined when the posterior
pigmented trabecular meshwork was not visible on non-indentation
gonioscopy for at ≥ 60 degrees (two-thirds of quadrant) both with and
without PAS at either the nasal or temporal quadrant.
Flow and timing There were no uninterpretable test results or exclusions reported. The
index test and reference standard were conducted on the same occa-
sion.
Comparative  
Notes Conflict of interest: no conflict of interest statement provided.
Methodological quality
Item Authors' judgement Risk of bias Applicability con-
cerns
DOMAIN 1: Patient Selection
Was a consecutive or random sample of patients enrolled? Yes    
Was a case-control design avoided? Yes    
Did the study avoid inappropriate exclusions? No    
Could the selection of patients have introduced bias?   High risk  
Are there concerns that the included patients and set-
ting do not match the review question?
    Low concern
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (LACD)
Park 2011  (Continued)
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Were the index test results interpreted without knowledge
of the results of the reference standard?
Yes    
If a threshold was used, was it pre-specified? Yes    
Could the conduct or interpretation of the index test
have introduced bias?
  Low risk  
Are there concerns that the index test, its conduct, or in-
terpretation differ from the review question?
    Low concern
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (Scheimpflug photography)
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (AS-OCT)
Were the index test results interpreted without knowledge
of the results of the reference standard?
Yes    
If a threshold was used, was it pre-specified? Yes    
Could the conduct or interpretation of the index test
have introduced bias?
  Low risk  
Are there concerns that the index test, its conduct, or in-
terpretation differ from the review question?
    Low concern
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (SPAC)
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (Flashlight)
DOMAIN 3: Reference Standard
Is the reference standards likely to correctly classify the tar-
get condition?
Yes    
Were the reference standard results interpreted without
knowledge of the results of the index tests?
Yes    
Could the reference standard, its conduct, or its inter-
pretation have introduced bias?
  Low risk  
Are there concerns that the target condition as defined
by the reference standard does not match the question?
    Low concern
DOMAIN 4: Flow and Timing
Was there an appropriate interval between index test and
reference standard?
Yes    
Were all patients included in the analysis? Yes    
Did all patients receive a reference standard Yes    
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Study characteristics
Patient Sampling Cross-sectional study. Participants aged 50 years and older were recruited
from a community polyclinic providing primary healthcare services from
June to September 2013. Data from one eye were included in the analysis.
Patient characteristics and setting Sample size: 1857 eyes (139 narrow angle and 1718 open angle).
Age: mean (SD), 61.8 ± 6.7 years.
Sex: 1179 (63.5%) female.
Setting: primary care.
Country: Singapore.
Ethnicity: 1621 (87.3%) Chinese.
Exclusions: no previous glaucoma, laser treatment, intraocular surgery, oc-
ular trauma or poor quality scans.
Index tests AS-OCT: swept source CASIA SS-1000 (Tomey Corporation, Nagoya, Japan).
For 3D image reconstruction, the CASIA SS-1000 obtains a series of 128
meridional scans, each consisting of 512 A-scans across the across the an-
terior chamber. The quantitative cut-oP values used were the inbuilt ITC in-
dices. Subjective grading; an occludable angle on AS-OCT was defined as
contact between the iris and any part of angle wall anterior to the scleral
spur in 50% of more in 1 quadrant (45 degrees).
Target condition and reference standard(s) Static gonioscopy, an occludable angle was classified where the posterior
pigmented trabecular meshwork could not be seen in the primary position
in 2 or more (≥180 degrees) quadrants.
Flow and timing There were 2038 participants originally studied. 181 participants were ex-
cluded where the SS-OCT images were of poor quality in more than 5 con-
secutive scans (170) or gonioscopy was refused or had difficulties in per-
forming the reference test (11). Data from 1857 eyes were included in the fi-
nal analysis. The index test and reference standard were conducted on the
same occasion.
Comparative  
Notes Conflict of interest: Tin Aung has received grant support and honoraria, and
is a consultant for Alcon, Novartis, Santen and Allergan.
Methodological quality
Item Authors' judgement Risk of bias Applicability concerns
DOMAIN 1: Patient Selection
Was a consecutive or random sample of patients en-
rolled?
Yes    
Was a case-control design avoided? Yes    
Did the study avoid inappropriate exclusions? Yes    
Porporato 2019 
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Could the selection of patients have introduced
bias?
  Low risk  
Are there concerns that the included patients and
setting do not match the review question?
    Low concern
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (LACD)
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (Scheimpflug photography)
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (AS-OCT)
Were the index test results interpreted without knowl-
edge of the results of the reference standard?
Yes    
If a threshold was used, was it pre-specified? Yes    
Could the conduct or interpretation of the index
test have introduced bias?
  Low risk  
Are there concerns that the index test, its conduct,
or interpretation differ from the review question?
    Low concern
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (SPAC)
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (Flashlight)
DOMAIN 3: Reference Standard
Is the reference standards likely to correctly classify
the target condition?
Yes    
Were the reference standard results interpreted with-
out knowledge of the results of the index tests?
Yes    
Could the reference standard, its conduct, or its in-
terpretation have introduced bias?
  Low risk  
Are there concerns that the target condition as de-
fined by the reference standard does not match the
question?
    Low concern
DOMAIN 4: Flow and Timing
Was there an appropriate interval between index test
and reference standard?
Yes    
Were all patients included in the analysis? Yes    
Did all patients receive a reference standard Yes    
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Study characteristics
Patient Sampling Case-control study. Participants were recruited from an sec-
ondary care setting. Data from both eyes were included in the
analysis.
Patient characteristics and setting Sample size: 24 participants, 31 eyes (8 eyes narrow angle and
23 open angle).
Age: mean (SD), 42.9 years, SD not reported.
Sex: 15 (62.5%) female.
Setting: secondary care.
Country: USA.
Ethnicity: 14 (58.3%) Caucasian.
Exclusions: not reported.
Index tests AS-OCT: prototype AS-OCT (Carl Zeiss Meditec, Dublin, CA).
Temporal and nasal AC angles were recorded in lateral gaze.
Optimal thresholds were derived from study data on AOD 500,
ARA 500, ARA 750, TISA 500 AND TISA 750.
Target condition and reference standard(s) An occludable angle was defined as Shaffer grade 1 or lower in
all quadrants (360 degrees) on gonioscopy.
Flow and timing There were no uninterpretable test results or exclusions re-
ported. The index test and reference standard were conduct-
ed on the same occasion.
Comparative  
Notes The number of the reported ethnicity of participants do not
match the number analysed.
Conflict of interest: Dr Huang has provided research support
to Carl Zeiss Meditec Inc, Dublin, Calif, and has received a




Risk of bias Applicability con-
cerns
DOMAIN 1: Patient Selection
Was a consecutive or random sample of patients enrolled? Unclear    
Was a case-control design avoided? No    
Did the study avoid inappropriate exclusions? Unclear    
Could the selection of patients have introduced bias?   High risk  
Are there concerns that the included patients and setting do not
match the review question?
    High
Radhakrishnan 2005 
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DOMAIN 2: Index Test (LACD)
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (Scheimpflug photography)
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (AS-OCT)
Were the index test results interpreted without knowledge of the re-
sults of the reference standard?
Yes    
If a threshold was used, was it pre-specified? No    
Could the conduct or interpretation of the index test have intro-
duced bias?
  High risk  
Are there concerns that the index test, its conduct, or interpre-
tation differ from the review question?
    Low concern
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (SPAC)
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (Flashlight)
DOMAIN 3: Reference Standard
Is the reference standards likely to correctly classify the target con-
dition?
Yes    
Were the reference standard results interpreted without knowledge
of the results of the index tests?
Yes    
Could the reference standard, its conduct, or its interpretation
have introduced bias?
  Low risk  
Are there concerns that the target condition as defined by the
reference standard does not match the question?
    Low concern
DOMAIN 4: Flow and Timing
Was there an appropriate interval between index test and reference
standard?
Yes    
Were all patients included in the analysis? Yes    
Did all patients receive a reference standard Yes    





Patient Sampling Case-control study. Cases 40 years and older, controls 18
years and older were both recruited from an ophthalmology
clinic. Data from both eyes were included in the analysis.
Rossi 2012 
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Patient characteristics and setting Sample size: 34 participants, 64 eyes (28 narrow angle and 36
open angle).
Age: mean (SD), 66.7 ± 10.5 years, (66.1 ± 13.2; controls 66.2 ±
7.9).




Exclusions: no previous laser treatment, no previous filtering
surgery or other ocular surgery.
Index tests Scheimpflug photography: Oculus Pentacam HR, optimal
cut-oP's were derived from the study data for the following
parameters; ACD and ACV.
Target condition and reference standard(s) An occludable angle was defined by the presence of Shaf-
fer grade 0-1 in at least 2 quadrants (≥ 180 degrees) on go-
nioscopy and no evidence of glaucomatous optic neuropathy
or visual field defect.
Flow and timing There were no uninterpretable test results or exclusions re-
ported.The index test and reference standard were conducted
on the same occasion.
Comparative  




Risk of bias Applicability con-
cerns
DOMAIN 1: Patient Selection
Was a consecutive or random sample of patients enrolled? Yes    
Was a case-control design avoided? No    
Did the study avoid inappropriate exclusions? Yes    
Could the selection of patients have introduced bias?   High risk  
Are there concerns that the included patients and setting do not
match the review question?
    High
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (LACD)
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (Scheimpflug photography)
Were the index test results interpreted without knowledge of the re-
sults of the reference standard?
Yes    
Rossi 2012  (Continued)
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If a threshold was used, was it pre-specified? No    
Could the conduct or interpretation of the index test have intro-
duced bias?
  High risk  
Are there concerns that the index test, its conduct, or interpre-
tation differ from the review question?
    Low concern
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (AS-OCT)
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (SPAC)
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (Flashlight)
DOMAIN 3: Reference Standard
Is the reference standards likely to correctly classify the target con-
dition?
Yes    
Were the reference standard results interpreted without knowledge
of the results of the index tests?
Yes    
Could the reference standard, its conduct, or its interpretation
have introduced bias?
  Low risk  
Are there concerns that the target condition as defined by the
reference standard does not match the question?
    Low concern
DOMAIN 4: Flow and Timing
Was there an appropriate interval between index test and reference
standard?
Yes    
Were all patients included in the analysis? Yes    
Did all patients receive a reference standard Yes    





Patient Sampling Cohort study. Participants were recruited from a glaucoma clinic from January to
June 2007. Data from one eye were included in the analysis.
Patient characteristics and setting Sample size: 101 participants (30 narrow angle and 71 open angle).
Age: mean (SD), 62.4 ± 9.6, range 41-89 years.
Sex: 57 (58%) female.
Setting: secondary care.
Country: Singapore.
Ethnicity: 88 (87%) Chinese, 2 Malay (2%), 7 Indian (7%), 4 others (4%).
Sakata 2010 
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Exclusions: history of previous intraocular surgery or penetrating trauma, or any
cornea opacities or abnormalities that precluded AS-OCT imaging.
Index tests AS-OCT: time domain,Visante; (model 1000,software version 1.0, Carl Zeiss
Meditec).
AS-OCT: time domain, slit-lamp OCT device (software version 1.1, Heildelberg En-
gineering).
Scans for both devices examined the ACA of each eye were obtained at the 3 and 9
o’ clock positions (horizontal), and at the 6 and 12 o’clock positions (vertical). ACA
was considered ‘closed’ on both devices if there was any contact between the iris
and angle wall anterior to the scleral spur in at least two quadrants.
Target condition and reference standard(s) An angle was defined as occludable when the posterior trabecular meshwork
could not be seen in the primary position without indentation (Scheie grade 3 or 4)
in 180 degrees or more using gonioscopy.
Flow and timing There were 101 participants originally studied, there were 18 participants excluded
where ACA could not be assessed in four quadrants with both AS-OCT devices. Go-
nioscopy results were not reported for 3 particpants and data from 80 eyes where
used in the final analysis. The index test and reference standard were conducted
on the same occasion.
Comparative  
Notes All cases diagnosed with angle closure previously had LPI.
Demographics reported are of those recruited and not number analysed.
Conflict of interest: Carl Zeiss Meditec and Heidelberg Engineering loaned the re-
spective AS-OCTs. Dr Aung has received research support and honoraria for trav-
el to conferences from Carl Zeiss Meditec. Dr Wong has received financial support
and honoraria for travel to conferences from Carl Zeiss Meditec and Heidelberg En-
gineering.
Methodological quality
Item Authors' judgement Risk of bias Applicability concerns
DOMAIN 1: Patient Selection
Was a consecutive or random sample of pa-
tients enrolled?
Yes    
Was a case-control design avoided? Yes    
Did the study avoid inappropriate exclusions? Yes    
Could the selection of patients have intro-
duced bias?
  Low risk  
Are there concerns that the included pa-
tients and setting do not match the review
question?
    Low concern
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (LACD)
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (Scheimpflug photography)
Sakata 2010  (Continued)
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DOMAIN 2: Index Test (AS-OCT)
Were the index test results interpreted without
knowledge of the results of the reference stan-
dard?
Yes    
If a threshold was used, was it pre-specified? Yes    
Could the conduct or interpretation of the
index test have introduced bias?
  Low risk  
Are there concerns that the index test, its
conduct, or interpretation differ from the re-
view question?
    Low concern
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (SPAC)
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (Flashlight)
DOMAIN 3: Reference Standard
Is the reference standards likely to correctly
classify the target condition?
Yes    
Were the reference standard results interpret-
ed without knowledge of the results of the in-
dex tests?
Yes    
Could the reference standard, its conduct, or
its interpretation have introduced bias?
  Low risk  
Are there concerns that the target condition
as defined by the reference standard does
not match the question?
    Low concern
DOMAIN 4: Flow and Timing
Was there an appropriate interval between in-
dex test and reference standard?
Yes    
Were all patients included in the analysis? Yes    
Did all patients receive a reference standard Yes    





Patient Sampling Cross-sectional study. Participants aged 50 years and older were recruited
from a community polyclinic, they were systematically sampled (every fiMh
person registered at the polyclinic) and examined between December of 2005
to July of 2006. Data from the right eye were included in the analysis.
Tan 2012 
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Patient characteristics and setting Sample size: 1465 eyes (315 narrow angle and 1150 open angle).
Age: mean (SD), 62.7 ± 7.7 years.
Sex: 793 (54.1%) female.
Setting: community.
Country: Singapore.
Ethnicity: 1317 (90%) Chinese, 27 Malay (1.8%), 102 Indian (7.0%), others
(1.2%).
Exclusions: history of glaucoma, previous intraocular surgery or laser treat-
ment, penetrating eye injury or corneal disorders preventing anterior chamber
assessment.
Index tests AS-OCT: time domain,Visante, Carl Zeiss Meditec, Dublin, California, USA).
Scans were centered on the pupil and taken along the horizontal axis,using the
standard anterior segment single-scan protocol. Optimal thresholds were de-
rived from study's data on ACV. LV and ACA.
Target condition and reference standard(s) An occludable angle was defined if the posterior trabecular meshwork was not
visible for at least 180 degrees on non-indentation gonioscopy with the eye in
the primary position.
Flow and timing There were 2047 participants originally studied, 582 participants were exclud-
ed for the following reasons:11 people could not undergo gonioscopy; 62 par-
ticipants did not complete AS-OCT examination or had poor quality AS-OCT
images; 42 participants showed software delineation errors; and the scleral
spur was not clearly visible on AS-OCT images in 467 participants. Data from
1465 eyes were used in the final analysis.
The index test and reference standard were conducted on the same occasion.
Comparative  
Notes Dr Aung has received research support and honoraria for travel to conferences
from Carl Zeiss Meditec.
Methodological quality
Item Authors' judgement Risk of bias Applicability concerns
DOMAIN 1: Patient Selection
Was a consecutive or random sample of patients
enrolled?
Yes    
Was a case-control design avoided? Yes    
Did the study avoid inappropriate exclusions? Yes    
Could the selection of patients have introduced
bias?
  Low risk  
Are there concerns that the included patients
and setting do not match the review question?
    Low concern
Tan 2012  (Continued)
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DOMAIN 2: Index Test (LACD)
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (Scheimpflug photography)
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (AS-OCT)
Were the index test results interpreted without
knowledge of the results of the reference standard?
Yes    
If a threshold was used, was it pre-specified? No    
Could the conduct or interpretation of the index
test have introduced bias?
  High risk  
Are there concerns that the index test, its con-
duct, or interpretation differ from the review
question?
    Low concern
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (SPAC)
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (Flashlight)
DOMAIN 3: Reference Standard
Is the reference standards likely to correctly classi-
fy the target condition?
Yes    
Were the reference standard results interpreted
without knowledge of the results of the index tests?
Yes    
Could the reference standard, its conduct, or its
interpretation have introduced bias?
  Low risk  
Are there concerns that the target condition
as defined by the reference standard does not
match the question?
    Low concern
DOMAIN 4: Flow and Timing
Was there an appropriate interval between index
test and reference standard?
Yes    
Were all patients included in the analysis? Yes    
Did all patients receive a reference standard Yes    





Patient Sampling Cohort study. Participants were consecutively recruited when
they attended an outpatient clinic. Data from one eye were in-
cluded in the analysis.
Thomas 1996 
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Patient characteristics and setting Sample size: 96 eyes (21 narrow angle and 75 open angle).
Age: mean (SD), 45.5 ± 14.9, range 14-74 years.





Index tests LACD: original van Herick grading used (grades 1- 4). Cut-oP
used LACD < 25%.
Flashlight: flashlight beam was directed parallel to the iris
from the temporal side. The crescent iris shadow thus formed
was graded according to the area between the limbus and the
pupillary edge that it occupied. Grade 1 was defined as more
than half, Grade 2 as half to one-third; Grade 3 minimal; and
Grade 4 as no shadow. Grade 1 and 2 were used as the cut-
oPs.
Target condition and reference standard(s) Dynamic gonioscopy was performed with the clinician de-
ciding whether the angle was ‘gonioscopically occludable. A
Scheie grade 3 or less was considered to be occludable (mid-
dle third of the trabecular meshwork visible).
Flow and timing 100 participants recruited, 4 participants were excluded as
they had acute conditions: phacolytic glaucoma (1), phaco-
morphic glaucoma (2) and a corneal ulcer (1). There were
no uninterpretable test results. The index test and reference
standard were conducted on the same occasion.
Comparative  




Risk of bias Applicability con-
cerns
DOMAIN 1: Patient Selection
Was a consecutive or random sample of patients enrolled? Yes    
Was a case-control design avoided? Yes    
Did the study avoid inappropriate exclusions? Yes    
Could the selection of patients have introduced bias?   Low risk  
Are there concerns that the included patients and setting do not
match the review question?
    Low concern
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (LACD)
Thomas 1996  (Continued)
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Were the index test results interpreted without knowledge of the re-
sults of the reference standard?
No    
If a threshold was used, was it pre-specified? Yes    
Could the conduct or interpretation of the index test have intro-
duced bias?
  High risk  
Are there concerns that the index test, its conduct, or interpre-
tation differ from the review question?
    Low concern
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (Scheimpflug photography)
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (AS-OCT)
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (SPAC)
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (Flashlight)
Were the index test results interpreted without knowledge of the re-
sults of the reference standard?
No    
If a threshold was used, was it pre-specified? Yes    
Could the conduct or interpretation of the index test have intro-
duced bias?
  High risk  
Are there concerns that the index test, its conduct, or interpre-
tation differ from the review question?
    Low concern
DOMAIN 3: Reference Standard
Is the reference standards likely to correctly classify the target con-
dition?
Yes    
Were the reference standard results interpreted without knowledge
of the results of the index tests?
No    
Could the reference standard, its conduct, or its interpretation
have introduced bias?
  High risk  
Are there concerns that the target condition as defined by the
reference standard does not match the question?
    Low concern
DOMAIN 4: Flow and Timing
Was there an appropriate interval between index test and reference
standard?
Yes    
Were all patients included in the analysis? Yes    
Did all patients receive a reference standard Yes    
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Study characteristics
Patient Sampling Cohort study. 202 phakic participants were recruited from a glaucoma clinic.
Data from one eye were included in the analysis.
Patient characteristics and setting Sample size: 202 eyes (50 narrow angle and 152 open angle).
Age: mean (SD), 62.3 ± 9.7 years.
Sex: 113 (55.9%) female.
Setting: secondary care.
Country: Singapore.
Ethnicity: 170 (84.2%) Chinese.
Exclusions: history of intraocular surgery or any corneal abnormalities that
would preclude imaging.
Index tests AS-OCT: spectral domain, HD-OCT Cirrus-OCT, model 5000; Carl Zeiss Meditec
Dublin, California, USA). Subjective judgement was used to defined a closed
angle defined as contact between the iris and trabecular meshwork anterior
to the scleral spur in that quadrant. If the scleral was not visible but the trabec-
ular meshwork was, any contact between the trabecular meshwork and the
iris was also diagnosed as an occludable angle in that quadrant where two or
more quadrants were defined as closed.
Target condition and reference standard(s) A eye was considered occludable if the posterior trabecular meshwork could
not be seen in the primary position without indentation (the Scheie grade 3 or
4) in 2 quadrants (≥ 180 degrees) on gonioscopy.
Flow and timing There were 202 participants recruited, and there 10 images excluded from AS-
OCT as the examiner was unable to determinate the trabecular meshwork and
scleral spur locations. It is not reported whether participants were from the
open or narrow angle group. The index test and reference standard were con-
ducted on the same occasion
Comparative  
Notes From the 152 participants with an open angle, 70 participants had primary
open angle glaucoma and 64 had no glaucoma. Of the original angle closure
eyes, 18 had open angles after LPI and were included also in the open angle
group.
Dr Aung has received research support and honoraria for travel to conferences
from Carl Zeiss Meditec.
Methodological quality
Item Authors' judgement Risk of bias Applicability concerns
DOMAIN 1: Patient Selection
Was a consecutive or random sample of patients
enrolled?
Yes    
Was a case-control design avoided? Yes    
Tun 2017 
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Did the study avoid inappropriate exclusions? Yes    
Could the selection of patients have introduced
bias?
  Low risk  
Are there concerns that the included patients
and setting do not match the review question?
    Low concern
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (LACD)
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (Scheimpflug photography)
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (AS-OCT)
Were the index test results interpreted without
knowledge of the results of the reference standard?
Yes    
If a threshold was used, was it pre-specified? Yes    
Could the conduct or interpretation of the index
test have introduced bias?
  Low risk  
Are there concerns that the index test, its con-
duct, or interpretation differ from the review
question?
    Low concern
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (SPAC)
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (Flashlight)
DOMAIN 3: Reference Standard
Is the reference standards likely to correctly classi-
fy the target condition?
Yes    
Were the reference standard results interpreted
without knowledge of the results of the index tests?
Yes    
Could the reference standard, its conduct, or its
interpretation have introduced bias?
  Low risk  
Are there concerns that the target condition
as defined by the reference standard does not
match the question?
    Low concern
DOMAIN 4: Flow and Timing
Was there an appropriate interval between index
test and reference standard?
Yes    
Were all patients included in the analysis? Yes    
Did all patients receive a reference standard Yes    
Could the patient flow have introduced bias?   Low risk  
Tun 2017  (Continued)
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Study characteristics
Patient Sampling Case-control study. Review of participants with angle closure
disease and healthy controls that were examined in a hospital
based setting. Data from one eye were included in the analy-
sis.
Patient characteristics and setting Sample size: 136 eyes (87 narrow angle and 49 open angle).
Age: mean (SD), 71.9 ± 8.2 years, range (49-87).




Exclusions: intraocular diseases, history of intraocular surgery
or iridotomy, secondary glaucoma or over the age of 90 years.
Index tests Scheimpflug photography: Oculus Pentacam, pre-specified
thresholds (one SD from the mean) were based on the internal
normative database for the following parameters; ACA, ACD
and ACV.
Target condition and reference standard(s) An eye with an occludable angle was defined using go-
nioscopy, where 3 quadrants (≥ 270 degrees) of the posterior
trabecular meshwork could not be seen.
Flow and timing There were no uninterpretable test results or exclusions re-
ported. It was not reported if the index test and reference
standard was conducted on the same occasion.
Comparative  





Risk of bias Applicability con-
cerns
DOMAIN 1: Patient Selection
Was a consecutive or random sample of patients enrolled? Yes    
Was a case-control design avoided? No    
Did the study avoid inappropriate exclusions? No    
Could the selection of patients have introduced bias?   High risk  
Are there concerns that the included patients and setting do not
match the review question?
    High
Winegarner 2019 
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DOMAIN 2: Index Test (LACD)
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (Scheimpflug photography)
Were the index test results interpreted without knowledge of the re-
sults of the reference standard?
Unclear    
If a threshold was used, was it pre-specified? Yes    
Could the conduct or interpretation of the index test have intro-
duced bias?
  Unclear risk  
Are there concerns that the index test, its conduct, or interpre-
tation differ from the review question?
    Unclear
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (AS-OCT)
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (SPAC)
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (Flashlight)
DOMAIN 3: Reference Standard
Is the reference standards likely to correctly classify the target con-
dition?
Yes    
Were the reference standard results interpreted without knowledge
of the results of the index tests?
Unclear    
Could the reference standard, its conduct, or its interpretation
have introduced bias?
  Unclear risk  
Are there concerns that the target condition as defined by the
reference standard does not match the question?
    Low concern
DOMAIN 4: Flow and Timing
Was there an appropriate interval between index test and reference
standard?
Unclear    
Were all patients included in the analysis? Yes    
Did all patients receive a reference standard Yes    





Patient Sampling Cohort study. Data from both eyes were included in the
analysis.
Patient characteristics and setting Sample size: 109 participants; (138 eyes, 64 narrow an-
gle and 74 open angle).
Wirbelauer 2005 
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Age: mean (SD), 66±15 years, range 23-90 years.





Index tests LACD: determined at the temporal limbus using the
original van Herick grading (grades 1-4). Cut-oP used
LACD ≤ 25%.
AS-OCT 4 Optics AG, Lübeck, Germany. Optimal thresh-
olds were extropolated from the study data for ACA and
AOD 500.
Target condition and reference standard(s) Gonioscopy; an eye was considered occludable if the
ACA was ≤ 20 degrees in the temporal angle (90 de-
grees).
Flow and timing There were no uninterpretable test results or exclu-
sions reported. The index test and reference standard
were conducted on the same occasion.
Comparative  
Notes Conflict of interest: no conflict of interest statement
provided.
LACD analysis; study compared the temporal LACD to
the reference temporal ACA for both eyes.
AS-OCT analysis: study conglomerated both nasal and




Risk of bias Applicability
concerns
DOMAIN 1: Patient Selection
Was a consecutive or random sample of patients enrolled? Unclear    
Was a case-control design avoided? Yes    
Did the study avoid inappropriate exclusions? Unclear    
Could the selection of patients have introduced bias?   Unclear risk  
Are there concerns that the included patients and setting do not
match the review question?
    Unclear
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (LACD)
Wirbelauer 2005  (Continued)
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Were the index test results interpreted without knowledge of the results of
the reference standard?
Unclear    
If a threshold was used, was it pre-specified? Yes    
Could the conduct or interpretation of the index test have introduced
bias?
  Unclear risk  
Are there concerns that the index test, its conduct, or interpretation
differ from the review question?
    Unclear
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (Scheimpflug photography)
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (AS-OCT)
Were the index test results interpreted without knowledge of the results of
the reference standard?
Unclear    
If a threshold was used, was it pre-specified? No    
Could the conduct or interpretation of the index test have introduced
bias?
  High risk  
Are there concerns that the index test, its conduct, or interpretation
differ from the review question?
    Unclear
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (SPAC)
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (Flashlight)
DOMAIN 3: Reference Standard
Is the reference standards likely to correctly classify the target condition? Yes    
Were the reference standard results interpreted without knowledge of the
results of the index tests?
Unclear    
Could the reference standard, its conduct, or its interpretation have
introduced bias?
  Unclear risk  
Are there concerns that the target condition as defined by the refer-
ence standard does not match the question?
    Low concern
DOMAIN 4: Flow and Timing
Was there an appropriate interval between index test and reference stan-
dard?
Yes    
Were all patients included in the analysis? Yes    
Did all patients receive a reference standard Yes    
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Study characteristics
Patient Sampling Cohort study. Participants recruited from a glaucoma clinic at a Singapore
hospital from January 1 to July 31, 2007. Data from one eye were included in
the analysis.
Patient characteristics and setting Sample size: 188 eyes.
Age: mean (SD), 63.3 ± 10.5, range 37-99 years.
Sex: 107 (57.0%) female.
Setting: secondary care.
Country: Singapore.
Ethnicity: 162 (86.2%) Chinese, 8 (4.3% ) Malay, 12 (6.4%) Indian and other 6
(3.2%).
Exclusions: participants who had undergone any prior intraocular procedures
or had any penetrating eye injuries or corneal disorders, such as corneal en-
dothelial dystrophy, pterygium, or a corneal scar, that may preclude satisfac-
tory imaging.
Index tests SPAC: categorical grades and inbuilt numerical scale ranged from 1 to 12, with
12 representing the deepest ACD. Cut-oP values used: optimal thresholds were
derived from study data using either separate or combined categorical and nu-
merical grading.
AS-OCT: slit-lamp OCT (Heidelberg Engineering, Heidelberg, Germany), image
acquisition required imaging of the entire cross-section of the anterior seg-
ment in 1 single-image frame. Subjective judgement cut-oP: the ACA was con-
sidered closed on SL-OCT imaging if there was contact between the iris and an-
gle wall anterior to the scleral spur in two quadrants or more.
Target condition and reference standard(s) Gonioscopy, the eye was considered occludable if the posterior trabecular
meshwork could not be seen in the primary position without indentation
(Scheie grade 3 or 4) in 2 or more quadrants (≥ 180 degrees).
Flow and timing 188 participants recruited, 35 were excluded due to; failure in obtaining SL-
OCT images due to obstructions or motion artefacts (14), SL-OCT images could
not be graded owing to poor definition of the scleral spur (21), leaving 153 for
the final analysis. The index test and reference standard were conducted on
the same occasion
Comparative  
Notes Ethnicity reported on original participants entering the study and not the
analysed participants.
Defined ACA closure for AS-OCT and gonioscopy was reported in one or more
quadrants, data entry for this review was considered for only 2 quadrants
identified as closed for both the reference and index test.
Conflict of interest: Dr T. Aung has received grant funding as well as financial
support and honoraria for travel to conferences from Carl Zeiss Meditec.
Patients who had undergone laser iridotomy were not excluded.
Methodological quality
Wong 2009a 
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Item Authors' judgement Risk of bias Applicability concerns
DOMAIN 1: Patient Selection
Was a consecutive or random sample of patients
enrolled?
Yes    
Was a case-control design avoided? Yes    
Did the study avoid inappropriate exclusions? Yes    
Could the selection of patients have introduced
bias?
  Low risk  
Are there concerns that the included patients
and setting do not match the review question?
    Low concern
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (LACD)
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (Scheimpflug photography)
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (AS-OCT)
Were the index test results interpreted without
knowledge of the results of the reference standard?
Yes    
If a threshold was used, was it pre-specified? Yes    
Could the conduct or interpretation of the index
test have introduced bias?
  Low risk  
Are there concerns that the index test, its con-
duct, or interpretation differ from the review
question?
    Low concern
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (SPAC)
Were the index test results interpreted without
knowledge of the results of the reference standard?
Yes    
If a threshold was used, was it pre-specified? Yes    
Could the conduct or interpretation of the index
test have introduced bias?
  Low risk  
Are there concerns that the index test, its con-
duct, or interpretation differ from the review
question?
    Low concern
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (Flashlight)
DOMAIN 3: Reference Standard
Is the reference standards likely to correctly classi-
fy the target condition?
Yes    
Wong 2009a  (Continued)
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Were the reference standard results interpreted
without knowledge of the results of the index tests?
Yes    
Could the reference standard, its conduct, or its
interpretation have introduced bias?
  Low risk  
Are there concerns that the target condition
as defined by the reference standard does not
match the question?
    Low concern
DOMAIN 4: Flow and Timing
Was there an appropriate interval between index
test and reference standard?
Yes    
Were all patients included in the analysis? Yes    
Did all patients receive a reference standard Yes    





Patient Sampling Cohort study. Recruited from a glaucoma clinic. Data from one eye were
included in the analysis.
Patient characteristics and setting Sample size: 45 eyes (17 narrow angle and 28 open angle).
Age: mean (SD), 62.5 ± 9.1 years.
Sex: 28 (62.2%) female.
Setting: secondary care.
Country: Singapore.
Ethnicity: 41 (91.1%) Chinese.
Exclusions: history of previous intraocular surgery or penetrating trau-
ma or any cornea opacities or abnormalities that precluded angle imag-
ing..
Index tests AS-OCT: time domain, Visante; Carl Zeiss Meditec
HD-OCT: spectral domain, Cirrus-OCT; Carl Zeiss Meditec Dublin, Cali-
fornia
Subjective cut-oP criteria used for both devices i.e. if there was any con-
tact between the iris and angle wall anterior to the scleral spur in one
quadrant.
Target condition and reference standard(s) Gonioscopy, an angle was considered occludable if the posterior tra-
becular meshwork could not be seen in the primary position without in-
dentation (Scheie grade 3 or 4) in at least 90 degrees.
Wong 2009b 
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Flow and timing There were no uninterpretable test results or exclusions reported. The
index test and reference standard were conducted on the same occa-
sion.
Comparative  
Notes Conflict of interest: Dr Wong has received financial support and hono-
raria for travel to conferences from Carl Zeiss Meditec and Heidelberg
Engineering. Dr Friedman has received an instrument loan and has
been a consultant for Carl Zeiss Meditec. Dr T. Aung has received grant
funding as well as financial support and honoraria for travel to confer-
ences from Carl Zeiss Meditec.
Patients who had undergone peripheral iridotomy were not excluded.
Methodological quality
Item Authors' judgement Risk of bias Applicability con-
cerns
DOMAIN 1: Patient Selection
Was a consecutive or random sample of patients en-
rolled?
Yes    
Was a case-control design avoided? Yes    
Did the study avoid inappropriate exclusions? Yes    
Could the selection of patients have introduced bias?   Low risk  
Are there concerns that the included patients and set-
ting do not match the review question?
    Low concern
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (LACD)
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (Scheimpflug photography)
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (AS-OCT)
Were the index test results interpreted without knowledge
of the results of the reference standard?
Yes    
If a threshold was used, was it pre-specified? Yes    
Could the conduct or interpretation of the index test
have introduced bias?
  Low risk  
Are there concerns that the index test, its conduct, or
interpretation differ from the review question?
    Low concern
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (SPAC)
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (Flashlight)
DOMAIN 3: Reference Standard
Wong 2009b  (Continued)
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Is the reference standards likely to correctly classify the
target condition?
Yes    
Were the reference standard results interpreted without
knowledge of the results of the index tests?
Yes    
Could the reference standard, its conduct, or its inter-
pretation have introduced bias?
  Low risk  
Are there concerns that the target condition as defined
by the reference standard does not match the ques-
tion?
    Low concern
DOMAIN 4: Flow and Timing
Was there an appropriate interval between index test and
reference standard?
Yes    
Were all patients included in the analysis? Yes    
Did all patients receive a reference standard Yes    





Patient Sampling Cross-sectional study. Participants aged 50 years and older who did not have
any ophthalmic symptoms were recruited from a community polyclinic, they
were systematically sampled (every fiMh person registered at the polyclinic) and
examined between December of 2005 to June of 2006. Data from the right eye
were included in the analysis.
Patient characteristics and setting Sample size: 1922 eyes (317 narrow angle and 1605 open angle).
Age: mean (SD), 63.0 ± 7.9 years.
Sex: 1007 (52.4%) female.
Setting: primary care.
Country: Singapore.
Ethnicity: 1717 (89.3%) Chinese, 39 Malay (2%), 142 Indian (7.4%), 24 others
(1.2%).
Exclusions: history of glaucoma, previous intraocular surgery, previous laser
treatment, penetrating eye injury, or corneal disorders preventing anterior
chamber assessment were excluded.
Index tests AS-OCT: time domain,Visante; Carl Zeiss Meditec, California. Scans were cen-
tered on the pupil and were obtained along the horizontal axis (0–180 degrees)
using the standard anterior segment single-scan protocol. The optimal thresh-
olds was derived from the study data examining ACA and ACV.
Wu 2011 
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Target condition and reference standard(s) An eye was considered to have occludable angles if the posterior pigmented tra-
becular meshwork was not visible for at least 180 degrees on non-indentation
gonioscopy with the eye in the primary position.
Flow and timing There were 2047 participants originally studied, 125 were excluded from the
analysis for the following reasons: 5 participants could not undergo gonioscopy,
63 participants could not complete AS-OCT examination or had poor quality AS-
OCT images, and 57 participants had Zhongshan Angle Assessment Program
software delineation errors.Data from 1922 eyes were used in the final analysis.
The index test and reference standard were conducted on the same occasion.
Comparative  
Notes Conflict of interest: Dr Aung has received research funding, travel support, and
honoraria from Carl Zeiss Meditec. Dr Friedman has received an instrument loan
from Carl Zeiss Meditec.
Methodological quality
Item Authors' judgement Risk of bias Applicability concerns
DOMAIN 1: Patient Selection
Was a consecutive or random sample of patients
enrolled?
Yes    
Was a case-control design avoided? Yes    
Did the study avoid inappropriate exclusions? Yes    
Could the selection of patients have introduced
bias?
  Low risk  
Are there concerns that the included patients
and setting do not match the review question?
    Low concern
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (LACD)
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (Scheimpflug photography)
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (AS-OCT)
Were the index test results interpreted without
knowledge of the results of the reference stan-
dard?
Yes    
If a threshold was used, was it pre-specified? No    
Could the conduct or interpretation of the in-
dex test have introduced bias?
  High risk  
Are there concerns that the index test, its con-
duct, or interpretation differ from the review
question?
    Low concern
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (SPAC)
Wu 2011  (Continued)
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DOMAIN 2: Index Test (Flashlight)
DOMAIN 3: Reference Standard
Is the reference standards likely to correctly clas-
sify the target condition?
Yes    
Were the reference standard results interpret-
ed without knowledge of the results of the index
tests?
Yes    
Could the reference standard, its conduct, or
its interpretation have introduced bias?
  Low risk  
Are there concerns that the target condition
as defined by the reference standard does not
match the question?
    Low concern
DOMAIN 4: Flow and Timing
Was there an appropriate interval between index
test and reference standard?
Yes    
Were all patients included in the analysis? Yes    
Did all patients receive a reference standard Yes    





Patient Sampling Cross-sectional study, 20% random sample taken from
a population over 50 years old from the Doumen county
of the Guangdong province in November 1995. Data from
both eyes were included in the analysis.
Patient characteristics and setting Sample size: 200 participants, 390 eyes (72 narrow angle







Index tests Flashlight: flashlight beam was shown from the tempo-
ral side, a cut-oP using 1/4 (grade 2) or <1/4 (grade 1) nasal
iris light band ratio were used.
Yu 1995a 
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Target condition and reference standard(s) Gonioscopy using Shaffer’s chamber angle grading a
grade 2 was considered as occludable in the temporal
quadrant (90 degrees).
Flow and timing There were no uninterpretable test results or exclusions
reported. The index test and reference standard were con-
ducted on the same occasion.
Comparative  





Risk of bias Applicability
concerns
DOMAIN 1: Patient Selection
Was a consecutive or random sample of patients enrolled? Yes    
Was a case-control design avoided? Yes    
Did the study avoid inappropriate exclusions? Unclear    
Could the selection of patients have introduced bias?   Unclear risk  
Are there concerns that the included patients and setting do not
match the review question?
    Low concern
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (LACD)
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (Scheimpflug photography)
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (AS-OCT)
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (SPAC)
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (Flashlight)
Were the index test results interpreted without knowledge of the results
of the reference standard?
Unclear    
If a threshold was used, was it pre-specified? No    
Could the conduct or interpretation of the index test have intro-
duced bias?
  High risk  
Are there concerns that the index test, its conduct, or interpretation
differ from the review question?
    Unclear
DOMAIN 3: Reference Standard
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Were the reference standard results interpreted without knowledge of
the results of the index tests?
Unclear    
Could the reference standard, its conduct, or its interpretation have
introduced bias?
  Unclear risk  
Are there concerns that the target condition as defined by the refer-
ence standard does not match the question?
    Low concern
DOMAIN 4: Flow and Timing
Was there an appropriate interval between index test and reference
standard?
Yes    
Were all patients included in the analysis? Yes    
Did all patients receive a reference standard Yes    





Patient Sampling Cross-sectional study. All participants aged 40 years or older partici-
pated in a 5-year follow-up examination between August and Decem-
ber 2012. Gonioscopy was performed on participants with a LACD
≤ 40% as well as 1:10 participants registered per day. Data from the
right eye were included in the analysis.
Patient characteristics and setting Sample size: 425 eyes (126 narrow angle and 299 open angle).
Age: mean (SD), 56.9 ± 10.1 years, (narrow angle 60.7 ± 8.1; open an-
gle 55.4 ± 10.4).




Exclusions: cases that could confound the results of the ACA exami-
nations, and broad PAS (> 3 clock hours) that could influence the ACA
configuration. Also if there was pre-existing ocular surface patholo-
gy, history of eye trauma, contact lens wear, previous ocular surgery,
use of drops that could influence ACA, inability to fixate on the target,
or general physical or mental impairments that precluded participa-
tion.
Index tests LACD: determined at the temporal limbus and graded as % cate-
gories: 0%, 5%, 15%, 25%, 40%, 75% and ≥ 100%. Cut-oP values
used: ≤ 15%, ≤ 25% and ≤ 40%.
SPAC: measurements ranged from 1 to 12. Cut-oP values used: ≤ 5
and/or S or P; ≤ 6 and/or S or P and ACD.
Zhang 2014 
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AS-OCT: time domain, Visante, Carl Zeiss Meditec AG (software ver-
sion 1.0). Subjective cut-oP used: an occludable angle on AS-OCT was
defined by contact between the iris and any part of the angle wall an-
terior to the scleral spur in 2 quadrants.
Scheimpflug photography: Pentacam, Oculus Inc, Wetzlar, Ger-
many, optimal cut-oP values were derived form the study data for
ACD, ACA and ACV.
Target condition and reference standard(s) Dynamic gonioscopic examination: an occludable angle was diag-
nosed as ≥ 180 degrees of the posterior trabecular meshwork was
not visible on static gonioscopy.
Flow and timing There were 431 participants originally studied, 6 participants were
excluded due to inability to follow instructions or focus on the fixa-
tion light, or unwillingness to undergo gonioscopy. Data from 425
eyes were included in the analysis. There were no uninterpretable re-
sults reported. The index test and reference standard were conduct-
ed on the same occasion.
Comparative  
Notes Conflicts of interest: authors reported no conflicts of interest.
Gonioscopy was performed on those with an LACD ≤ 40% and for 1 in





Risk of bias Applicability con-
cerns
DOMAIN 1: Patient Selection
Was a consecutive or random sample of patients enrolled? No    
Was a case-control design avoided? Yes    
Did the study avoid inappropriate exclusions? No    
Could the selection of patients have introduced bias?   High risk  
Are there concerns that the included patients and setting
do not match the review question?
    High
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (LACD)
Were the index test results interpreted without knowledge of
the results of the reference standard?
Yes    
If a threshold was used, was it pre-specified? Yes    
Could the conduct or interpretation of the index test have
introduced bias?
  Low risk  
Are there concerns that the index test, its conduct, or in-
terpretation differ from the review question?
    Low concern
Zhang 2014  (Continued)
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DOMAIN 2: Index Test (Scheimpflug photography)
Were the index test results interpreted without knowledge of
the results of the reference standard?
Yes    
If a threshold was used, was it pre-specified? No    
Could the conduct or interpretation of the index test have
introduced bias?
  High risk  
Are there concerns that the index test, its conduct, or in-
terpretation differ from the review question?
    Low concern
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (AS-OCT)
Were the index test results interpreted without knowledge of
the results of the reference standard?
Yes    
If a threshold was used, was it pre-specified? Yes    
Could the conduct or interpretation of the index test have
introduced bias?
  Low risk  
Are there concerns that the index test, its conduct, or in-
terpretation differ from the review question?
    Low concern
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (SPAC)
Were the index test results interpreted without knowledge of
the results of the reference standard?
Yes    
If a threshold was used, was it pre-specified? Yes    
Could the conduct or interpretation of the index test have
introduced bias?
  Low risk  
Are there concerns that the index test, its conduct, or in-
terpretation differ from the review question?
    Low concern
DOMAIN 2: Index Test (Flashlight)
DOMAIN 3: Reference Standard
Is the reference standards likely to correctly classify the tar-
get condition?
Yes    
Were the reference standard results interpreted without
knowledge of the results of the index tests?
Yes    
Could the reference standard, its conduct, or its interpre-
tation have introduced bias?
  Low risk  
Are there concerns that the target condition as defined by
the reference standard does not match the question?
    Low concern
DOMAIN 4: Flow and Timing
Zhang 2014  (Continued)
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Was there an appropriate interval between index test and
reference standard?
Yes    
Were all patients included in the analysis? Yes    
Did all patients receive a reference standard Yes    
Could the patient flow have introduced bias?   Low risk  
Zhang 2014  (Continued)
ACA: anterior chamber angle; ACD: anterior chamber depth; ACV: anterior chamber volume; AS-OCT: anterior segment optical coherence
tomography; IOP: intraocular pressure; ITC: irido-trabecular contact; IQR: interquartile range; LACD: limbal anterior chamber depth;
LPI: laser peripheral iridotomy; PACG: primary angle closure glaucoma; PACS: primary angle closure suspect; PAS: peripheral anterior
synechiae; SD: standard deviation; SPAC: scanning peripheral anterior chamber.
 
Characteristics of excluded studies [ordered by study ID]
 
Study Reason for exclusion
Addepalli 2019 No diagnostic information regarding index test reported
Adegbehingbe 2007 No diagnostic information regarding index test reported
Alsbirk 1973 Review index test not present
Alsbirk 1982 2x2 diagnostic table can not be constructed (gonioscopy performed on those identified with a shal-
low anterior chamber on the index test)
Alsbirk 1986 2x2 diagnostic table can not be constructed (gonioscopy performed on those identified with a shal-
low anterior chamber on the index test)
Alsbirk 1988 2x2 diagnostic table can not be constructed (gonioscopy performed on those identified with a shal-
low anterior chamber on the index test)
Alsbirk 1992 2x2 diagnostic table can not be constructed
Alsbirk 1994 2x2 diagnostic table can not be constructed
Annoh 2019 2x2 diagnostic table can not be constructed
Bai 2005 2x2 diagnostic table can not be constructed
Baskaran 2015 Cases were not diagnosed using the reference test
Bastawrous 2018 No diagnostic information regarding index test reported
Bhartiya 2013 2x2 diagnostic table can not be constructed
Bonomi 2000 2x2 diagnostic table can not be constructed
Bosem 1992 No diagnostic information regarding index test reported
Bourne 2010 2x2 diagnostic table can not be constructed (gonioscopy not performed on all participants)
Chong 2013 Correlation study, no threshold specified for index test for 2x2 table
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Study Reason for exclusion
Chong 2016 No diagnostic information regarding index test reported
Chuka-Okosa 2005 No diagnostic information regarding index test reported
Chung 1995 No diagnostic information regarding index test reported
Congdon 1999 No diagnostic information regarding index test reported
Dandona 2001 Commentary
Dawczynski 2007 No diagnostic information regarding index test reported
Drance 1973 Review index test not present
Foo 2011 No diagnostic information regarding index test reported
Foo 2012 No diagnostic information regarding index test reported
Forsius 1991 Review index test not present
Friedman 2008 2x2 diagnostic table can not be constructed
Guo 2015 No diagnostic information regarding index test reported
Hadziahmetovic 2014 No diagnostic information regarding index test reported
He 2012 Gonioscopy not the reference standard
Kalev-landoy 2007 2x2 diagnostic table can not be constructed (index test not reported for those diagnosed with open
angles)
Kashiwagi 2006 Novel algorithm
Kashiwagi 2013 2x2 diagnostic table can not be constructed
Khalil 1975 Review index test not present
Khan 2017 2x2 diagnostic table can not be constructed
Kim 2012 Review index test not present
Kochupurakal 2016 2x2 diagnostic table not possible (No. of diseased/non-diseased not reported)
Leung 2010 Ethnicities compared, no threshold specified for diagnostic test accuracy
Li 2014 Prevalence study
Liu 2011 2x2 diagnostic table can not be constructed
Lu 1980 Gonioscopy not the reference standard
Mani 2014 Diagnostic data could not be obtained
Matonti 2011 No diagnostic information regarding index test reported
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Study Reason for exclusion
Melese 2015 Novel algorithm for AS-OCT
Moghimi 2015 No controls or participants with open angles were examined
Moghimi 2017 No diagnostic information regarding index test reported
Moreno-Montanes 1992 Review index test not present
Narayanaswamy 2013 Prevalence study, no diagnostic information regarding index test reported
Ni 2014 Novel algorithm for AS-OCT
Niemeyer 2014 No diagnostic information regarding index test reported
Nongpiur 2010 Novel algorithm for AS-OCT
Nongpiur 2013 Novel algorithm for AS-OCT
Nongpiur 2014 Novel algorithm for AS-OCT
Nongpiur 2017 Study design
Nongpiur 2019 2x2 diagnostic table can not be constructed
Nuriyah 2010 Gonioscopy not the reference standard
Pakravan 2012 Target condition was not an occludable angle
Pei 2019 2x2 diagnostic table can not be constructed
Pekmezci 2009 2x2 diagnostic table not possible (No. of diseased/non-diseased not reported)
Quek 2012 2x2 diagnostic table can not be constructed
Ren 2005 No diagnostic information regarding index test reported
Rigi 2016 No diagnostic information regarding index test reported
Rojananuangnit 2016 No diagnostic information regarding index test reported
Rueda 2003 Not diagnostic information available
Sah 2007 Prevalence study, no diagnostic information regarding index test reported
Sakata 2007 Prevalence study, no diagnostic information regarding index test reported
Sakata 2008 Prevalence study, no diagnostic information regarding index test reported
Sasikumar 2011 No diagnostic information regarding index test reported
Scalamogna 2002 Not diagnostic information available
Shibata 1992 No diagnostic information regarding index test reported
Shikino 2016 No diagnostic information regarding index test reported
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Study Reason for exclusion
Sihota 2019 Gonioscopy not performed
Sparks 1997 Gonioscopy not the reference standard
Talaspayeva 2015 No diagnostic information regarding index test reported
Tay 2015 2x2 diagnostic table can not be constructed
Thompson 2018 2x2 diagnostic table can not be constructed
Tomoyose 2010 No diagnostic information regarding index test reported
Trueba 2010 Gonioscopy not the reference standard
Tun 2013 No diagnostic information regarding index test reported
Vargas 1973 Gonioscopy not the reference standard
Varma 2017 2x2 diagnostic table can not be constructed
Wang 2013 No diagnostic information regarding index test reported
Wang 2014 No diagnostic information regarding index test reported
Wang 2015 No diagnostic information regarding index test reported
Wong 2015 No diagnostic data available
Xie 2011 No diagnostic information regarding index test reported
Xu 2001 No diagnostic information regarding index test reported
Xu 2004 No diagnostic information regarding index test reported
Xu 2005 Gonioscopy not the reference standard
Xu 2008 No diagnostic information regarding index test reported
Xu 2009 No diagnostic information regarding index test reported
Xu 2011 No diagnostic information regarding index test reported
Xu 2018 2x2 diagnostic table can not be constructed
Xu 2019a Deep learning algorithm
Xu 2019b 2x2 diagnostic table can not be constructed
Yamamoto 2005 No diagnostic information regarding index test reported
Yamamoto 2009 2x2 diagnostic table can not be constructed
Ye 1995 Gonioscopy not the reference standard
Ye 1998 Gonioscopy not performed
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Study Reason for exclusion
Yip 2008 2x2 diagnostic table can not be constructed
Yu 1995b Gonioscopy not performed
Yu 1996 Gonioscopy not the reference standard
Yu 1997 Health economic review
Yuan 2007 Prevalence study, no diagnostic information regarding index test reported
Zhang 2008 No diagnostic information regarding index test reported
Zhang 2010 No diagnostic information regarding index test reported
Zhao 2008 No diagnostic information regarding index test reported
AS-OCT: anterior segment optical coherence tomography.
 
 
D A T A
Presented below are all the data for all of the tests entered into the review.
 
Table Tests.   Data tables by test
Test No. of studies No. of partici-
pants
1 LACD 0% 4 2920
2 LACD ≤ 5% 4 2920
3 LACD ≤ 15% 5 3345
4 LACD ≤ 25% or <25% 16 7540
5 LACD ≤ 40% 3 2177
6 LACD > 25% to ≤ 50% 3 988
7 Flashlight grade 1 5 1188
8 Flashlight grade 2 3 848
9 SPAC S or P 3 2325
10 SPAC S 1 120
11 SPAC ≤ 4 1 2047
12 SPAC ≤ 5 3 4252
13 SPAC ≤ 5 and or S or P 3 2630
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Test No. of studies No. of partici-
pants
14 SPAC ≤6 1 442
15 SPAC ≤ 6 and or S or P 1 425
16 Scheimpflug photography ACV 6 1474
17 Scheimpflug photography ACD (central) 9 1698
18 Scheimpflug photography ACA 6 1330
19 Scheimpflug photography ACD (peripheral) 1 506
20 AS-OCT (subjective judgement) 13 9239
21 AS-OCT AOD 500 temporal 4 1976
22 AS-OCT AOD 500 nasal 4 1976
23 AS-OCT AOD 750 temporal 4 3758
24 AS-OCT AOD 750 nasal 3 1711
25 AS-OCT AOD 500 average 2 307
26 AS-OCT TISA 500 temporal 4 1976
27 AS-OCT TISA 500 nasal 4 1976
28 AS-OCT TISA 500 average 1 31
29 AS-OCT TISA 750 temporal 3 1711
30 AS-OCT TISA 750 nasal 3 1711
31 AS-OCT TISA 750 average 1 31
32 AS-OCT ACA 4 517
33 AS-OCT ACA area 2 3702
34 AS-OCT ACD 4 530
35 AS-OCT ACV 3 3879
36 AS-OCT ARA 500 average 1 31
37 AS-OCT ARA 750 nasal 1 1465
38 AS-OCT ARA750 temporal 1 1465
39 AS-OCT ARA 750 average 1 31
40 AS-OCT ITC index ≥35% 2 1997
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Test No. of studies No. of partici-
pants
41 AS-OCT ITC index ≥50% 2 1997
42 AS-OCT ITC index ≥70% 1 140
43 AS-OCT ITC index ≥75% 1 1857
44 AS-OCT LV 3 2260
 
 
Test 1.   LACD 0%
 
 
Test 2.   LACD ≤ 5%
 
 
Test 3.   LACD ≤ 15%
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Test 4.   LACD ≤ 25% or <25%
 
 
Test 5.   LACD ≤ 40%
 
 
Test 6.   LACD > 25% to ≤ 50%
 
 
Test 7.   Flashlight grade 1
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Test 8.   Flashlight grade 2
 
 
Test 9.   SPAC S or P
 
 
Test 10.   SPAC S
 
 
Test 11.   SPAC ≤ 4
 
 
Test 12.   SPAC ≤ 5
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Test 13.   SPAC ≤ 5 and or S or P
 
 
Test 14.   SPAC ≤6
 
 
Test 15.   SPAC ≤ 6 and or S or P
 
 
Test 16.   Scheimpflug photography ACV
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Test 17.   Scheimpflug photography ACD (central)
 
 
Test 18.   Scheimpflug photography ACA
 
 
Test 19.   Scheimpflug photography ACD (peripheral)
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Test 20.   AS-OCT (subjective judgement)
 
 
Test 21.   AS-OCT AOD 500 temporal
 
 
Test 22.   AS-OCT AOD 500 nasal
 
 
Test 23.   AS-OCT AOD 750 temporal
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Test 24.   AS-OCT AOD 750 nasal
 
 
Test 25.   AS-OCT AOD 500 average
 
 
Test 26.   AS-OCT TISA 500 temporal
 
 
Test 27.   AS-OCT TISA 500 nasal
 
 
Test 28.   AS-OCT TISA 500 average
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Test 29.   AS-OCT TISA 750 temporal
 
 
Test 30.   AS-OCT TISA 750 nasal
 
 
Test 31.   AS-OCT TISA 750 average
 
 
Test 32.   AS-OCT ACA
 
 
Test 33.   AS-OCT ACA area
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Test 34.   AS-OCT ACD
 
 
Test 35.   AS-OCT ACV
 
 
Test 36.   AS-OCT ARA 500 average
 
 
Test 37.   AS-OCT ARA 750 nasal
 
 
Test 38.   AS-OCT ARA750 temporal
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Test 39.   AS-OCT ARA 750 average
 
 
Test 40.   AS-OCT ITC index ≥35%
 
 
Test 41.   AS-OCT ITC index ≥50%
 
 
Test 42.   AS-OCT ITC index ≥70%
 
 
Test 43.   AS-OCT ITC index ≥75%
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Test 44.   AS-OCT LV
 
 
A D D I T I O N A L   T A B L E S
 
Test No. of studies
(Number of eyes
analysed)
Se (95% CI) Sp (95% CI) P values for differ-
ences between [test]
and LACD ≤ 25%
  Se Sp
LACD  
25% or < 25% 16 (7540) 0.83 (0.74 to 0.90) 0.88 (0.84 to 0.92) Reference
15% 5 (3345) 0.61 (0.36 to 0.81) 0.93 (0.83 to 0.97)
5% 4 (2920) 0.42 (0.31 to 0.55) 0.97 (0.96 to 0.98)
0% 4 (2920) 0.08 (0.03 to 0.18) 1.00 (0.99 to 1.00)
   
Flashlight  
Grade One 5 (1188) 0.51 (0.25 to 0.76) 0.92 (0.70 to 0.98) 0.0181 0.5508
SPAC  
≤ 5 and/or S or
P
4 (4677) 0.83 (0.70 to 0.91) 0.78 (0.70 to 0.83) 0.9707 0.5947
Scheimpflug photography  
ACD central 9 (1698) 0.92 (0.84 to 0.96) 0.86 (0.76 to 0.93) 0.0828 0.5325
ACA 6 (1330) 0.79 (0.64 to 0.89) 0.88 (0.68 to 0.96)
ACV 6 (1474) 0.87 (0.82 to 0.91) 0.79 (0.70 to 0.86)
   
AS-OCT  
Subjective 13 (9242) 0.85 (0.76 to 0.91) 0.71 (0.62 to 0.78) 0.6632 0.0003
ACA 4 (517) 0.81 (0.72 to 0.88) 0.91 (0.84 to 0.95)
ACD 4 (530) 0.89 (0.78 to 0.95) 0.88 (0.75 to 0.95)
   
Table 1.   Accuracy of index test parameters 
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AOD 500 nasal 4 (1976) 0.95 (0.76 to 0.99) 0.82 (0.72 to 0.89)
AOD 500 temp. 4 (1976) 0.94 (0.75 to 0.99) 0.81 (0.73 to 0.87)
AOD 750 temp. 4 (3758) 0.93 (0.84 to 0.97) 0.85 (0.77 to 0.90)
TISA 500 nasal 4 (1976) 0.79 (0.71 to 0.85) 0.81 (0.73 to 0.86)
TISA 500 temp. 4 (1976) 0.84 (0.77 to 0.89) 0.81 (0.61 to 0.92)
Table 1.   Accuracy of index test parameters  (Continued)
For the comparison between index tests, we considered LACD < 25% as the reference category and used bivariate models to investigate
whether sensitivity and/or specificity diPers between the most commonly used test parameters for each index test.
 
 
A P P E N D I C E S
Appendix 1. The Cochrane Library search strategy
#1 MeSH descriptor: [Glaucoma, Angle-Closure] this term only
#2 angle* near/3 (occlud* or narrow* or width or close* or closure)
#3 glaucoma* near/3 (occlud* or narrow* or width or close* or closure)
#4 PAC or PACS or PACG or ACG
#5 #1 or #2 or #3 or #4
#6 MeSH descriptor: [Anterior Chamber] this term only
#7 MeSH descriptor: [Anterior Eye Segment] this term only
#8 anterior near/2 (chamber or segment)
#9 ACD or ACA
#10 #6 or #7 or #8 or #9
#11 MeSH descriptor: [Glaucoma] explode all trees
#12 #10 and #11
#13 #5 or #12
#14 MeSH descriptor: [Diagnostic Techniques, Ophthalmological] explode all trees
#15 flashlight* or torch
#16 MeSH descriptor: [Slit Lamp] this term only
#17 MeSH descriptor: [Slit Lamp Microscopy] this term only
#18 slit near/2 (lamp or beam)
#19 biomicroscope
#20 anterior chamber depth*
#21 Anterior chamber volume
#22 lens volume
#23 ACD or LACD or SPAC or ACV
#24 Herick
#25 Scheimpflug or Pentacam or Sirius or Galilei
#26 MeSH descriptor: [Tomography, Optical Coherence] explode all trees
#27 optical coherence tomograph*
#28 AS-OCT or Visanti
#29 anterior segment imag*
#30 angle recess area
#31 angle opening distance
#32 (angle or area*) near/2 trabec* near/2 iris
#33 AOD or TISA
#34 #14 or #15 or #16 or #17 or #18 or #19 or #20 or #21 or #22 or #23 or #24 or #25 or #26 or #27 or #28 or #29 or #30 or #33
#35 #13 and #34
Appendix 2. MEDLINE Ovid search strategy
1. Glaucoma, Angle-Closure/
2. (angle$ adj3 (occlud$ or narrow$ or width or close$ or closure)).tw.
3. (glaucoma$ adj3 (occlud$ or narrow$ or width or close$ or closure)).tw.
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4. (PAC or PACS or PACG or ACG).tw.
5. or/1-4
6. Anterior Chamber/
7. Anterior Eye Segment/
8. (anterior adj2 (chamber or segment)).tw.
9. (ACD or ACA).tw.
10. or/6-9
11. exp Glaucoma/
12. 10 and 11
13. 5 or 12
14. Diagnostic Techniques, Ophthalmological/
15. (flashlight$ or torch).tw.
16. Slit Lamp/
17. Slit Lamp Microscopy/
18. (slit adj2 (lamp or beam)).tw.
19. biomicroscope.tw.
20. anterior chamber depth$.tw.
21. (ACD or LACD or SPAC).tw.
22. Herick.tw.
23. (Scheimpflug or Pentacam or Sirius or Galilei).tw.
24. Tomography, Optical Coherence/
25. optical$ coherence tomograph$.tw.
26. (AS-OCT or Visanti).tw.
27. anterior segment imag$.tw.
28. angle recess area.tw.
29. angle opening distance.tw.
30. ((angle or area$) adj2 trabec$ adj2 iris).tw.
31. (AOD or TISA).tw.
32. or/14-31
33. 13 and 32
34. exp case report/
35. (case adj1 (study or report$)).tw.
36. 34 or 35
37. 33 not 36
Appendix 3. Embase Ovid search strategy
1. closed angle glaucoma/ or glaucomatous optic neuropathy/ or neovascular glaucoma/ or secondary glaucoma/
2. (angle$ adj3 (occlud$ or narrow$ or width or close$ or closure)).tw.
3. (glaucoma$ adj3 (occlud$ or narrow$ or width or close$ or closure)).tw.
4. (PAC or PACS or PACG or ACG).tw.
5. or/1-4
6. anterior eye chamber/
7. anterior eye segment/
8. (anterior adj2 (chamber or segment)).tw.
9. (ACD or ACA).tw.
10. or/6-9
11. exp glaucoma/
12. 10 and 11
13. 5 or 12
14. (flashlight or torch).tw.
15. slit lamp/
16. (slit adj2 (lamp or beam)).tw.
17. biomicroscope.tw.
18. anterior eye chamber angle/
19. anterior eye chamber depth/
20. anterior chamber depth$.tw.
21. Anterior chamber volume.tw.
22. lens volume.tw.
23. (ACD or LACD or SPAC or ACV).tw.
24. Herick.tw.
25. ophthalmic camera/
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26. (Scheimpflug or Pentacam or Sirius or Galilei).tw.
27. optical coherence tomography/
28. optical$ coherence tomograph$.tw.
29. (AS-OCT or Visanti).tw.
30. anterior segment imag$.tw.
31. angle recess area.tw.
32. angle opening distance.tw.
33. ((angle or area$) adj2 trabec$ adj2 iris).tw.
34. (AOD or TISA).tw.
35. or/14-34
36. 13 and 35
37. exp case report/
38. (case adj1 (study or report$)).tw.
39. or/37-38
40. 36 not 39
Appendix 4. BIOSIS search strategy
#29 #28 AND #27
#28 TS= (human or humans)
#27 #26 AND #10
#26 #25 OR #24 OR #23 OR #22 OR #21 OR #20 OR #19 OR #18 OR #17 OR #16 OR #15 OR #14 OR #13 OR #12 OR #11
#25 TS=(AOD or TISA)
#24 TS= ((angle or area*) NEAR/2 trabec* NEAR/2 iris)
#23 TS= (angle opening distance)
#22 TS= (angle recess area)
#21 TS= (anterior segment imag*)
#20 TS = (AS-OCT or Visanti)
#19 TS= (optical* coherence tomograph*)
#18 TS= (Herick or Scheimpflug or Pentacam or Sirius or Galilei)
#17 TS= (ACD or LACD or SPAC or ACV)
#16 TS= (lens volume)
#15 TS= (Anterior chamber volume)
#14 TS= (anterior chamber depth)
#13 TS=biomicroscope
#12 TS=(slit NEAR/2 (lamp or beam))
#11 TS= (flashlight* or torch)
#10 #9 OR #4
#9 #8 AND #7
#8 TS= Glaucoma
#7 #6 OR #5
#6 TS= (ACD or ACA)
#5 TS= (anterior NEAR/2 (chamber or segment))
#4 #3 OR #2 OR #1
#3 TS= (PAC or PACS or PACG or ACG)
#2 TS= (glaucoma* NEAR/3 (occlud* or narrow* or width or close* or closure))
#1 TS = (angle* NEAR/3 (occlud* or narrow* or width or close* or closure))
Appendix 5. OpenGrey search strategy
(angle closure glaucoma OR PAC OR PACS OR PACG OR ACG) AND (flashlight OR torch OR Slit Lamp OR biomicroscope OR anterior chamber
depth OR ACD OR LACD OR SPAC OR Scheimpflug OR Pentacam OR Optical Coherence Tomography OR Visanti)
Appendix 6. ARIF search strategy
(angle closure glaucoma OR PAC OR PACS OR PACG OR ACG) (All indexed fields) AND (flashlight OR torch OR Slit Lamp OR biomicroscope
OR anterior chamber depth OR ACD OR LACD OR SPAC OR Scheimpflug OR Pentacam OR Optical Coherence Tomography OR Visanti) (All
indexed fields)
Appendix 7. ISRCTN search strategy
(angle closure glaucoma OR PAC OR PACS OR PACG OR ACG) AND (flashlight OR torch OR Slit Lamp OR biomicroscope OR anterior chamber
depth OR ACD OR LACD OR SPAC OR Scheimpflug OR Pentacam OR Optical Coherence Tomography OR Visanti)
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Appendix 8. ClinicalTrials.gov search strategy
(angle closure glaucoma OR PAC OR PACS OR PACG OR ACG) AND (flashlight OR torch OR Slit Lamp OR biomicroscope OR anterior chamber
depth OR ACD OR LACD OR SPAC OR Scheimpflug OR Pentacam OR Optical Coherence Tomography OR Visanti)
Appendix 9. ICTRP search strategy
angle closure glaucoma OR PAC OR PACS OR PACG OR ACG = Condition AND flashlight OR torch OR Slit Lamp OR biomicroscope OR anterior
chamber depth OR ACD OR LACD OR SPAC OR Scheimpflug OR Pentacam OR Optical Coherence Tomography OR Visanti = Intervention
Appendix 10. Data extracted for the Characteristics of Included Studies table
 
Study identification First author, year of publication
Clinical features and settings Previous testing and clinical setting including country where the study was conducted. Presenta-
tion at recruitment, prior treatment that would affect the ACD (i.e. peripheral iridotomy, iridoplas-
ty, etc.)
Participants Sample size, age, sex, ethnicity and country
Study design Whether the sample was selected as a single group (consecutive series) or as separate groups with
and without the target condition (case-control). Whether participants were consecutively enrolled
in the study and were identified retrospectively or prospectively. Training involved for index tests,
both eyes included in the study
Target condition An occludable angle as a referable condition, which includes PACS, PAC and PACG
Reference standard The reference standard test used: gonioscopy for diagnosing an occludable angle; this is accept-
able if this is the only target condition in large-scale screening or primary-care settings. Gonioscopy
combined with tonometry, visual fields investigation and optic disc assessment for distinguishing
the relative subgroup of participants with an occludable angle as PACS/PAC/PACG
Index tests Oblique flashlight test: grade recorded
LACD using the van Herick technique: van Herick grade, or percentage, or both
SPAC: numerical or categorical grade, or both
Scheimpflug photography: ACA, ACV and ACD
AS-OCT: model of OCT device, manufacturer and any technical characteristics (e.g. software analy-
ses). TISA, ARA, AOD 500 microns and 750 microns for each parameter
Follow up Numbers of participants lost to follow-up or who had uninterpretable test results
Notes Source of funding, anything else of relevance
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Anterior segment optical coherence tomography
Intraocular pressure
Irido-trabecular contact
Limbal anterior chamber depth
Laser peripheral iridotomy
Primary angle closure
Primary angle closure glaucoma
Primary angle closure suspect
Peripheral anterior synechiae




Appendix 12. Guidance for QUADAS 2 assessment of risk of bias
 
DOMAIN LOW HIGH UNCLEAR
PARTICIPANT SELECTION Describe methods of participant selection; describe included participants (prior testing, presenta-
tion, intended use of index test and setting)
Was a consecutive or random
sample of participants en-
rolled?
Consecutive sampling or random sam-
pling of people according to inclusion cri-
teria
Non-consecutive cohort of
referrals (from primary care)
or (in screening setting) sam-





Was a case-control design
avoided?
No selective recruitment of people with
or without occludable angles, or nested
case-control designs (systematically and
randomly selected from a defined popu-
lation cohort)
Selection of either cases or
controls in a predetermined,
non-random fashion; or en-




Did the study avoid inappro-
priate exclusions?
Exclusions are detailed and felt to be ap-
propriate (e.g. people with corneal opac-
ities, known ocular malformation or dis-
ease causing bulbar derangement)
Inappropriate exclusions are
reported (e.g. of people with





Risk of bias: could the selec-
tion of participants have in-
troduced bias?
All signalling questions = ‘Yes’ Any signalling question = ‘No’ Unclear
Concerns regarding applica-
bility: are there concerns that
the included participants do
not match the review ques-
tion?
Inclusion of participants without a previ-
ous diagnosis of an occludable angle
Inclusion of participants with
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INDEX TEST Describe the index test and how it was conducted and interpreted
Were the index test results in-
terpreted without knowledge
of the results of the reference
standard?
Test performed “blinded” or “indepen-
dently and without knowledge of” refer-
ence standard results are sufficient and
full details of the blinding procedure are
not required; or clear temporal pattern
to the order of testing that precludes the
need for formal blinding
Reference standard results
were available to those who





If a threshold was used, was it
prespecified?
The study authors declare that the select-
ed cut-oP used to dichotomise data was
specified a priori; or a protocol is avail-
able with this information
A study is classified at high-
er risk of bias if the authors
define the optimal cut-oP
post hoc, based on their own
study data
No information on
pre selection of in-
dex test cut-oP val-
ues
Risk of bias: could the conduct
or interpretation of the index
test have introduced bias?
All signalling questions = ‘Yes’ Any signalling question = ‘No’ Unclear
Concerns regarding applica-
bility: are there concerns that
the index test, its conduct or
interpretation differ from the
review question?
Tests used and testing procedure clearly
reported and tests executed by personnel
with sufficient training
Tests used are not validated
or study personnel was insuf-
ficiently trained
Unclear execution




REFERENCE STANDARD Describe the reference standard and how it was conducted and interpreted
Is the reference standard like-
ly to correctly classify the tar-
get condition?
Not applicable. Score ‘Yes’ for all studies
Were the reference standard
results interpreted without
knowledge of the results of
the index test?
Reference standard performed “blinded”
or “independently and without knowl-
edge of” index test results are sufficient
and full details of the blinding procedure
are not required; or clear temporal pat-
tern to the order of testing that precludes
the need for formal blinding
Index test results were avail-






Risk of bias: could the refer-
ence standard, its conduct or
its interpretation have intro-
duced bias?
All signalling questions = ‘Yes’ Any signalling question = ‘No’ Unclear
Concerns regarding applica-
bility: are there concerns that
the target condition as de-
fined by the reference stan-
dard does not match the re-
view question?
Not applicable. Score ‘Low’ for all studies
FLOW AND TIMING Describe any participants who did not receive the index test(s) or reference standard, or either, or
who were excluded from the 2 x 2 table (refer to study flow diagram); describe the time interval
and any interventions between index test(s) and reference standard
Was there an appropriate in-
terval between index test(s)
and reference standard?
No more than three months between in-
dex and reference test execution
More than three months be-
tween index and reference
test execution
Unclear whether
test results were ex-
  (Continued)
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ecuted within three
months
Did all participants receive a
reference standard?
All participants receiving the index test
were verified with the reference standard
Not all participants receiving
the index test were verified
with the reference standard
Unclear whether all
participants receiv-




Did all participants receive the
same reference standard?
Not applicable. Score ‘Yes’ for all studies
Were all participants included
in the analysis?
The number of participants included in
the study match the number in analysis
The number of participants
included in the study does




the number of par-
ticipants included
in the study match-
es the number in
analysis
Risk of bias: could the partici-
pants' flow through the study
have introduced bias?
All signalling questions = ‘Yes’ Any signalling question = ‘No’ Unclear
  (Continued)
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